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INTRODUCTION 
An over-supply of a trace element, whether or not the 
element may he classed as an essential one, tnay be markedly 
deleterious to the organism. The number of trace elements 
which by imtural means may be supplied to the body in harmful 
amounts appears to be quite small indeed* Fluorine has been 
foimd to belong in this category; oven milligram quantities 
of fluorine, daily gaining access by natiu'al means to the 
bodies of human beings and otlior animals, may bring about 
pathological clianges* Some of the chonges, such as those 
occurring in bone, appear to be quite persistent, while other 
changes, such as those in the enamel of teeth, appear to be 
permanent* 
As it became generally accepted that fluorine in drink­
ing water is the prime etiological factor responsible for the 
wide-spread hypoplasia of human teeth, known as mottled enamel, 
niunerous investigators began to seek information which mi^^ht 
make possible the prevention of this damage to teeth* Some 
investigators sought information v/hlch would lead to a better 
understanding of the chemical mechanisms throiigh which fluorine 
causes damage to the teeth* Other workers began to study the 
toxicity of fluorine toward other tissues of the body since 
there appeared to be no proof that quantltites of fluorine 
causing tooth damage could not at the same time damage other 
tissues and organs, thus Impairing one or more of the vital 
processes of the body* 
The obviously critical nature of tho problem of removal 
of fluorides from both public and private water supplies lent 
early stlraulus to tho search for a practical method for removal 
Without a workable method for such water treatment, the home 
or municipality confronted with endemic fluorosis has only one 
recourse—that of chani^ing water supplies; but the lack of 
availability of suitable supi.lies in many communities renders 
a practical method of removal imperative* 
Danijerous sources of fluorine, other than water supplios, 
were encountered oarly* These include fruits of a wide variety 
which may carry residues of fluorine bearing insecticides, and 
dusts and gases formed in some mining and manufacturing indus­
tries* Fluorine containing dusts and gases can readily enter 
the Itmg, from whence the fluorine may bo absorbed. Thus the 
alimentary tract is not the only portal through which fluorine 
may gain access to tlio body* 
The experimental work of this thesis was planned with the 
purpose of contributing to the advancement toward two major 
objectives: 
1. Determination of tlxe capacity of Ingested fluorine 
compounds to impair normal functions of the body, and 
2* Tho developmont of a treatment for removing fluoride 
from drinking water. 
In lino ^Ith the first of those objectives, answers to 
the following questions were sought: 
!• Are the iron and copper fluorides utilized as 
sources of Iron and copper for hemoglobin formation 
In the rat? 
2» Does sodium fluoride cause a change In hemoglobin 
In the rat during growth, reproduction and lactation? 
3» Do Inorganic fluorides differ In toxicity on the 
basis of the fluorine which they contains 
4. Would it be possible to alleviate the effects of 
fluorine in the diet by administering a substance 
that would combine with fluorine and not be absorbed? 
5. Are there factors in nutrition that may operate to 
cause variation in the retention of fluorine in the 
skeletal structures of the body? 
G. Does fluoride Impair the regulation of blood sugar 
in the rat, thus possibly contributing to inanition 
observed after prolonged periods of fluorine ingestion? 
7* Will organic fluorides cause fluorine poisoning? 
In pursuit of the second main objective answers to the 
following questions were sought: 
1* Will alum remove fluorine from water in a dependable 
manner? 
2. If so, what la the possibility of devising a con­
tinuous process of treatment which might be used on 
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a large scale for rcnovin^ fluorine from inuniclpal 
water supplies? 
The albino rat, L'.us norv&;;icu3 albinus. v.'as used in all 
of the aniiiial invostli:;afcions in the work of tlila thesis. 
HISTORICAL 
General Aspects of the Literature 
Tlie literature pertinent to a study of the physioloi^ical 
effects of fluorine in animals is quite large and has been re-
vicvfed in an able manner by several workers interested in the 
problem. Roholm (33), in his mono^jraph "Fluorine Intoxication" 
cited 093 references up to the year 1937. D. A. Orcenwood (43) 
in a later review on the some subject, cited 380 references 
appearing durinj^ the seven year period between 1933 and 1939. 
Other reviev/s on the subject include t'.ose by UcClure (63), 
De Eds (31), and Pierce (79). 
Roholm (83) reviews quite completely the early publica­
tions dealing v/ith the occurrence of fluorine in biological 
laatorials, the distribution of the elenent in inanimate nature, 
its effects on biolo^^ical inechanicins--espocially enzytne action, 
and its general effects in both acute and clironic intoTiication 
of aninals. 
Articles on fluorine found in the literature before 1920 
deal quite generally with the more academic aspects of fluorine, 
liavint: to do frequently with the chemistry of the element. Its 
quantitative determination, its distribution in the earth's 
crust and in plant and animal tissues; however, occasional 
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articles are encoimtered as far back as 1867 dealing; with 
the toxic properties of fluorine compounds toward anirials. 
A number of sporadic reports of investit^ations grovfin^j out 
of eases of acute fluorine poisoninti are to be found bety/een 
1500 end 1920. Between 1910 end 1920 a number of observations 
were reported which were to have an important influence upon 
the direction which future studies ?t*lth fluorine sh.ould take. 
Durlnij this period a number of observations of laorbid chaUi^os 
involving; uoncs and tooth and general -.vell-boini- of livc-stock 
in regions surrounding suporphoapliate and uluininiiiu inanufacturln(3 
plants in different countries of Europe v/ere reported. In 191G 
there appeared an important observation by Black and McKay (G) 
dealinc with the occurrence in Colorado of a tooth defect, 
mottled enamel, of unknown etiolo<;y, but seemingly associated 
with drinking: water in affected areas* 
In 1925 Schulz and Lamb (92) and LlcCoUuin, Siininonds, 
Becker and Bunting (C5) almost simultaneously published their 
exporinentol results of 'eedlng sodium fluoride to rats. The 
observed offecto upon the bonos and teeth of rats bore marked 
rosemblance to those observed in domestic animals in the areas 
surrounding superphosphate and aluminum factories. A marked 
stimulus to further Investi^iation of physioloolcal effect of 
fluorine was provided by the discovery by Smith, Lantz and 
Smith (101) in 1931, that fluorine in water supplies is the 
etiological factor of prime Importance in tlie production of 
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Kottlcd enamol. 
Because of the exlstance of a nxuaber of cood reviov/a of 
the extensive literature on fluorine, a complete review of the 
literature dealing with the phyaiolot^ical offects of fluorine 
has not been undertaken for this thesis* The historical work 
of this thesis dealing with the physiological responses to 
fluorides has been prepared with a number of objectives. 
Tliese are: first, to show briefly tiie physiolojjical effects 
that have been observed in the rat; second, to compare findings 
in rats with those in other animals; third, to compare findines 
in animals with those in man. Tlie clironic aspects of fluorine 
poisoning v/ill be dealt with principally. 
Articles dealin^^ v;ith the removal of fluorides from water 
be^an to appear only after the dlscovcry of the correlation 
botv/een the constunption of fluoride bearinc waters and the 
occtirrence of mottled enamel. 
Some Effects of Chronic Fluorine Poisoning 
Upon Animals Including Man 
Effects upon /growth, reproduction, and lactation. 
A number of studies have been reported which deal v/ith 
growth in the rat as Influenced by sodium fluoride. Sollr.an, 
Schettler and V<etzel (104) appear to be the first to make a 
systematic study. They found that an intake of 8 mg. of NaP 
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pcr k^. o f  bod/ v?ei^ht caused no depression of growth or food 
consunption, while IGVGIS equal to or greater than 15 ri-j. per 
k^;. of body weight caused pro^jrossive irapairjr.ont of growth 
acconpaniod with a decroaso in food consi«aptlon. These in­
vestigators likewise found that rats, when £;iven a free choice 
between sodivun fluoride poisoned food and unpoisoned food, did 
not discriminate between the poisoned cad un:joioonod food xmtil 
the fluoride level corresponded to 0.23 per cent sodixin fluoride. 
Schulz and Lamb (92) likewise reported impairment of the 
grov/th of rats by sodium fluoride. Adding 0.05, 0.10, 
0.15 and 0.25 per cent sodivja fluoride to their basal ration, 
Uiese v;ori:ors observed growth iu:pairriont at tiic 0.05 per cent 
level. T1.000 rata roceiviiTg 0.25 pa- cent of the compound in 
the ration died between 8 and 14 v/oekn without reaching a 
v/oiglit of 100 grams. tVitii purified basal rations the effect 
upon growth was noted at lower lovele of KaF. In a inuch later 
article, Schulz (01) again stutcd tlmt the throshold level of 
aodiuni fluoride for growth inpairiucnt in tho rat io 0.05 per 
cont. Laiiib, Phillips, Hart and Dohstedt (54) reported tlmt 
20 lOijs. per kg. of body weiglit io the iijaxiiuium level of fluorine 
as sodium fluoride tiiat can bo tolerated by the rat without a 
decroaso in growth rate* 
Tho question of wliethor the decreased growth rate in rats 
is duo to tlio decrease in food consumption alone or to a specific 
fluoride effect has been attacked by IJcClure and ilitchell (64) 
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and by Smith and Lovcrton (102). Ilie fomier workers reported 
that 0.0G25 per cent Iluorine as aodivun fluoride caused a de­
crease in iirowth rate ^ircater tlian v;ould bo expected as a re­
sult of the reduced food conoumption. The latter invostitjators 
foxmd that tlu: dccreassd crowtli rate of the rats receiving; 0,05 
per cent or laore of sodivua fluoride was the result not only of 
decreased food consumption but also of a decreased efficiency 
in utilization of feed consumed. Evuns and Phillips (57) 
reported tliat the degree of bleaching of the rat incisor by 
cryolite and sodium fluoride was proportional to tlie depress ion 
of t^rowth. 
lajpaimont of growtli by fluorine has boon observed in 
otlicr anixnals as v/oll« SlSoSVold (95) found poor lactation in 
cattle in areas close to a Norwe^jian aluminum factory. Roholm 
(83) observed growth inhibition duo to feediiiti fluorides to 
rats, pica# antl calves* Kick (5%) observed tliat 0.029 per cent 
fluorine as sodiiun fluoride tjave growth in pi^s only slii^htly 
less than normal whereas levels as hi^^x as U.097 per cent 
fluorine depressed growth in proportion to the amount of 
fluorine added. Kxcessive fluorine feeding resulted in de­
creased food consumption and caused inefficient utilization. 
Tlie curtailment of food consumption v/as noted in suckling sows 
receiving 0.029 per cent fluorine, excessive loss of weight 
resulting. With chicks. Kick did not note deleterious effects 
upon growth or other i\mctlons until the level of 0.07 per cent 
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flxiorinc v/aa reached. 
Controlled e;cperiK.entc upon growth in ilio human Loing 
arc totally lacking; out lose of vicit;;ht has ceen found by 
Koholri (OS) to bo associatGd with the ostoosclerotic synptona 
of cryolite workers and, by ihortt (95}, with tlio coL.e 
oyniptotns in middle aged residents of luottled enanel areas in 
India. 
liio influence of fluoride upon reproduction and lactation 
in the rat lias boon studied by Gcliuls and Lanb (92), Schuls 
(01), riiillips, Ljrimb, Hurt and Dohstedt (70), Tollo nr^ 
I'uynard (lOG), Kick (5*^), and Cwith tind Leverton (IOC), All 
of those v.'orkera found tliut sodium fluoride would impair re­
production if fed at hlt;li enough levels# There is quite ^ood 
Ut;X'coiiicut botv/een tlieso corkers as to t}ie approxiaate level 
at wliich aodivua fluoride causes ii;pairncnt of reproduction, 
iiohulz and Latab {U2) repoi'ted occasional iripain^jont of repro­
duction at a level of 0.0C5 por cent sodium fluoride; hov/ever, 
in a later report bchulz (91) preaenta evidence tliat the level 
is audi hiijlier and tliat tlie tlireshold lovcl of sodium fluoride 
for lactation is 0.05 per cent, i'hilllps. Lamb, Hart and 
Bohstedt (78) could not detect any specific effect of fluorine 
upon reproductive functions includia:^ fertility, gestation, and 
parturition; they attrlUited failure of lactation in the rat 
to intakes of 50 nig. or more of fluorine per kg. of body weicht. 
A level of 0.045 per cent sodluu fluoride was found by tlieia to 
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be sufriciently hl^h to irovido an Intake of 50 iao» or more 
durin^; the lactation period. Thoy considered the resultant 
effects upon lactation and oesti-as to bo the direct rea..lt 
of flnoi'ino anorexia and inanition. Ko cuniulativo cffcct of 
fluorine fro;:; generation to ^jeneration was observed by t/iese 
men. Kick (52^) found no direct effect of fluoride upon the 
r-^iiro-duction of rats and considei'ed iripairiuent of lactation 
bo bo the I'esult of deci'oaaed food cunsuiuption. Si.ilth and 
Lover tun (102) found no interference with j'opi-oduction by a 
lovol of 0.0C5 per cent sodium fluoride but 0.05 por ccnt 
sodlui.1 ri\iorido caused atuii'cinii of raothera witii delayed 
prOj^nancy tuad poor luctr.tion. Tolle and (lOG) re­
ported xjiarkod iiupaimnent of repi'oduction by 0«oS per cent sodium 
fluoride in t}io i-atlon of rats. 
Data dealinij witli ti» influence of fluorine v;ith repx'o-
duction and lactation .In other aninuils are available* 
iilat;avold (QO) found poor lactation (milk production) in 
cattle. Kiclc 152^) found that lovelo as hitj>i ua 0.0J7 per 
cent fluorine as sodium fluoride did not impair reproduction 
in the pi^ either in torias of the nui/iber of yoiing born or in 
terms of tlie wei^it of the yoimi; at birth. JDecreaaed lacta­
tion as Indicated by decreased weaninc^ weijjhta was attx^ibuted 
to poor nutrition ratiier tlmn to a apecifio effect of fluorine. 
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Effeeta upon bone and calcium and phosphorus metabolism. 
Tlio Influence of fluorine intoxication upon tho bones 
of rata lias boon studied by McCollum, SiriKionds, Eeckcr and 
Bunting (65), Ellis and liaynard (35), McClure and i.;itcliell 
(64), liauck, Stoenbock and Parsons (40), Kick, ot al» (52^), 
Schulz (90,91), Smitli and Lantz (99), Roholm (83), Evans and 
Fliillips (37) and KcClxire (63). tlcColltim and co-workers 
noted the change in the slcull and jaw bones of rats on a 
sodium fluoride supplenented diet. Ellis and Kaynard (35) 
noted tlie ability of rat bonos to take up Increased quantities 
of fluorine upon tho incorporation of quantitlea of fluoride 
as small as 8 to 12 parts per million in the ration and con­
sidered the bone fluoride a bettor criterion of fluorine 
poisoning than the incisor effect. Tlie increased fluorine 
content of rat bones followlnt; fluoride feeding has been 
noted by a number of workers including Evans and Phillips (37), 
Kick, o_t al. (52a)> Roholm (03), McClixre (63) and Schulz (00). 
Evans and Phillips (37) found that 4 parts per million of 
fluorine in tho drlnkinii water of the rat cr.used measurable 
storage of tho olemont and they used storatje data to measure 
toxicity. 
A large number of workers also have studied the effect of 
chronic fluorine intoxication upon ash, calciian, phosphorus, 
magnesliua and carbon dioxide contents of bones, and upon the 
metabolism of calcium and phosphorus. McClure and Mitchell 
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reported that 0,0106 and 0.0513 per cent levels of fluorine 
as sodium fluoride did not cliange tlie per cent retention of 
the ingested calcixim, whereas a level of 0.0623 per cent 
fluorine lowered the retention of invested calcium. Smith 
and Lantz (99) reported that 0»10 per cent sodium fluoride, 
in a ration oth rwise satisfactory, caused lower values than 
normal for the ash content of bones of rats. An increase in 
the calcium to phosphorus ratio of the tone vrns observed to 
result from an increase in calcium content accompanied by a 
deoro&se in phosphorus content# Later, Lantz and Smitli (50) 
reported timt 0.10 per cent of sodium fluoride in the diet 
of rats caused tliem to retain nuch loss calcium and loss 
phosphorus tiian normally. Ilauck, Steenbock, and I'arsons 
(4C) found that on a diet low or moderate in calcium content 
the ash content of the bones of rata was decreased absolutely 
and percentagely by fluorine; but v<ith a hieh-calcixaa, 
rachlto^enic diet the ash was definitely increased* In an­
other study, those authors found that the effect of sodium 
fluoride upon the teeth of rate, when tlie fluoride was in a 
low calcitua ration, was reduced by the administration of 
vitamin D. Later, Schuls (91) reported findings which supported 
those of Ilauck, Steenbock, and i'arsons (46). Schulz reported 
evidence that rata on a ration contalninc a high percentage of 
calcitim and a moderate percentage of phosphorus withstood the 
effects of large doae of fluorides bettor tlan rats fed rations 
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contalning other combinations of calcitim end phosphorus# With 
a high-calcium, moderate phosphorus ration he observed an in­
crease in tlie amount of calcivun in the bones of rats* Tlie 
inclusion of cod-liver oil in the diet or irradiation of the 
animals with ultra-violet light appeared to inhibit cone of 
the more severe symptoms of fluorosis due to feeding fluorides 
in a low calcium diet* 
V/ork dealing with the effect of fluoride feeding upon 
recovery from rickets in rato l\as recently appeared. Jlorgareidge 
(G9) reported that the daily feedii"^ of sodiiua fluoride by 
mouth to rats caused a slowing up of the development of rickets 
if given during the depletion period# If given during the 
healing period the rate of l»aling was decreased* Tlie bonea 
were examined by x-ray and by ash determinations* No line 
tests or fluorine determinations were .7iade upon tl» bones* 
Schulz (91) noted increased magnesium and decreased 
carbon-dioxide contents in rat bonea after feeding 0*025 per 
cent sodium fluoride in Uio rntion* Kick (52^) observed the 
sarao cliUnges* 
In other animals likewise the offecte upon bone liave boon 
observed* Storage of fluorine lias been observed hy a number 
of workers* Oaud, Charnot, and Langlais (40) noted changes 
in bono density in guinea pigs and a decided inci'eaoe in 
fluorine in the total a oh at autopsy after feeding sodivun 
fluoride at a level of 10 mgs* per kilogram of body v/eight 
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daily. Phillips, Hart, and Bohstedt (77) observed the storage 
of fluorine in bones of cattle fed fluoride bearing: rock 
phosphate. Roholm (83) noted increased fluoride concentations 
in bones of pi^s* calvos, and dogs and observed osteosclerotic 
symptons on lower levels of fluorine intake; but, at hi£her 
levels of fluorine, symptoms of osteomalacia occvirred frequently. 
Souietiinea both osteonalacia and osteosclerosis appeaz'ed in the 
same bones. In work with pl ,s, ivlck and co-workers (52^) noted 
increaood fluorine content of bones rocultinG from fluoride 
feoding. TliO walls of tlie feriurs wore tliickoncd. The inancUblos 
v/ore thlckcned duo to the Increase of tlie medullary cavity. 
Ajain, the 1.0^7^03ium content of tlie bone was obaei-ved to In-
croaso while the cnrbon-dioxlde decreased, the ar-.ount of change 
being in proportion to the level of fluoride fed. T'le per­
centage ash at maturity was xmaffected by the fluorine feeding. 
Observntlons on bone changes in the human being have been 
Riade in several instances in v,tilch the fluoride Intoxication 
seems to bo definitely Involved. Toller and Gudjonsson (60) 
noted anomalies in calcification in cryolite workers in whose 
bodies llgair.ento and tendons were ossified and the density of 
the bones markedly altered as revealed by x-ray exanination. 
Roholm (05) noted the same changes with cryolite workers in 
Den-uark./ The same changes were noted by iihortt and co-v/or3:ers 
(93) in a |nottled enancl area in India. The clxanges noted by 
Ghortt v/erc found in nlddle-agcd persons and were acsoclatod 
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with long, iminterrupted periods of consiunption of drinking 
water containing much fluoride. 
Kellner (49) has compared tho bone olianges in fluoride 
fed dogs v/ith those previously observed by Roholm (o3). 
Kellner made histological comparisons with nornal litter nate 
controls. TJie feeding of fluoride to puppies resulted in a 
dist\;rbancc of calclflcntion vdiich in nany respects resembled 
rickets. VVIion older animalr wore fed fluoride over a longer 
period of tine the cr.nnges v/ore sclerotic in character. There 
was extensive denosition or formation of coarse j-Mirtlclos of 
precipitntod calcium salts called "Kallck6rnor". Tl\ese c'rixnges 
TTjero strilcingly sirsillar to those described by Roholm (33). 
Kffooto upon teeth. 
Tlie reports of Schulz and Lamb (92) and of McCollum (65) 
anil co-workers both describe tiie peculiar effect of fluorine 
as NaF' upon tiie incisors of tlie rat. Their descriptions deal 
with macroscopic aspects of the changes in i)lgmontation and in 
shape of tho incisors, liacrosooplc and liistologic aspects of 
the tooth defect in tho rat were studied by Kick, ot al. (52a), 
and by Schour and anilth (00). Schour and 1th found that the 
onaruol forming organ v;aa darxigod by tho fluorine and tiiat single 
Injections of fluoride resulted in a band of subnonnally calci­
fied onariel and dentine, lij^t in color, follov/od by a band of 
high calcification. Succeeding Injections caused a repetition 
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of tho phonor.enon. The work of Kick Includes a detailed 
macroscopic and histological ctudy of tho incinor which pre­
sents the same r.eneral picture as docs the work of Schour raid 
Gnith. Kick describes a "fluting;" of t!\o siirfaco of the 
incisor duo to very sriall quantities of fluorine. 
71\e rat has proven to bo a very useful anir.al in tho 
stxidy of tlio effect of fluoride upon teeth becnuce tho incisors 
of th.is F.nlnnl <;rov; continuously fvovx a persistent r-ulp. Tlie 
visible 'iffoct of fluoride upon tcotli ic broujxt r.bout Irrlnc 
tl:e tL':;c of der.osition of t'.jc cna-.:cl, nir.co tliin --lenosltion 
of enax;icl takoc placc in tho incisor tlu'ou^;ho;it tho life of 
the ret tho fluoride effect .ray appear whonovor fluoride is 
fed and dl.iappear when the foedin.j of the ole;r.ent is discon-
timied. 
Tho sensitivity of tho rat incisor to fluoride )xrs been 
studied by several invcatii^ntora. Kick (52a) detected mottling 
when as little as 0.0046 por cent sodlimi fluoride v/as added to 
tlio ration. Schulz (91) detected clTan^^es in Uie incisors r/lth 
as little as 0.0046 per cent solium fluoride added to the feed. 
Doan, liobrell, Brcaux and Klvovo (20) found that 12.5 parts per 
uilllon of BoJ^iuia fluoride in drinking v/r.tcr caused strlationo 
just dotectible by the hand-leno. Bo Eds and TriOmas (32) found 
tliat 12 parts per irdllion of fluorine ac sodium fluoride caused 
perceptible mottlinji of tho rat incisor. Evans and Phillips (57) 
foxmd the least noticeable incisor cffoct to result from tlie 
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inclusion of 0»^; C7 per cent or 7 pxirts per million of fluorine 
in the ration* Ellis and Maynord (35) considered the analysis 
of bono for fluorine a more sensitive tost for fluorine intoxi­
cation tlian observations on the incisors because he could detect 
increnents of fluorine in bone when 8 to 12 parts per million 
wore added to the Lasal diet* 
A comparison of the storage in tooth and bone tissue in 
relation to the degree of tooth defect has been made by iicClure 
(C3)* The least incisor change visible in enlarged photographs 
appears to correspond with a fluorine content in bone of about 
0*009 per cent fluorine on the dry, fat-free basis and with 
about 0*040 per cent in the incisor* 
Tlie tooth defect is known to take place under controlled 
conditions with different domestic animals ingesting fluorides 
in various forms. Tlio changes observed in controlled experi­
ment a appear to be identical v/itlx those observed in animals 
in Iceland (83)* Taylor (lOG) and Plaillips (77) have reported 
extensive wearing of molars in cattle* Kick (52^) has demon­
strated tlje same in pigs* 
The tooth defect in the human being has now become widely 
recognised* Although the defect had been described much 
earlier, the etiology was not known until 1931 when Smith, 
Lantz, and Smith (101) gave water from endemic areas to rats 
and obtained the typical fluoride effect upon the incisors* 
Since that time the public-health aspects of the problem have 
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been tho object of siuch vicoroua work on the part of public 
health offlclnla and experiment-station workers In a ntinber 
of different states and by investl;;ators In other countries. 
The tiireshold level for fluorine in drinkln{_; v/ator, belov/ which 
It could bo consumed safely, v/as aoiii^ht by anltJx v/ho 
foxmd tlxat quantities larger than 0.9 part per million of 
fluorine in drlnl:lni^ water wore capable of causintj the tooth 
defect* O.uantlties of fluorine bettreen one and two parts per 
nlllion caused mild chantios in tlie teetji while three parts 
per inllllon or more v;ere aoaocinted vvitli tlie r.ore severe 
typos of tho defect. 
Ltany of tho factors Involved in tho production of 
mottled onanel in wan imve been studied quit© extensively by 
H. T« Dean and co-wortero in tho U. S* IMbllc Health Service# 
Dean (25) gIvoo a comprehensive survey of tho incidence of 
the defect In tlie United States. Dean and Klvovo (26, 27) 
concluded that the critical level for fluoride in v/ater lay 
at one part per lallllon. 
Recently, Dean, ejb e^. (26) have fovmd the incidence of 
dental carles less in people living in mottled onanel areas 
v/here the water contains one part per nlllion or more of 
fluoride than in areas whore the fluoride content is low. 
Clmnries in blood. 
The fluoride content of the blood has boon investiijated 
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by a snail nuinbor of workers. Gettler and Ellerbrook (41) 
found tho noj?nuxl ran£;e of the fluoride content of blood to 
lie between 0.00002 and 0.000064 per cent. In five cases 
of death from fluoride poisoning the sane v/orkors found 
values raiiiiinj; between 0.00035 and 0.00155 per cent fluorine 
in the blood. The fluoride content of the blood of normal 
dogs was found in the same ran^e as that for normal nan. The 
feedinc of 18 to 32 mgs. of sodivun fluoride per kilo^rani of 
body weight per day caused no accumulation of fluoride in tho 
soft tissues of the dog. Kraft and May {52b) found normal 
human blood to contain 0.0001 per cent fluorine vdiile with 
hyperthyroid persons the blood contained between 0.00002 and 
0.00000 per cent fluorine* 
The level of calcixua in the blood of rats was found by 
Schulz (31) to bo uninfluenced by 0.10 per cent KaP in the 
ration. The feeding of sodiim fluoride to dogs at levels 
which caused typical, severe mottling of the teeth was found 
by Greenwood, Hewitt, and Nelson (44) not to influence tho 
servun calcium, inorganic phosphorus, clotting time, or hemo­
globin concentration of the blood. 
The concentrations of a number of clinically important 
ort^anic constituents of the blood were found by Greenwood, 
Ilelson and Kempf (45) to be unchanged in dogs fed fluorine 
as compared with the values ibvuid in a normal control dog. 
The fasting level of blood sugar and the total nitrogen, non-
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protein nitrogen, protein nltrot^cn, urea nitrogen, auino-
acld nitro£;en, creatinine, creatine, and uric acid values 
of the fluoride fed and the control were '«lthin the nomial 
rnnije and alnost identical. In tl:e ^jlucooe tolorancc testa 
the blood su^ar values of two lltter-riato logs, ono a control 
tind the other a fluoride-fed animal, receivintj 13.57 fluoride 
per kilo of body wei^^ht, differed not nore tljan 7 mllllgrama 
per cent durln^ the three-hour test. 
Yu (111) iound tiiat intraperitoneal Injections of sodltim 
fluoi'ide into rabbits caused hypcrtolyccmin ./..Ich v.as counter­
acted by insulin. Kobillzatlon of liver c^-jco^on was considered 
by Yu to bo the causo of liie hypcrclyceinla, since venous blood 
contained unii'onaly loss 3UFE;ar tliaji arterial blood. 
noholia (B3) found no sijjiifleant clmnt^os in the hemo­
globin values of the blood of laborers poisoned by ciryoHto, 
but the observations of iihortt {05) indicated a decreafo In 
hemoglobin. Anemia was noted In fluoride poisoned ani^jals by 
!>lagsvold (05g^). 
Effect on enzyme activity. 
In vitro experiments with enzyme-substrate mixtures 
have shown that fluoride ion has an inhibiting influence upon 
enzymes catalysing the hydrolysis of phosphatase and sulfate 
esters and fats. Rothschild (85) set up an expression for the 
equilibrium constant for the association of fluoride v/lth 
lipase: 
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k » (free enzi fne)  (fluoride) 
(enzyiuo-fluorlde cor.i£.lex) 
then: 
X • y 
k' = 100 - X when 100 equals the total 
en^yne concentration, x equals the free enzyme, and y equals 
the free fluoride. 
y then equals 100 - x , j^i 
X 
In a aeries of deteralriitions of onzyrae activity Hothschild 
found that k* varied between 1.53 x 10"^ and 2.5 x 10"*^ 
as the total fluorine concentration ran^od between 3.2 x 10"® 
and 1 X 10"^ mols per liter. At a concentration of 5.2 x 
—s 10 mols por liter the fluorido caused twonty-one per cent 
inhibition while at tlB concentration of 1 x 10" mols per 
liter an inhibition of ei^ty per cent was observed. Lipmann 
(60) also found tl:£t the inhibition of lipase followed the 
mass-action law. 
The question of the effect of fluorine ingestion upon the 
phosphatase concentration of different animal tissues has not 
yet been definitely detormined. Roholm (84) considered the 
phosphatase values of blood plasma from cryolite-intoxicated 
persons to bo high but still within the ranQO of norxnal values. 
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JPhillips (75) fovuad abnormally high values in cattle whereas 
Smith (100) reported no significant deviations from the 
normal values in tho blood, bones and teeth of rats receiving 
sodivun fluoride from the time they were weaned until they were 
nearly full grown. 
Respiratory enzymes and sone of the enzymes involved in 
the dissimilation of glucose hiive been shown to be affoctcd 
by the fluoride ion# Lipmann (59) foimd tliat the respiration 
of nuacle was noticeably loss censitive to fluoride than was 
the foriiation of Inctic acid. 
Bonticke and Zens (34), using il/16.5 IlaP, found that tlie 
addition of fluoride to liver hash did not causo accumulation 
of triosophosphate as it did in muscles* Tliey adhered to Uie 
belief that pyruvic acid, rather than lactic acid, is the 
key substance in carbohydrate degradation in tlie liver* 
Chanc (14) found that fluoride inhibited only the 
anaerobic activity of the rabbit auricle and attributed it to 
interference in the fornation of phoaphopyruvic acid end from 
phosphoglyceric acid. Sodium fluoride at a concentration of 
1 to 3000, I.I/126, inhibited tlie transformation of phoapho-
glyceric acid to phosphopyruvic acid* 
Litzka (61) outlined Glycolysis In the liver as follows: 
Fhosphocreatin 
glycogen 
+ 
croatln 
I 
H3FO4 {Che c'""' ^ 
flu 
H3PO4 
/ 
/ v-
phospho- lactic acid 
pyruvic acid ^ 
Ostern (72) and his co-workers stated Uiat in the 
presence of Ifl/200 sodium fluoride the phosphorylation 
of the Cori oster was inhibited and that, under tiieoe con­
ditions, the Cori ester from clycocen is converted to the 
Embden ester* The schemes tliese v/orkers presented for 
glycogon broakdovin in livor and riuscle are as follows: 
In Livor In Huscle 
glycogen -t- H3l'04 ^ 
Corl eater ^ 
t glucose 
Kmbdon oster 1-^ H3F04>-^ 
Embden ester 
(glucose-6-mono-
phosphoric ester) 
11-
Corl oster 
(glucose-1-mono-
phosphoric ester) 
ftlvconen + llxtOA 
NaP 
{m/200) 
hexose diphosphate 
lactic acid 
Innea (40) found that the formation of creatin phos­
phate took place aerobically at the expense of Inorganic 
phosphate when sodium fluoride was present# 
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Prom recent vrork v/itli coll-freo tissue er.tracts to which 
traces of succinic r.cld were r.dded, Golov;ici:, Kalckar und 
Cori {20) cci^cludod tlmt sodiun fluoride inhibits the trans-
foriTiition of phospho-jlycoric acid to pyruvic acid. They 
supported t!io view that jlucose, in order to be stored as 
Clycoscn, must first be phosphorylated. 
In a study based upon feeding; erporiirionts, Hiillips nnd 
Mart (7C) found that tlao addition of lactate, jlycerol or 
lactic ncld to the ration of rats l:^d no anclioratinc action 
upon tho ofroct of fluorine. They concludcd tlierofron that 
clu'onic fluorine noiconin^ involves r.oro tiian a . cc^ianlsri 
for carbohydrate netabolisr.i. Tliey clicractcrizod llic n;odo 
of action of fluorine as systoiuic, iuvolvlnc a rather 
general inhibition of onzi-me systeria. 
The Toxicity of Fluorine in Its Different Forms 
Tlio wide variety of fluorldoo used comtaerolally in such 
a way as to provide a vehicle for fluoride intoxication has 
necessitated the study of the coniparatlve toxicity of a variety 
of fluorine compounds# The previous citations have mentioned 
the use of a variety of compounds in which the fluorine is In 
Inorganic combination. Smith and Leverton (102) have shown 
that at high levels of feeding the tOKlcltlee of fluorine com­
pounds parallel closely their solubilities, v/hereas, at low 
levels of feeding, tlie levels of fluorine in the different 
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forms required to cause tooth defects is nearly independent 
of solubility. Experiments by De Eds and Thomas (32), Ko::\pf, 
Groenvfood, and lielson (51), and V.vans nnd i^iillips (37) 
indicate Uiat alvuninun fluoride iiiay be an exception# 
The appf.ront difference in toxicity of water borne and 
iood borne iiaP, nfintionod by Lawrcna (57), is not evident 
when tho conpeiisons arc i'Ado on tho be a Is of fluorine invested 
in nilliijrainB per kilorr&an of body v/ei^jht (ilcClure, 6S). 
Tlmt the natxa-tilly occurinij flviorino in foods tnj not 
in sono instances be as toxic as added fluoi-ide is LndiCiited 
by tho study of Lee end Kilson (58) who found that rats re­
ceiving as Mi:h cs 34.47 parts xier r'dllion in canned mackerel 
stored only a third us nuch of tiio olo;r,cnt as .-lid control 
unicials recolvlni; t}\o onmo ainovmt of fluorine as CaP2 or NaP 
eddod to a basal diet# 
Tho use of oi'canic fluorides ca rcfri(;crantE find their 
tJierapeutic uso in tho tx'oatment of Basedow's disease (Kraft 
and May, 52^) raises the question of the toxicity of fluorine 
in ort^anic molecules. Tliere ini^ht also be raised the question 
0.0 to whotlior the action upon the thyroid Gland mifjht not be 
due to tlie small quantities of fluoride liberated. 
Renoval of Fluoride fron Drinlring iVator 
Marked activity in the search for an efficient and 
practical jnethod of reuioving fluorides from drinking v/ater has 
resulted in a large number of publications in the last eight 
years# The substances that xiave boon studied as ronioval agents 
are quite varied end include alumlnun compoxmds, bonc-nieal, 
carbon, fused niixturea of salts, lime, magnosivun compounds, 
r.ietallic oxido ^jels, sand, super phosphate, titanium sulfate, 
tri-cnlciuri phosphate and zeolites. Trio substances wJiich 
liavo appeared to show the most promise from the practical 
standpoint aro certaixi forma of calcivim phosplmto, magnesium 
compoimdo, alum and liiue. FindinoS in the field using 
activated aliunlna and alum havo indicated tliat the effectiveness 
of tliose matorials as ro:uoval agents rrsay be modified by varia­
tions In water composition other than in fluorine concentration. 
The use of bono-meal and tricalciiun phosphate is meeting 
with 8UC008S in removing fluorine from water supplies of 
schools and homes* Smith and Smith (90) first used tlio bono 
filter for removing fluoride from water* The bone for these 
filters was freed from fat and most of its protein* It was 
then boiled in 2 M sodium hydroxide until the product became 
clmlky white In color* After washing with water and neutralizing 
with acid the treated bone was ground to the proper size for 
filter use* The fineness of the material had an Influence upon 
its efficicrxy in roiuovin^j riiioi'ide ainco the ncccscary sine 
of contact iiicrsaced I'.nd tlic extent of roLioval decrersei as 
tliO -jcrticlc aize incrcc.soJ« n.o CO-ICO ucsh zlzc zua Tound 
to :'c:.ovc the ri\;orinc cor.plctely fror.i a DjTithotic con­
taining 5 p.p.iu. of the fluoride ion. Because of the alow-
noas of nitration tlirou^ iiio ro-lOG -oola rxitci-lcl, t'nc 
cnuillost slue for practical use in filters v;ac tlio -lO-GO 
iuosh tiatcrial. 
Tino and rate of flow were found to be factors; bat pll 
load little effect botv/oo:i 2 nnd 8. Above a pH of 0 the 
offlcifincy decreased ra^jidly as tlie pU '.ncr«;ftsod* Tae removal 
pov;or of .bone raeal in natui-al watei's v;cs foxmd to ali.jl\tly 
loss tJuin In standard fluoride sdhtiona. The mtjclmnlsia of the 
roiwvul of fluoride by bono is jLot yot clear but apncaro' to 
iiiuith arui linith (90) to bo one of partial reaction followed 
by for;!Vition of solid oolutions. 
Done xical har. alnce boon need u\iccocf.rv.lly by Cl?.rk mid 
itamv (1"5) in I!ov; Ilor.ico and by Vmlkcr, Plnlcy and Itia-ris (lOO) 
in Alberta. 
L>oon aftor Smith and bnith reported tracceas froiii the use 
of bono r.eal for fluoride re..;oval, additional reports of the 
use of other calcium phosphixtes appeared, h'aclntlxo axvl 
Hammond (67) studied the removal properties of boiled ouspen-
ciona of besic phosphates on aqueous solutions of calcium or 
aodium fluoride. They also studied the properties of baking 
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powders in combination with Ca(0H)2 and Mg(0H)2* Starting 
v/ith 5 p.p.m. of fluoride in solxxtion, one gram of tri-
calcium phosphate per liter was found to reduce the fluoride 
content to 0.00 p.p,in. in 50 minutes# Calcined phosphate 
with baking powder suppleitunted with calcium hydroxide £^ave 
removal to loss than one p.p»m« Cold agitated suspensions 
of basic calcium phosplmte proved to be inadequate rer.oval 
agents. 
Adler, IQcin, and Lindsay (1) obtained effective removal 
of fluoride witlx tri-calcium phospluite in a contact filter 
coluinn. Tliey concluded that the fluoride content of the water 
was an insignificant factor in the fluoride capacity of the 
calciiun phosphate filter. Tlie effect of pH was negligi -lo 
between G.5 and 0.5. Tliey assumed tlae KBClianisfli of rerjioval to 
be an absorption mechanism but also considered the forr.ation 
of fluorapetite possible. 
Regeneration of calcium phospliate or bone filters is 
necessary. This was accomplished in tlie earlier v;ork v/ith 
those materials by treating first v/ith sodium hydroxide 
solution followed by dilute hydrochloric acid. Tlie acid 
alv/ays dissolved a rather definite fraction of tlie filter 
material. Dehrman and Gustafson (5) were able to prolong the 
active life of the absorbent by neutralizing the sodium hydroxide 
with carbon dioxide. The efficiency of the material appeared 
not to be reduced by the use of carbon dioxide. 
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Klvove (56) reported studios dealing with the iise of tri-
calcluEi phosphate, mat^nealvim hydroxide, and nasnesium oxide as 
a renoval agent for fluoride in drinking waters. The fluoride 
solutions for study were prepared by adding 5 parts per million 
of fluoride as sodixan fluoride to distilled water. The sub­
stances to be tested were added as finely divided solids to 
tlie fluoride solutions, after which mixing was accomplished 
by i7X)ans of a current of air. After one-half hour of mixing 
the solids were allowed to settle and the clear solution was 
syphoned off and analysed. Elvove considered all tl-iree of the 
above substances to have good fluoride removing capacitics but 
suggested nagnesium oxide as tlio most feasible because of cost* 
Walker, Finlay, and Harris (109), v/orking on tlie problem 
of fluoride roi.soval from v/aters of Alberta, studied the 
efficiency of a variety of substances as removal agents. For 
most of their experimenba these workers used waters from the 
taps of the city.of Edmonton, the source of the water being 
the llortli Saskatchewan River. To tMs was added sufficient 
sodium fluoride to give a definite level, usually about 4 parts 
per million of fluoride. The composition of the water in the 
fall of 1937 was: 
Constituent p.p.m. 
Total solids at 105° C .... 200. 
SO4 30. 
CI 4. 
Bicarbonate Alkalinity .... 110. 
Carbonate Alkalinity 0. 
Total hardness 152. 
P 0.2 
pH 8.2 
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Only a limited number of nattirally occurring waters 
were used in their studies. The substances tried as removal 
ai;;enta and foxmd to have no value include titanium oxide, 
titanixira hydroxide, zinc oxide, copper hyJroxido, naneaneso 
dioxide, hydra tod manfjanese dioxide, various silica gels, 
bontonite, zirconiiim dLicate, beryl, ilmenite, a limy sub­
soil, copper sulfide, flowers of sulfur, calcium oxalate, 
calcivffii oleate, trlna^nesium orthophosphate, barium carbonate, 
barium sulfate, magnesium oxychloride, ciiromiun borate, port-
land coMOnt, pornoitite, boracite, arvl linos tone, Lov/ capacitioo 
for ro;.x)val v/ore shor/n by basic ferric carbonate, magnesium 
ammonium phosphate, alujctinum oxalate, pov;ered aluriiniam, and 
various hydrated ferric oxides precipitated on asbestos. 
Tlxey also reported reznoval of fluorides v/ith MgO, activated 
alvunina and tricalcium phosplxate* Those workers reported 
successful removal with aluminum phospliate and with defluorite 
B, a calcium phosphate used in a filter unit, which was 
supplied by the National Aluminate Corporation of Anierica* 
The aluminum phosphate appeared to have somewhat better 
removal capacity than defluorite C In an experimental inm v/ith 
prepared water# One of the three natural fluoride waters 
studied contained 4.4 p.p.m of fluoride mid gave the follov/ing 
analysis: 
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Constltuent p.p.m 
Total solids at 105° C ... 1128. 
Loss on Ignition 156* 
SO4 542. 
CI 65. 
Bicarbonate alkalinity . . . 325. 
Carbonate alkalinity .... 56. 
Total hardness 22. 
PO4 as P2O5 0*5 
pll 8.55 
These workers state tliat tliis water is representative of 
the hlijh fluoride Alberta vrnters, the pH being usually above 
S.o and tiie sodium bicarbonate content being usually quite 
hijjli. Removal of fliioride from the above water by dofluorite 
B appeared satisfactory since a saraple taken after 450 Gallons 
had passed the filter was found to contain 0.2 parts per 
nillion of fluoride. 
Boruff (0), in 1954, published a report of expori:r;onts 
uslnc alvmimun sulfate, bauxite, lime and activated alxunlna 
as precipltants or absorbents of fluoride from water. 
Quantities of aluminum sulfate of from 0.5 grains to 10 grains 
per t^llon v/ere added to quantities of Illinois waters to v/hich 
various knovm quantities of fluoride were added to i:ive known 
final concentrations of fluoride. The alvun was added in solid 
form, mixed for 30 minutes, and tlien allowed to settle for a 
period of 18 to 24 hours before filtering; off the floe and 
analysing; for fluoride. In a series of experiments using 
different Initial pH values of v/ater to be treated, Boruff 
found that the optimum initial pll range for alum treatment 
lay between 6.25 and 7.5 with somo slight advantage shown for 
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a pH of 6,7 when 5 chains per gallon vere ornployod in the troat-
uont# Fror.i Ills oxijeriments Boruff concluded triat vjator con-
tainlnc 5 p.p.r.u of fluoride could bo treated with 10 grains 
of alvua in a cin^lo dose or v.l th 5 and 3 grains respectively 
in a double dosage treatinoi t. He found tiiat ciilorides and 
sulfates in quantities as iiii^i as lOGO p.p.ni. did not affect 
fluoride renoval with alum. 
Tho analysis of tho rmter used by Boruff vms as follows: 
Constituent p.p.m. 
Fe 0.7 
Si02 10.0 
Ca 67.8 
!.t(S 29.6 
NU4 1.5 
Na 24.9 
SO4 23.5 
NO'. 0.6 
Cl*^ 2.7 
C O g  « • • • • • • « • • • • • . .  3 3 0 .  
Boruff ( 6 )  stated tljat aluininum forms a soluble but 
slightly ionized salt witli fluorides, and that, in tlxe slightly 
acid ran^-e, tho alum floe is largely basic alxuninum sulfate and 
carries in its constitution and adsorbed to it largo quantities 
of othor no,-ativo ions; havover, he believed ttiat it is a 
question as to v5iotl»r tho fluorides are i-oiaoved as a basic 
alxainin\ua lluoride complex or are :norely adsorbed on the sur­
face. 
Boruff (0) found bauxite to be of little value but found 
that activated alumina recioved the fluoride from an original 
level of 5 p.p.m.dOYm to a value leas than 2 p.p.m. in a con­
tact filter. 
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A;\otiier study on tho use of aiuni v.-as puoli^hcd in l;-'37 
by L.onifr, ' uor/ell, :.nd Jnton (10), In i'.is study caniples 
or Univorsi tj" oT Illinois tap ..ator v;erc sr.tvii'c.ted v;ith Capn* 
rcoi-octivcly, diluted to 4 xi.j.iri. of fluoride 
j.iid troated v,it2i 0.72 grains Alo(SO.)^«10 n„0. llio pil cf the 
water to 00 treated v/ac adjuated to G.7» The i-c lOvala oh-
taiuod v.-oi'o noL a..friolo::t be pivduco a safe v.x.tor, l.o., Uio 
roaidutil fluoride \;as ccnoic-lerably <;;;rcator f.iar. one per 
;;iillion« Tho reaction was fouiid to affoct ^roatly Lhc cotii-
plcteaeoc of ror.ioval; loit aoftonlnj v/iti^ neolito v/ac not 
foxmd by thai riat-jrially to benefit fluoride renoval. 
i'iciiols (71), in 11)59, ro..'ortcd succea::;rul uao of G1U:.i 
as a rQ:;;oval ajerit. Wator coiitaiuiia^;; r].U p.p.ru of flu )rido 
v/ao firat aoftoned with lirr.o after which it coulaincd 1»3 y.p.n. 
of fluorldo. AlxoKi troatiueait v/lth 10 <jrains of aluia ijor ..alien 
roducod ti:o fluoride confcont to 0.G5 parts I'cr i;illllon» 
Intoroat in tlio Laboratory of l'iiysiolOi_;ical ChOiaictry ct 
lov/a ::3tuto Colloijo in tho pt'oblcw of i'c..-joval of fluoridu from 
urinklnj v.-ator da tea from tho discovery by Oati'or., I.'olaon, 
aroouv;ood, mid v.ilholn (7C} tluut tiio provaleuce of uottlod 
ci"iai?.cl in the vicinity of Anl:ony, Iov;a, \.'aa d-oe to an un­
usually hii;h level of fluorldo in tlio municipal v/ater supply 
of that city and in tlie v/ators fro:u inany of the deep v/olla 
in that coniraunity. In 1936, Helson, Gallljjan, Greenv/ood, and 
Kempf (50) reported experiments uoln^; a continuous treatment 
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pilot plant In wMch treated vmters wcro obtained with fluorldo 
contents in the ran^e of 1.5 parts per million of fliioride, 
the original water containing approximately 8 p.p.r.i. of 
fluoride• 
Kracier (55), in 1934, reported that a contact filter 
15 cm. higli, made of rivor sand passing a screen 60 meshes 
to the inch, to which Imd been added 2 per cent by weicht of 
powdered aluminiim, removed tlie fluoride from a solution con­
taining 30 parts per nillion of sodium fluoride. The absence 
of fluoride in the filtrate was dotornined by the zirconium-
alizarin colorimotric method. 
lIcKeo and Johnston (GG), in 1934, reported renioval of 
fluoride usin^; activated carbon. The rothod required such 
o low pH value that little practical utilization of tl\e 
method has boon made. 
The Determination of Fluorine 
The analysis of water, Ibods, and animal tissues for 
fluorine in amounts as low as one or less parts per million 
presented new problems in the determination of this element. 
With tlio increasinc realization of the importance of the 
problem of fluorine intoxication, numerous analysts tinder-
took to solve these problems. Of the several methods that 
have been proposed for the above types of materials, the one 
devised by V/illard and Winter (110) in 1933 has been most 
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widely adopted, though usually in some modified form. 
Tlie dovolopment and modification of this important mo trod 
is of interest. In their development of tlao method, Willard 
and TfInter made excellent use of information already in the 
litoratxxre. Willard and Winter (110) credit Wdhlcr with the 
first use of SIP4 volatilization in liberating fluorine from 
insoluble compounds, schrenk end Odo (87), in 1029, volatilized 
fluorine as B F3 or IiBP4 from HCl, II2SO4, or HCIO4 by evapora­
tion. V/illard and Winter (110) found it possible quantitatively 
to distil fluorine as 112^^6 ^ wide variety of materials 
by boiling the sample with aqueous solutions of UCIO4 or 112^04. 
Ueladrior (33), in 1903, precipitatod fchorlmn as Uie hydrated 
tliorixua fluoride and, after igniting, v/elghed the thoriiun in 
the form of 'I'hOg* Qoooh and Kobayashl (42) described a con­
trol titration of fluorine with '111(1103)4 ^ connection v/ith a 
gravimetric determination of fluorine as Th P4. Willard and 
Vi/inter found it possible to use 5^1(1103)4 as a volumetric pre­
cipitant in tho titration of the lluorino solutions obtained 
from their HgSlFg distillates. These v-orkers successfully 
employed as an indicator a islrconluin-sodltua alizarin sulfonate 
lake which was suggested to them by tho publications of DeDoer 
(30) and Casares (12). 
aoon after tho Willard and Y/inter metl.od appeared a 
ntunber of modifications v;ere published. Armstrong (4), in the 
same year, showed that sodivua alizarin sulfonate alone is capable 
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of givlne a nore distinct end-point, especially with tlie 
smaller qviantitiea of fluorine# In the same year Boruff 
and Abbott (9) adapted the nDthod to the analysis of natural 
and treated v;aters* Uoakino and Ferris (47) in 1936, simpli­
fied the toclinique of the titration by the use of a buffer con-
posed of chloroacetic acid iinlf neutralized vvitli aodiuia hydrox­
ide. Amstrong (3), in 1936, ajain -nodiflod the r.othod by 
titrating- Iji an aciueous inodiuia, controllin,; tlic p!l by aoans 
of the lioaicins and Forris b\irfor« Dy the vujo of vreaicer 
thoriun nitrate solutions and sr.xill oizcd titratin^j vials, 
Arcistron^; was able to dotenaine fluorine in quantities of 
5 nici'o^rama or less. Later in 1936 Armstrong (2) published 
a procedure dositjned to eliminate the interferences duo to 
chlorides and porchlorates passing into the distillate; both 
chlorides and porchlorates v/ere founrl by him to cause positive 
errors. Ho removed the chlorides from a first distillate by 
precipitation v;ith silver per chlorate and then re-distilled to 
obtain a solution for titration. Tlie disturbine effect of 
perchlorate v/as eliminated by adding to the distlllinc flnsk 
a suitable quantity of sodium perclilorate which ho found to 
decrease the volitilization of perchloric acid; this was 
necessary only vdien the qviantity of fluorine to be determined 
was loss than 5 nicrograms, in v;hich case the final evaporation 
of the distillate to a volume of 5 nl. instead of the usual 
10 ml. caused the perclilorate concentration to be excessive. 
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In contrast v;ith tho fincUncs of Ch\archill, Bridges, and 
Rowley (18), Armstrong foimd tbat phospliatoa wore not dio-
tlllod in quantities sufficient to interfere. 
A series of detailed studies of factors involved in tUe 
recovery of fluorine by the .Villnrd and '.Vinter riet'-iod were 
puulishod by Diilile and co-workers. In 1056, Dahl'^^ (CI) 
tleacribed a nsthod for asr.inrj r.uch nuvtorials as ariJlcs, 
lettuce, croon to:.is.too3, Tlovir, liver, and ejrs in prepara­
tion for "Jio detorwiaation of fluorine, usirv": Al(lI05)5 to 
nrevonb loaa of fluorine durin;^ tluj aa'iinj procosr.. Ho 
found ashing tenneraturos as bi^ili as 650 dosrcos to oe safe. 
Dalile an-l V/icluiinim (22), in tlie sonie year, found that recovery 
of fluorine from aluminiun solutions of difforont concentrations 
is a decreasing logarithmic function of the concentration of 
the aluninuia, re^^ardless of tho fom in which the alvuainuin 
is added# Tliis relation was expressed by tho;n as follov/s: 
l o g  — —  «  k  ( A l )  
where (Al) represents tlie concentration of the aluminun ion, 
C tho araoimt of fluorlno recovered and CQ the aittount of 
fluorine orlcinally present# In 1937 Dahle and Wichmann (25) 
published a detailed study of tho effect of input volme upon 
the recovery of fluorine using H2i)04, HCIO4, and llgPO^. Proa 
this study they concluded: Recovei^ per nl« of distillate 
decreases with increasine volume of liquid in the distilling 
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flaak. 2. Tliat distillations carried out at hii^^her ter:pora-
tiires gave increasod recovorj por ml. of distillate. 5, That 
those variutions in rocovory are cheater when distillations are 
mado fron iMirchloric or phosphoric acid tiian v/Iion made from 
sulfuric acid. 4. Tlmt tlae addition of soluble salts of non-
volatilo acids to txjo system In the distilling flask causes 
a ijroater decrease in the recovery rate than would be expected 
from the increase in volume caused by the presence of such 
salts. 5. Tliat the recovery of fluorine using perchloric, 
phosphoric, and sulfuric acids varies v/lth tiio amoxmt of 
distillate collected, anJ tiie relatlonsliip is loi^aritluuic. 
In aoino of tlxelr v/ork, Dahle and his co-workers nude use of the 
peroxidizod titanium method for the doteriidnation of tlie 
fluorine in the Wlllard and Winter distillates. 
In 1938, Dalilo, Wiclioann, and Bonnar (24) published 
work YJiiich indicated tljat cliloride and porciiloi'ute ions, when 
In the form of thoii* acide, did not intorfere in tiio titration 
of fluorine in cijiill ciuautiLloo with thorium nltrato; but when 
present as tl^ir aodlvun salts tiiey exercised a "saltin£i:-out" 
Inriuence upon tto alizarin oodlxuii sulfonate—thus causing 
high results. They fovmd tlii-1 the dlatillation of perclxlorlc 
acid is efficiently checked by protecting tixe vmlls of the 
distilling; flask from super-heating by tlie uao of efficient 
slriields. 
Much uao luis been made of the zlrconixim-aHsarin lake in 
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color^JTietrie deter:n1.nation of fluorine in waters. In 1923 
'i'iioni'oon ATVl Taylor (107) applied tlie I>e 3oor-Cn.saro3 
colorlnotric :':otiiai to the analysis of soa water and found 
it nocoasary to equall::e tlic chloride concentration in tlie 
standard vritci tliat in the uiikiioN-m# In 1935 Siiiith and Dutcher 
(105) applied a nimilar notlod to tlio dctcrninatlon of tiio 
olo-iont in potable v/aters. Thoco raon modified tlxe above 
Method of Thor.ipson and ^Taylor by the use of quimlizarin in 
placo of sodiiiin alizarin sulfonate in tlio preparation of the 
color lako, a poscibility which had boon aut^t^ostcd earlior 
by V/illard and 'iVinter in preoentino their volumetric netliOd# 
A nuraber of workers have inveatioated tlie applicability 
of the V/illai'd and '.Vinter r.ietliod to tho analysis of inort-anic 
materials, of ash froui plant anti aninml tissues, and, in tho 
case of enamel and dentine, of tlio unashod inatei'ial. Shuey 
(94) reported tiiut tlie p orchloiuite distillation uiid aabsoquent 
thoriuw nitrate titration ^^avo quautitakivo recovery uf 
fluorino fi'on both v/ator-solublo and insoluble fluoridoa; 
but, lilco V/illard and /.'inter, ho v/as uiiaUlo to t;ot coiuplote 
reoovory froKi plant a3l:u Ohun^;, i'iiillipa. Hart, und Uoiistedt 
(13) published work in 1934 \.hlch shaved bliut tho £;;iall quan­
tities of carbon frequently roiiiflinii\; in tlie ash of anir.ial 
tiosue caused intorforonce vAUx tiio reoovory of fluorino; but 
when title ash was obtained witiiout carbon—by ropoatod washing 
and Ignition with HagCOg at a temperature of 050° C—tho 
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results Vi'ore doscribed by tliem as excellent. Ro^Tiolds (£1), 
otudyln:; deter linat.lon of fluorine in nhoaphate forti-
li :er5, found tJio Y/lllard atvl Winter distillation siothod 
more ucciu'ato than either tlje SIP^ volitilization notliod 
or iiie fuoion-acid extraction irctaod for determining t}\c 
olo:iont in r.:inorr.l pliosphiibes, calcined phosphaloc or 
phoapl'iato fitrnaco slr.gs. 
ricCluro (Go) md Loo nnd u'iloon (58), in critical stiidloa 
of tUo notaboliam of rixiovino, \iaod iiicro-adaptiitionr. of tiio 
V/illard tmd \»intor -.tieUiDd fn* tiioii* analyaea of tlio tiajinos 
of rata, liilson and Lee aaliod I3i0 tlBsaos in tlio :x:'0s0nce 
of m^^ieoiujn acotato to docroaat) tliO loss of fluorine in t}ie 
proceaa. 'j?hey did not attempt to procure coraploto ashinti# 
Taey elliainafced tlia interforenco of cUlorino Iry diatillino In 
the preaence of ailvor Ahich thoy added in tha fbivi of silver 
porchlorato. iioublo diatillation wan anployod by than to 
oliniinato intorfarence from piioophatea. 
OtlMir rnethoda for fluorine. 
Uatichla ( 3 0 )  uand a rt;odification of tliD Taoinijaon cuid 
Taylor (107) inotliod for tiio Jiotoraination of fluorides in 
natural v/atera. i'otrey (74) Iiaa applied the apoctroacopo to 
tiie deterulnation of fluoride in water. The apectroacopic 
iu>thod vma uaed for the aaue purpoae by Churchill (17) and 
by Oatrem, Ilelaon, Greenv;ood, and Wiliieliti (73). Eoiaavain 
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and Drea (7) applied spectroscopic mettiods to the quantitative 
detemiination of the fluorine in tones, teeth and other organs 
in relation to flurode in drinkinj water* Langer (55) has 
recently published an ampororaetrie method for titration of 
fluorine using tlie dropping mercury electrode* 
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nrVESTIGATIOH OF PHYSIOLOGICAL lESPONSEa 
Plan of Investl£;atlon 
The effect of fluoride upon nemoglobin was to be in­
vestigated by atudyinc the availability of CV1F2 and PeP3 
for hemoglobin regeneration in the rat, end by Jtollowing 
hemoglobin clmniies in noi*nial and fluoride-fed rata during 
growth, reproduction and lactation. Successful regencr; lien 
of hemoglobin using CviPg and FeP^ as compared with CuSO^ and 
FeClg would appear to indicate tliat any formation of CuPg and 
P0P3 in tlie process of cooking with fluoride waters would not 
likely impair hemoglobin regeneration in tl» hxuaan being. Txie 
comparison of hemoglobin levels in normal and fluoride fed 
rats during tlie periods of growth, reproduction and lactation-
periods of high metabolic demands—sliould give valuable evi­
dence regarding the ability of fl\ioride to Influence hemo­
globin formation. 
Tlxe investigation of the effect of alum upon tho toxicity 
of fluoride was suggested by results of a preliminary experi­
ment in which aluminxim fluoride was fed to rats at a high 
level of fluorine without affecting the incisors or impairing 
growth or lactation. Plans were therefore made to study the 
effect of alum on fluoride toxicity by feeding toxic levels 
of sodivun fluoride, alone tuid v,'lth alvun, conparlng tlie in-
flvienco upon growth, reproduction nnd lactation Tfitli t};e 
same processes in fcl^e normal rat. It ir-as also planned to 
co:;ii)nro furt>ier tlie toxicity of alurilnu::! fluoride ^?it.h some 
otiier inor?;anic fluorides. 
Injection expcrimonts were also outlined for the pur­
pose of detemininij whether or not alxun decreased the toxicity 
of injected sodiun fluoride. Experiments were planned for the 
intraperitoneal injection of lethal dosea of soditua fluoride 
alone and with aluin, comparinc the killing tiiue. Tao lethal 
effect of injected alvuninuin fluoride was also to bo investi-
i.:ated. 
Bocauao of tlie quite definite evidence in tlie litoratvire 
not only Uiat bones are altered in macroscopic and nicroocoplc 
appearance by fluorine, but alao tlaat they ere major places 
of storage for fluorine, it appeared important to investlcf^te 
the interrelationship between calcification of rachitic bonos 
of yoxmc rata and tlie rate of incorporation of fluorine into 
bono. Tills study was to be made by feeding; fluoride ani 
vitamin D, separately aiid together to rata rendered rachitic 
on an experimental ration. 
Tne effects of organic fluorides upon the teeth of rats 
was to be studied by incorporating different organic fluorides 
into the ration of the i*at and observlnij tiio incisors dally to 
determine whether or not the macroscopic evidence of fluorosis 
appeared. Recorde of ^rowtii and reproduction wore to -e 
recorded. Tlie organic fluorides to be used in the study 
included _^-fluorobensolc acid, j2-c'lfluoroc.''.iphenyl, fluoro-
benzene, ^-fluoronaphthelone, ^-fluoroiodobonsone, and _£-fluoro 
bromobenzene. 
Tlie cffeot of stojaach feodln^ of fluoride was to be 
stiidiecl by obtaining blood curvos on rats, both fcsted 
and unftictcd, aftor t\dr.-.lnistorinG nodiuia fluoride slonc in 
varying st£mur.rdii*,od qxiantitior. t.u - witli i_;lucor.c. ;~y nnnns 
of auch curves it was tiioi^jht tiint It r.itjiat bo poaaiblo to 
i^ain lnfoi\iition as to the extent to vaiich hor.oostatic 
riechanis.T.n for carboliydrate control are intorforcd with by 
fluoride. V/hon, after a number of bloou ou^ar curves were 
obtained. It appeared that hyperglyceiala always occurred, with 
or without accompanylnt5 the fluoride with ^jlucose, and with 
both fasted and unfasted animals, insulin injections wore 
tilven. 
Materials and Methods 
Rations. 
The basal ration used In tlae najorlty of tlio feedinc ex­
periments In this study on fluorine was tnade up of the follow­
ing Inerod-lonta in parts by volume; ground hulled oats 4 parts 
groxind yellow com 4 parts, ground wheat 1 part, alfalfa meal 
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1 part, tankage 0.5 part, linaeed lueal 0.5 part, ".uttcrriil:-; 
powder 0»5 part. To oach 100 po»mi3 oJC tlio above v;erG added 
0»35 poxind of bone moal and 0.5 poxmd of sodlua chloride. The 
ingredients war© obtained from a dealer in the city of Ames, 
Iowa* 
This ration was supplsraonted try different fl\iorlne coni-
poimds in a nxunber of the feedini^ experl;i®!its. In the study 
of the effect of feeding sodiui;; fluoride upon ti:e he.r.ojlobin 
levels in rate the finoly powered sodiuin fluoride was arldc 1 
ac the oupploment. In the study of the effect of aluia upon 
tlie toxicity of sodium fluoride in the ration of llie rat 
aodium fluoride alone and sodium fluoride plua G, r. alu::iiivain 
sulfate were added. In the comparison of the toxicity of 
aluminum fluoride with otlier inorganic fluorides, aluiiiinura 
fluoride, cupric fluoride, zinc fluoride and cislcium ailico-
fluoride were used as supulerients. In anotlwr set of experi­
ments organic fluorides were added to this ration. 
nutritional anocda in the rat was cuused by fcedin^i miU: 
specially collected by the Iowa State Colle^je Dairy in such a 
way aa to prevent contamination with copper and iron tlirou^ 
contact with metal of the usual milk containers. Tlils nilUc 
was fed alone, with copper sulfate and ferric clilorldc, and 
with copper and ferric fluorides. 
The ration used in the study on recalcification of 
rachitic tibiae waa that of Steenbock and Black (105) consisting 
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of 76 parts of yellow corn, 20 parts of idieat cl^ten, 3 parts 
of povidered calclvun carbonate end 1 part of powdered sodium 
chloride. Tlie suppleronta used with this diet included sodium 
fluoride and Squibb's cod-liver oil diluted in com oil. The 
oil was administered separately by mouth from a gradmted 
pipette. 
The laethod of incorporating the solid suppleirfinto into 
the stock ration was as follows: The woii;hed quantity of the 
finely powdered substsnce was first mixed thorou^iilAly with 
approximately 100 grcms of tlio basal ration after which this 
fGod-supnlemont mixture was added to the renainder of the 
wolfiliod quantity of the basal ration. Tlio sane procedure v;as 
used in incorporatinn the sodium fluoride into tlie rachito-
senlc ration. 
Tlie iron and coppor salts woi'o added to the nllk in 
solution in dlotlllod water. 
Tlae I'ationo containing: the liquid organic fluorides v/ere 
mlxud every othor day boceuso of their hli*^ dof^rco of volatility. 
Prom the specific gravity of those compounds was calculated 
the volume of tlao compound required for the quantity of basal 
ration desired, and tMs volume of the liquid was added to the 
Y/ei^hed quantity of the basal ration. 
With the exception of tlie animals on the milk rations, 
all of the rats v/ere supplied with fluorine free distilled 
water, ad libitum. 
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Chemicals« 
TliQ copper and Iron fluorides used in Ijeinoslobin ro^enera-
tion otudioa were the C. F. products of Elmer and Ariend while 
the copper sulfate and the ferric ci^loride used in the sait:e 
study were prepared from the C. P. quality salts* 
Tlie sodivaa fluoride used for the sodium fluoride supple­
ments was tlie U, i" prodwt of the J. T. Baker Chemical Company. 
Tlie same product was used in making up standard fluoride 
solutions* 
The chemicals used in the study of the comparative 
toxicity of aluminum fluoride wore Baker's analysed, C. P. 
alumlnvoa fluoride, Elmer and Amend*3 C, P. cunric fluoride, 
zinc fluoride and calcium silico fluoride. 
The thorlvun nitrate used in the titration of flviorlno 
v/as the reacjent grade of the Baker and Adamson Company, and 
was tlie dodecahydrato. The oodivun alizarin sulfate used as 
the indicator In the titration was made by I'erck and Company* 
The chloroacotlc acid used in prepnrinc ttie Hoskina-Forrio 
bviffer was the Balcer and Adamson product, of rea^jent quality. 
ITie organic fluorides were products of the Eastran Kodak 
Company. 
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Analytlcal Lngthoda. 
llcrjoftlobln. Eie hecKJglobln deterninations v:ore made 
according to the inethod of lIoTrcosier (70), niaking use of a 
special colorlineter containlne a Newcomer nlate, end cali-
"brated to read directly the per cent of I'jemoglobln In tiae 
saraple. The sa-iipleo of blood for tliis doteriuin^ition were 
talcen from tlio tall of tlie rat vdth a special diluting 
pipotte doal(^;ned Xbr the inotruCTont# 
31ood oxy.ar detor;-ilnatlon» Tiio Folin-Maliiu'ca (G.^) 
iTJotliai for blood ouj-ar, requiring 0.10 rd* cai.ples of blood, 
V;AO r^odifiocl ao tlia t sajriploc of 0»05 NL. of blood could be 
uaod, Tlic qvirxtlty of dilute tun{;stic cold, uaed in Ui© 
notJiod an a doproteinlzint: ccont for tlic blood, wan rcduced 
fron 10 r.il. tc> 5 ml. 'Ilxin v.-cs itoaaui'cd into centrifuge tubes 
of C ill. capncity jaid Iho iloproteinlzrtlon end contrifucation 
carriod out as usual. Four irJlliliters of V.Ue s\ipornntp.nt 
solution w«ro plnottod out for analysis. Kxcei^t cr the 
cfilculation, the renainrler of iho rrot'»'l was exncLly r.s 
described by Folin end llalnros. Ilie formula for the calcu­
lation hecarve: 
Standard Readinf- ^ nA\ ^ 100 _ inR, f^lucose in 
Unknown Reading 4/5 x ' 100 ^L. Blood 
where 0.04 repreaenta the glucose content of the standard 
glucose solution used in iBali;ln£j the colorimetric comparison. 
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Fluorlne in bones. Tlie bones to be used for ash and 
fluorine detemdnations were carefully cleaned and tlien 
dried in an electric oven for 6 liours at 105® C. Those bones 
v/ero then extracted r/ith alcohol and etiier in a Soxhlet extractor 
for a period of 24 hovirs for each solvent. After drying to 
constant weight tlie bones were placed individually into weighed 
crucibles and ashed in an electric rauffle. The deterniination 
of fluorine in tMs ash was made accordine to the following 
procedxu'e based on the method of V*illard and Winter (110) as 
revised by Amistrong (2), lioskins and Ferris (47), llcClure 
(65), and Lee and Nilson (50)• 
Tlie entire ash from the tibia v;as transferred quantita­
tively to a 50 ml. Claissen flask alon^ v/ith tliree ^laaa beads, 
0.03 Gin. powdered silica, 7 uvl. of distilled water, 7 ml. of 
60 per cent perchloric acid and 0.7 nl. of 20 per cent silver 
perchlorate. After closing the flask anl attaching the con­
denser, distillation v/as begun by heating the Claissen flask 
gradually v/ith a micro-burner until the contents boiled and 
tlie temperature rose to 140° Ci, at wliich time steam, from an 
attached generator, was passed into the solution in the 
Claissen flask in a manner described by lioskins and Ferris (47). 
The head of steam and tlie heating of tlxe Claissen flask v/ere so 
controlled as to maintain the distillation temperature between 
138° C» and 142° C. and to yield 180 ml. of distillate in 70 
to 90 minutes. The distillate was collected in a 300 ml. 
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orlermeyor containing 5 drops of 5 per cent sodiiin hydroxide 
and 1 drop of 1 por cent phenolplithaleln colution. Ilore 
aodlim liydroxide vras added as required to maintain an 
alkaline reaction to the phenolphtlialein during the diatilla-
tion# The entire distillate laaa tlion concentrated by evapora­
tion to a volume of 10 ml# transferred q\iantitatively to a 
100 nl. platinum dish and evaporated down to drj'-noss over a 
steam tatli. The residue was taken up with water and trans­
ferred to a 10 ml« volumetric flask. After rextlerini;; tlie 
solution Just acid to phenolphthalein, the volvime was mpde 
up to 10 ml* One ml* aliquots, or less if the fluoride con­
centration were quite iiigli, v/ere transferred into each of six 
vials 40 mm. deep and liaving an inside diameter of 11 mm. One 
drop of 0.05 por cent sodium alizarin sulfonate v/as then added, 
followed by O.IK and O.OIK hydrochloric acid until the lieht 
oran^ie transition color of Uie indicator was obtained. One 
drop of the Ilosklns-Perris (47) buffer mixture was added and 
sufficient distilled water Introducted to fill tlie vials to 
a depth of 25 mm. The fluoride was tlien titrated with 0.10 K 
thorium nitrate solution, using a Rehburg micro-burette (Lee 
and Nllson, 58). A recovery test for the distillation yielded 
71 micrograms from a total of 71.25 micrograms added to the 
Claissen flask as sodium fluoride. 
Injection beclmlqucs. 
A 5 ml. Becton-Dlckinaon syringe, accurately graduated 
to one-tentii ml. was used with a 26 cauge needle for the 
injection* V/liile inserting the needle into the peritoneal 
cavity the animal was held on its back in the palm of the 
left Imnd wltli tl)0 fingers of tliat iiand restraining tlie hind 
leg# The head was directed downward and backward between the 
loft wrist and the body of the operator. Tlie needle was then 
inserted into tlie lower right side of tlxe abdominal cavity and 
tlio Injoction luade. Tho solutions fbr Intraperitoneal injec­
tions were made up with a concentration such that 1 ml. v/as 
required per 100 grams of body weiglit. '.\lien the fluoride and 
altim wore injected separately tlie two solutions wore injected 
from different syringes, the second syringe being filled with 
tho desired amount of second solution so tluxt it could bo 
attached to the needle as soon as tho first syringe was 
emptied. 
Tlio insulin solution used in some of tho studies on 
blood svigar clianges was injected subcutaneously in the left 
flank from a Bee ton-Dickinson tuberculin syringe. Tlie insulin 
solution was made by diluting 0.33 ml. of XI-40 insulin to 50 
ml. in 0.9 per cent sodium chloride. 
Administrations by stomach tube. The animals to be ad­
ministered tho solutions by stomach tube were first lightly 
anesthetized with chloroform ao that the stomach tube, made 
of a srxll ci^ed rubber catheter, could be introduced into 
tiio eso:)lxD.ijas v;itlaoul x'esistance. tube v/ao then pushed 
slov/ly v/lth c rotatnotion vintil it had reached tl-ij stoaach. 
Tlio rtosinj solution was slov/ly forcod into tlie stomach fron r. 
5 Bockton-Dickinson syrinco* Tho anir,ials were rocovcring 
rro:a tiie li^lit ancatlicaia before tlio stOi*nach tube could be 
r0;;i0V0d. 
Care of aninjals. 
FoodlnK» Tho feed vfaa kept before tho anLrixls at all 
times o^;cept Y/hen blood suj^ar detominationa were to bo pcr-
fomwd on faotod animals. Ttio rats fed upon milk rations ajid 
upon t>io raol\itogonic diet durlnt; the assay poriod wore kept 
in individual compartmonts end fed from Individual containers. 
In other instances tho nninnls were fed in groups from a 
coittnon container. 
IIousinK. The anliaals on :iomoglobin rogoneration and those 
on rocalcificntion ojq5or.lnonts woro kept in galvanised iron 
wiro cneoa separated into compartincnfca for a olnole rat by 
r.oans of wire screen partitions, 'rao other aninals v/ere kept 
in cages of wire screen, sufficiently large to acconanodate 
six adult aniioals. 
Co..)er an.' Iron Fluoridos in ilenio^ lobin 
Regeneration 
l'roceduit)» 
Rats 2G days of C.QO wore rondo rod anoiiiic by foodino 
cow'a nilk colloctod in J-asa to provont tao introduction of 
aciall quantities of coppor or iron froin the container. Tho 
ailk was fod in eartlion-waro mortars w'aicli wore wasb.od daily 
and rinsod in coppor froo diatillod water. Tho homo^lobin 
valucn wore dotor.:.inod by tho Ilov/coiaor notaod. 
All rats wore first rondorod diatincly anemic by tho 
nill: ration, after wliicli they woro separated into tiu'ee 
groups. Group 1 continued to rocoivo tlio imsuyploinonted 
milk dint cuul served as a negivtivo control, while group S 
rocoived 0.002 :.ig. of copper ua and 0.5 iui;» of iron as 
PoClg, daily, aiid served es a poaitivo control. Group 5 re-
oeivod 0.002 ric. of copper as CiiP2 and 0.5 ug. of iron as 
F0P3, daily. 
Roculto. 
Tho results of the experiment are presented in tlireo 
tables In v/hich are shown tho times at which tlie various 
heiuoiilobin determinations v/ere tiado, tho ration received, the 
Individual hecioglobin values, and the ixan of tiio values ob­
tained. Table 1 shOY/s the restilta for tho rats receiving milk 
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only tliroiighout the experiment# 
Table 1. Henoglobin Regeneration. Ilecetive 
Controls* Milk Only* 
Date Ration 
Hemo/:lobin Values 
W2R 
Moan Hb 
Value 
7-22 Mill: 5.1 2.7 4.3 5.1 / 
7-29 n •j •  C 2.7 4.25 3.9 o%G 
C-4 It 3.0 3.0 4.9 4.C 4.1 
b-15 If 0.75 — 4.9 5.0 4.9 
C-Cl ti 5.75 3*0 5.25 7.n 4.9 
L-20 It o » CO 3.50 G.50 7.6 5.2 
a-11 It O.70 tj. GO 4.00 c.o 4,4 
10-G It 3.20 4.10 r..25 0.1 4.7 
11-22 •1 5. CO D.OO G.OO 7.i .  r;.4 
Tlic results that v,ero obtained v.lth the rats recclvlnc 
copnor i-.ulfato antl Torrlc chloride aUi ploitionts are r'novm in 
table 2, 
Table 2* Uenioglobln Ro£:eneratlon in Positive 
Gontrvola, Receiving CuSO^ and PeCl^. 
Date Ration 
Hemoglobin Values 
W^RC 09 B? BS9 
lie an Hb 
Values 
7-22 Wilk 4.1 5*4 4.5 3.6 4.4 
7-29 n 4.35 2.8 4.12 4.3 4.25 
8-7 0.002» 5.37 6*1 8.G 9.9 7.50 
Kg. CU 
0.5 Gig* 
Fe dally 
8-15 n 6.0 5*6 10.0 11.75 0.5 
e-21 It G.7 8*3 11*2 13.4 10.4 
a-29 tt 7.7 7*3 9*0 15.0 9.8 
0-11 Cu & Fo 7*7 C.25 11.0 11.0 9*5 
doublGd 
10-8 It lo*5 14.5 13.75 12.0 13*4 
11-22 It 14.75 10.5 12.0 12.5 12*4 
•bupplecient boc\m 7-30-35 
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Tlie results with the copper and iron supplenents are 
siiown in Laule 3. 
Table 3. Hemoglobin Regeneration in Rats 
Receiving Copper and Iron Fluorides. 
Hemop:lob3Ji Values Mean Hb 
Date Ration Y.^ LC V/?RV EyLC \Y?" Values 
r f  or) 1 r>ill: O c:. o .0 / "7 4 . o - r «.! « O 
7-20 tl o . 5 4.5 o.G 0.1 w .0 
C-7 0.002«-
inC* Gu 3i 
0.5 ng. 
i''e daily 
G.C 4.o8 S.O 7.25 5.0 
C-15 If 4.75 5.0 C.8 7.00 C.C 
0-21 II 8.25 O.G 0.7 0.1 
8-29 II G,7 0.6 9.3 0.2 
3-11 Cu und Pe 
doubled 
9.7 J.7 3.7 9.7 
10-0 It 11.6 12.7 12.4 12.2 
11-22 n 13.5 14.5 15.0 14.2 
"fcauijplocjont begvin ^-30-i6 
nrio mean hemoglobin values for the tliree groups of animals 
are plotted in ficure 1, v.'it}i the time in days v.c Ir.e abscissa 
and with per cent hetioclobin in the blood as the ordinate. 
Interpretations of results. 
An oxanination of tlve homoclobin values chcvm in ti.o 
tables reveals that the aniiisals v/ere quite uniformly ane .dc 
nt the tine the cop:;cr end iron cupplcrxnts were bej^in* 
moan hcno^lobin values ibr £^rOi;ps one, tro end tixree v.'ore 5.6, 
4.25, and 3.9 per cent, respectively, on the day precodinc the 
o 
o 
O 
o 
JO ZO 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100 J-iO iM 
Time, irv ZPaya 
—•—, Cordrols - milk onlij ; yCuSO/f. and fe^/35 
^ClcF^ arid Fefs* 
Figure 1. Hemoglobin regeneration in rata fed CtiPg and FeP^ 
as coi!q)ared to CuSO^ and FeCl^* 
I Oi 
-4 I 
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be^inning of tiie supplemontation. Tlie lil£;host Individual hezno-
i^lobin valuo anons the animals of all three groups v?as 4,5 per 
cent; tiie lovfeat value was 2,7 per cent# Since norral values 
for hemoglobin in rats is approximately 15 per cent, the above 
values iray bo considered to be mch below nornal, thus indicatinc 
severe nutritional anemia. Tlie uniformly low hemoglobin values 
observed in tJio six)up vfiaich received tlio unsupplemented nilk 
diet tiiroushout tlie expei-imental period indicated tlmt tlie 
basal r.iilk diet did not become contaninated with copper or 
iron. 
A conparison of the rates of her.oclobin regonoration in 
the groups receiving copper and iron supplor.ents revealed no 
significant differences. Tl\la evidence indicated that the 
rats readily utilized copper and iron when they were ouppliod 
as fluorides. 
The Influence of Feeding aodixm Fluoride 
upon Hemoglobin Levels in tlie Blood of Rats 
Procedure. 
Forty-ei^t rats at the weaning age of 20 days were used. 
They were distributed in eight cages so that each cage con­
tained three males and three females. The animals in four of 
those cages were fed growing ration througjiout the experiraent, 
while tiiose in the reiraining cages received tlie same ration 
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with 0.05 per cent sodium fluoride. This lovol of sodivun 
fluoride was expected to cause some irapairaent of growth ani 
of lactation. Records of growth and of reproduction and lacta­
tion were kept alont; id.th tlie records of the iTomo^^lobin values. 
Tliese latter values were deterniined at frequent intervals in 
all femaloB arai in one rmle from each cage vintil the end of 
tho experiment v/hen tho henoglobin values rero detorriined in 
all of the males. 
Results* 
The results obtained in this experinent upon ^rowth, 
reproduction, lactation and hemoelobin are presented in the 
form of tables. Tiie riiean values for Hio body weighta of tho 
animla are shorn in table 4. Tlie values are shoim separately 
for tho males and the females. 
Table 4. Orov/th Records for Normal and Fluoride 
Rats on lloirvoglobln Studies. 
O.OS^ MaF 
Avorago body Average body 
weights (t^raa) wei^jhts (tjina) 
HALES FEMALES 
KOni.iAL 
THIE Average body Average body 
weights (cms) weigiits (gma) 
JIALES PELiALES 
1-24 
1-31 
2-14 
2-21 
2-28 
5-19 
4-1 
5-1 
49.6 
71.6 
95.4 
115.2 
121.0 
151.4 
180.4 
209.6 
51.2 
68.6 
83.5 
97.5 
101.8 
120.5 
137.0 
151.2 
51.4 
64.9 
82.0 
97.0 
102.7 
138.0 
157.1 
169. G 
51.3 
59.3 
73.7 
84.8 
91.2 
114.0 
131.9 
146.0 
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Aa was expectod, the growth of tlie fluoride fed anlrmls was 
inferior to that of the normal anixnals. 
Tlie hemoglobin values obtained in the noriual and 
fluoride fed females are shown in table 5, while those for 
the males are shown in table 6. 
Tlie data obtained on reproduction, lactation and hemo­
globin are asserabed in table 7. In this table are shown the 
number of feniales in the control group and in the fluoride 
group, tlie niuaber of females that reproduced in each group, 
the average weights of the females at parturition and at 
the end of lactation, tlie sizes of tlie litters, the weekly 
averaijo v/eights of tiie litters and the hemoglobin values 
in the fejrales at part\irition and at tlie end of lactation. 
Discussion and interpretation of results* 
Five of the fluoride fed ferales reproduced as compared 
v/ith ten of the normal females that reproduced during the 
same period of time. The average wei^jtits of the fluoride 
fed females at parturition was 16 grams less than the like 
average for the normal females* This difference vtas in accord 
with the growth shown in table 4 and in figure 2, The average 
weight of the normal fecales at the end of the lactation 
periods was still eight grams greater tlian tlie corresponding 
v/eights of the fluoride females, 'iliis difference is leas than 
at parturition but this reasonably accounted for bj'- the fact 
that the normal females performed much better in lactation. 
Table 5* Heiaoglobin Values for llormal Fejaales and for 
Female Rats Receiving 0,05% Sodium Fluoride. 
llormal Rate on Stock Ration Stock Ration Plus 6.05^ KaP 
Rat Hemoglobin Values at Rat IlemoKlobln Values at 
Ho. 2-2 2-16 3-3 4-6' No. 2-2 2-16 3-3 4-6 
1 15.6 19.6 17.5 15.4 1 18,1 14.3 16.5 18.4 
2 13.5 19.0 15.2 14.4 2 16.4 14.3 1G.5 17.5 
3 14.2 13.2 14.0 14.5 3 18.3 15.5 15.3 16.5 
4 15.4 16.8 13.0 10.5 4 15.9 13.8 15.0 16.4 
5 13.7 18.6 15.2 16.5 5 16.1 16.4 15.8 17.2 
6 14.6 14.5 13.8 16.4 G 1C.2 14.7 14.7 16.2 
7 15.7 15.0 16.8 17.0 7 13.4 14.3 15.8 15.9 
8 14.8 12.0 14.3 12.6 8 16.4 18.0 12.6 17.4 
9 15.2 16.5 16.2 21.0 9 18.2 IB.O 13.8 16.8 
10 15.4 14.2 17.5 15.6 10 14.0 17.5 16.0 16.6 
11 15.3 17.6 15.7 16.8 11 14.7 1S.4 16.0 17.4 
12 16.7 18.5 15.2 17.5 12 15.5 13.3 15.1 13.6 
Mean Mean 
Values 15.0 16.29 15.56 16.18 Values 15.26 15.70 15.25 16.65 
Table 6. Heiaogloblii Values for llornal Llales uid for 
Halo Rats Hcceivln^ 0.05^ Sodlxun Fluoride. 
Normal Rata on Growlnp; Het ion Stock Ration Plus 0 .052 iraF 
Hat 
llo. 
liemofilobln Values at Jlat 
Ko. 
Hemo.qlobln Values at 
2-2 2-16 5-5 4-6 5-11 2-2 5-16 3-3 4-6 5-11 
1 1S.5 16.0 13.0 14.9 17.8 1 20.0 15.1 16.5 18.4 17.6 
2 16.2 17.2 13.2 19.0 16.6 o 18.9 14.3 15.6 17.0 
5 17.2 15.5 16.1 16.2 17.6 r» o 14.6 17.5 15.8 16.6 23.0 
4 17.5 14. C 16.7 19.7 18.6 4 15.0 15.6 15.6 17.0 16.1 
5 - —  — 10.a 5 17.G 
6 ... — — 16.1 6 19.1 
7 — 17.5 7 - - - 17.2 
8 — 17.2 
9 — 18.6 
10 — — — 17.2 
l£ean : Hcan 
Valuo8l6.2 16,0 14.75 17,3 17,6 : ValuoB 17.1 15.6 15.87 17,25 10.43 
Table 7. Changes In Eeooglobln During Grotrth, i^egnancy and Lactation 
as Influenced by 0.05^ UaF. 
No. Ko. of Wt. of Wt. Of Ko. • • • • 
of fenialos female female young : Average Y/t. of Yoxmg • Hemoglobin Values 
rats repro­ at repro­ at end in • • (Km) • of Ii'others 
ducing duction of lac­ litter :Birtli weeks: :at par- end lac-
tation • « lat 2nd 3rd 4tii :turition tation 
(Growing 153 190 7 6 11 22 36 53 17.8 15.0 
ration 148 166 10 5 12 20 31 40 11.4 14.2 
alone) 180 212 7 5.14 13 18 32 47 12.8 
202 185 10 5.2 15 20 30 49 11.5 
128 150 7 6.28 13 18 22 33 12.6 IG.G 
165 180 5 5.4 20 26 48 13.0 17.0 
173 169 8 4.25 11 14 (Mother died) 15.2 
140 150 7 5.7 11 16 23 40 16.5 15.6 
112 114 1 5.0 (Young dead by lat wk) 17.0 17.0 
12 10 148 120 6 5.0 11 19 25 40 16.4 15.4 
He an Grow­
ing Ration 155 164 6.8 5.26 11.8 18.5 23.6 49 14.6 15.5 
(Growing 150 158 8 5.5 (All yovmg dead lat wk) 14.0 14.0 
ration plus 128 156 9 4.2 4 (young dead 2nd wk) 16.4 17.2 
0.05^ NaP) 190 1G2 9 5.1 18 — 26 12.0 11.7 
100 145 8 3.75 3 (yoving con® 2nd wk) 16.4 15.0 
12 5 126 138 7 5.42 8 12 — 20 15.5 14.8 
Mean Grow­
ing ration 
0.05^ NaP 139 156 8.2 4.79 5.7 15.8 — 23 14.8 14.5 
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The processes of ovulation, fertilization, and gestation 
appeared not to be impaired since the nvuabers of live young 
In the litters were good in both groups. The fluoride group 
produced an average of 8,2 young per litter whereas the 
normals produced an average of 6.8 young per litter. These 
are values that may bo considered v/ithln tlie range of nomial 
performance. The sizes of the yoving at birth likewise appeared 
not to be affected. The lower number of pregnancies in the 
fluoride group was not expected in viev/ of the findings of 
Smith 0.02) that fluorine appeared to delay maturity and thus 
to delay pregnancy. 
Tlie lactation data of the two groups are markedly dif­
ferent. In only two of the five litters receiving tiie 
fluoride did the young survive the eecond week of lactation. 
Those that did survive attained an average v/oight of only 33 
granus at tlie age of four weeks. This poor performance is In 
marked contrast to that of the normal anljcoals. Out of the ten 
normal litters one litter of six young died before the third 
week because of the death of the inotlier rat. Another litter 
of one young died before ttio end of tlio first week. The young 
in the otlier normal litters reached a normal weight of 49 grama 
at the end of tlxe lactation period. 
The hemoglobin values of the females of both groups at 
parturition were v/lthln tha seme general range and the averages 
of those values from the two groups differed by only 0.2 per 
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cent heiiraglobin. The heinoglobin values obtained at the end 
of lactation appear Sbv the most part to be nomal in both 
groups of feiiales, one feaiale in the fluoride ^roup had 11.7 
per cent hemoglobin, a vplue which is somewhat low. The 
other values In this saiue t^Tonp p.xjpoar to fall definitely 
within the norinal ran^je for hemoglobin. 
Ttie values for l-orao^lobin shoz-n in tables D end 6 
indicate tiiat 0.05 per cent sodiun fluoiido, alUiou/:^! it 
affects erov.'th perceptibly, does not at lla sai.:o tine influence 
honOi:;lobln Icvelo, eitljor in tJio focialcs or in tiio uialos. 
The Effect of Alura upon tiie Toxicity 
of HaP in tha Ration of the Rat 
Purpose. 
Tlie purpose of thlo investieation was to learn whether 
or not tJrie addition of olum to the ration of the rat would 
alleviate in a measurable det-roe the toxic effects of sodium 
fluoride in tlic same ration. 
Procedure. 
One ijroup of rats conoistinG of thi'ee mles and tliree 
fenalcs was placed on each of six different rations at tlie 
ago of 20 days. The six rations wore as follows: number 1, 
growini: ration alone; number 2, crowing ration plus 0.0113 
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per cent fluorine as KaF; nxiiatier 3, grov/inG ration plus 0.0113 
per cent fl*aorine as It'nF i>lu3 0.1G2 per cent Al2(S04)^.13 H2O; 
nWoer 4, rrowin^ ration i;lus 0.0115 per cent fluorine ac NaP 
plus 0.3992 i',er cent AlgCsO^J^.lS K2OJ number 5, ^^roring ration 
plus 0.022G per cent fluorine aa NaF; nuabor 6, torowlnj^ ration 
plus 0.022c por cent fluorino as NaF plus 0.799 per cent 
AlgC304)3.10 HgO. 
Hecordo of growth and reiiix>duc tion vioro ko ut. The 
original woi^^t of each litter v;us recorded and at the ei>d 
of UiC lactation period of CU days Uio woi^it of the litlor 
v;ac a^-ain dctorrilncd. Tlie appearance of inciaor teetu v.aa 
observed rotjularly and the descriptions of the incisors wore 
recorded. 
Second and tliird generations v<ere continued on the experi­
ment wlien available. 
Results and inter pre ta tlona. 
Growth. Noticeable differences in growth of the rats 
were obtained on tlie various experimental diets in this series. 
Tl^e growth of Xlrst generation animals is summarized in table Q. 
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Table 8. Average Weight Gains in Hlx Months of Rats 
on Alum-Pluorlde Feeding Experiments. 
Avorafie 6 month's r.aln (KramsJ 
Lot 1. XiO t 2 • Lot 3. Lot 4. Lot 5. I/Ot C • 
f • m. f. n. f. m. f. n. f • m. f. jn. 
178 208 141 1139 142 185 145 227 104 142 152 217 
combined coEibined combined combined combined combined 
192 164 163 185 125 184 
The growth of uninals on the basal ration alone avoraijed 102 
grams for the first six iaonths of the oxperliaent; but when 
0.0113 per cent fluorine as NaF was Incorporated In tlils diet 
the average growth in six months was 1G4 ^jraraa or 2ii grains less* 
V/hen 0.132 per cent Al2(!i04}3«16 HgO yma rJ.30 Incorporated In 
the ration treated to contain 0.0113 per cent fluorine as KaP, 
the growth rate v.as not Iniprovod, whereas incorporation of 
0.3992 per cent alum into tlie sane ration caused an apparent 
response as re^iai'ds growth, increasing the avei-nge v/oight 
gain to 105 c^sjixa over the six .months period. '.Vhen 0.0226 
per cent fluorine as adiainiBtered in the ration in the form 
of IlaF the average gain in Y;elght decreased to 123 grams. 
However^ vixen the alum was added at the level of 0.799 per 
cent th9 growth obtained over a like period of time was 164 
grama. 
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Flffire 2# Growth curves of sales on alum—fluoride feeding experiments# 
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Figure 3« Growth curves of females on altun-fluorlde rations# First 
generation* 
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The growth curves (figure 2) for the first generation 
of nales of the different groups show that the addition of 
alum to the rations containing fluoride overcaise the effect 
of fluoride upon growth# Tixe use of 0.132 per cent alum 
did not noticeably appear to improve growth, but tiie use of 
U.o99 per cent alum in conjunction with 0.0115 per cent 
fluorine had a beneficial effect. \Tumi Uie level of fluorine 
was doubled tlie benefit of aluia wus still noticcable. 
Tiie composite growth curves for the first generation 
feiiiales in each lot have been prepared and are shown in 
figure 3. Tliese curves show in general the same trends as 
do ttie curves for the i.ales. Adding alvmt to the diet con­
taining fluoride raised Uie position of the growth curves 
and lengthened ttio period of more rapid growth. Tliis was 
true with the females receiving 0.0115 per cent fluorine 
Y/lth both tlu) 0.132 per cent and 0.399 pw cent alum supple­
ments and likewise with the females receiving 0.0226 per cent 
fluorine accompanied by 0.799 per cent of alum. Tl^a latter 
groups of foniGj,es grew very well. Examination of the curves 
in figure 4 reveals a rather marked irregularity in the growth 
of the animals on 0.0113 per cent fluorine and 0.132 per cent 
alxun. This irregularity began at the time that reproduction 
and lactation began, and possibly was caused by the inability 
of the females readily to meet the demands of lactation. It 
should be noted that the animals on this level of fluoride 
uo 
Fasy/aF f A'acta'* 
/Sjtwrt 
I 
-J H 
I 
T'i e. 
Figure 4. Second and third generation grovth curves of animals 
on alum-fluoride rations* 
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clone did not show this Irregularity# This may be accounted 
for since those fetnales (on fluorine alone) failed so com­
pletely in lactation that no lactation period was sufficiently 
lone to cause a reduction in tody vroight* The females re­
ceiving 0.0113 per cent fluorine as NaF and 0.399 per cent 
alun maintained body weight well during lactation. Tliis was 
true in spite of the fact the.t they reared to weaning age 
more litters than any of tho other groups. 
In fl(-uro 4 are shovrn the second and third {generation 
cor.iposito grov.th curves of the animals on slum and fluoride. 
Tlie first sot of curves chow tho crowth record of the animals 
recoiving ration 4, the second set of curves show the growth 
record on ration 6, ^tiiile the third set of curves shor/s the 
growth record on ration 2. Tho aniinalc on rations 4 and 6 
tjrow vory well in the sccond and tiiird generations, nie 
animals on ration 3 v^aich rocoivod tlae car.ie amount of fluoride 
as thooo on ration 4 did not gjrow as v/oll as those on ration 4. 
Tills Viae probably duo tu Uio d-lfforont lovols of alu:ii iucor-
poratad into those two rationa, alnce tlae lovel of alum in 
ration 4 v.aa tivroe timoa that in ration 3. The nearly oq\ial 
grov/th of tho animals on ration G aa compared to the ^jrowtli 
of those on ration 4, even tiiou^h tlio levels of fluoride end 
alum are doubled in ration 6, lends further ovidonce tliat the 
alum hud in some itannor rendered the fluoride less deleterious. 
Tho soraswhat less favorable growth In tho anijrials of lot 3 
Table 9. Reproduction Data from Pluorldo-Alvun Foe line Experiments. 
Generation 
Ration 
bupplexaent 
iimnber 
or 
FroOTincioa 
Average 
litter 
size-CTS. 
Avera^^e 
birth 
vt.-fx-a* 
Avertge 
woaning 
wt.-r-Ts. 
First Hone 5 6,25 5.75 51 
M 0.0115^ F 5 7.23 5.45 all aJed before v;oanlng 
tt O.OllSji: P 
0.132% Aluia 
4 5*5 5.36 47 
W 0.011555 P 
0,399^ Alun 
4 7.5 5.7 48 
It 0.0226^5 P 5 7.66 3.6 all died before weaning 
It 0.022^ P 
0,799^ Aliua 
8 0.8 5.56 43.1 
Second 0.0113^ F 
0.132^ Aliin 
5 6.8 5.2 40 
II 0.0113^ P 
0.399^ Alxm 
6 7.4 5.5 40.3 
« 0.0226;2 P 
0.393^ Alun 
6 G.& 4.3 43 
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cannot be exxJlalnod upon the basis that alum may havo had a 
deloterioiis effect since both ration 4 and ration 6 contained 
more alum than ration 3. 
Reproduction and lactation* The data on reproduction and 
lactation are summarized in table 9 in which tlie generations, 
ration numbers, number of pregnancies, average litter size, 
average birth v/oights and average weaning weights of the young 
are sliovm. In those feeding exporinents the addition of 
fluoride alone to the ration impaired lactation to tlie ex­
tent that no young remained alive until the weaning age# Tlie 
addition of alum to the ration in all cases resulted in im­
provement of lactation to the extent that yovmg were weaned 
successfully* Wlien these yovmg were reared on the same 
rations, they lilcoviae weaned young which were capable of 
rapid growth when placed immediately on tlie same ration* 
The failure of lactation of the animals receiving 0*0226 
per cent fluoride in this experiment was in good agreement 
with the lactation results obtained at the same fluoride 
level in the study on hemoglobin* 
Tooth changes* noticeable differences wore observed 
between the tooth of tlio animals receiving grov/lng ration and 
of those receiving fluorides and between the teetli of those 
receiving fluoride alone and of those receiving fluoride plus 
alum* Tlic animals on the stock ration appeared normal in all 
respects throughout the dviration of the experiment. 
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The teeth of the stock lot of animals, males and ferrinlea 
alike, presented no visible evidence of the influence of 
fluoride# When the ration was supplenented with 0.0113 per 
cent fluoride as llaF the general appearance of the aninnlo 
was not noticeably affected; but this level of fluoride caused 
visible daciiG® to tho teeth. At tho end of the Uiird week the 
evidence of bleaching was unmistakable. By t!ae end of tho 
fiftli week bleaching of the tooth in all aninala was still 
raore noticeable, although excess wearing or lengthening liad 
not yot begun. At tho sixth nionth tlioro was noticeable 
wearing or lengtliening of the upper incisors with bleaching 
and wearing of the lower incisors as well. At IG months tlie 
two remaining fenales had bleached and badly broken Incisora 
with tho lower incisors blotched and stained. Dotii of the 
remaining roalcs had bleached and striated upper and lov/er 
incisors. One male iiad noticeably lengthened upper incisors 
while tlie upper incisors of the other were bodly v/om. 
It v;as noted in tills experiment thot during pregnancy 
the incisors became more severely affected, v/hile partial 
recovery occurred after these periods. After one pregnancy 
it was observed that the appearance of tho incisors of tho 
fomle was noticeably more abnornial than those of the exile. 
V/hen alvun at the level of 0.132 per cent was incorporated 
in the ration containing 0.0113 per cent fluorine the effect 
of the fluorine upon the teeth was considerably retarded. At 
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three weeks all animals v.ere free from strlatlon or blcaching 
rhilo at the five week period only one, a feisale, showed 
evidence of atriation and bleaching. At nine weeks tv:o feriales 
showed sliijht bleaclxin^ while the males and the other fomle 
still presented a norrtal appearance. At six nonths slight 
striations in both the upper and lov/er incisors of one of 
the r:aloa could be detected, but none were noted in the other 
two inalcs. All femlea, hov;over, showed striations but no 
lengthening: or v/oarino at tho end of six nonths# At sixteen 
liionths t}\o ono r/ile ro:,u\ininij alive shoved no apparent ab-
nonnr-litioa. Of the formles, however, all three sl:o'r;od 
mottled dnciaors. Only ono of the tloroo ferules showed a 
longtiionin£ of the incisoro. 
Vfijon tho alum oxxpplerent vsco increased to 0.309 per cent 
in tho ration containini; 0,0113 per cent added fluorine, the 
Inhibition of tho effects of tlie fluorine appeared moi-e decided# 
At tho tlo-ee and five week poriodo the teeth of all aniamla, 
both neilea and feniales, appeared nomal, while at the ninth 
weok the offect on tlie teeth of one femule was questionable. 
At the sixth month two fettialea, one pregnant at the tiae, 
showed aomo bleac}iing of tlxo teeth. Tho teeth of tho ro'/aininc 
feriiile were normal. At foui'teen months one of the t\vo re­
maining rnalos appeared entirely ruDn.ial while the other ai'-oeared 
norml except tliat one lov/er incisor shov/od olicht blackening. 
This latter aniioal v/ao eraaciatod. At this tiiae, one fe;:iC.le, in 
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emclated condition, showed strlntlon and slli^ht blade stein 
in lower Incisors, another showed no abnormalities while the 
third sl'iowod only a fev/ slii^t striations. The one entirely 
nor.Tial fciiialo liad not repro<lucod, whoreao tlio tv/o females 
shov/in^ slij^ht tooth dofocts vjere those which had borne two 
litters of younc cach and had suckled thcia quite satisfactorily. 
In the anir-iuls recoivins 0.022G per ccnt fluorine - the 
deleterious effoct of fluorine on the teeth becaiae evident very 
quicJcly since at three weeks the striations and bleftc!iini; in 
all animals - botli .-rales and fojaalca - was quite noticeable 
in both upper and lov.ei^ incisors. At five weeks complete 
bleachint:; with berjinnLn^ lenj;^tl\oninii of tliO incisors was 
noted in all animals. At nine woeks noticeable iGnjthonlns; 
of the upper indoors accompanied v/lth wear in?: of Uie lov/ero 
was noted in all anirials. At four and one-half montlis Uie 
upper incisora of one female v;ere clipped to pi'event their 
plercinc the cheek. Severe lenj^thenin^, of incisors had oc­
curred in all the other anltnals as well, while a Marked de­
crease in food consumption accompanied the condition. Tl\e 
lower incisors of on© mle had to be clipped becausc they had 
becono so lon£;thened that they }iad be^jun to pierce the nasal 
cavity. Tlie upper incisors in this sar-.e anirixl had deteriorated 
to black stu:;ips even with the fleshy surface. At five -Ttonths 
all anl;!uilu appeared vory sha^sy in appearance and soraev/'iat 
OKiaelated. After twelve months only two females and one male 
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rensalned alive. These animals all showed chalky, distorted and 
badly worn incisors. The two fotnales were very emaciated while 
tl\6 rer.alninij r.Gle was fairly norTial in j-eneral appcarance. 
:.]\Qn tl;e ration containing 0.0226 per cent fluorine as NaP 
tsas suppler.ented rlth 0.799 per cent alum, decided alleviation 
of the symptons of fluorosis was observed. 
Trio extent of nottlln^^ in this grotip was decidedly less 
tlmn in the preceding one. At the fifth v;eek the effects upon 
ti;o Iccth had Le^^un to nn]>onr and the lower incisors of all 
aniraalE were distinctly bloaciind. In the Inter v/eoka of the 
this condition did not become more noticeable in 
tho :inlos. !fo len^thonins or thickonln/j of the incisors was 
obaorvod. IIo aotlcoable v;oarinr was observed. After 53 weeks 
ono of tho three innles apponred normal while the other two 
showed some loas nf pigment but no distortion of shape or 
v/oarlni^. A^aln in tlie feinales it was quite apparent that at 
each pregnancy there began a deterioration of the teeth which 
pr0t;re8S0d through lactation until the young were weaned, after 
v;ldch the condition of tho teeth be/^an to Improve. Thus one 
of tho ferxvlos, v/hlch woaned a of 5 young, 9 v/eeks be­
fore, ahov/od at tho close of the experiment very nearly normal 
incisors prosontini^ slight loss of pigment in the left lower 
incisor but no chalky appcarance nor malformation. The other 
female ror^c-inlnj^ at tho ond of 53 weeks showed visible si^ns 
of nottlin^ in all inclaors. 
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It soons sigivificant that tlxo divci^scnce of tlic growtli 
curves of the males receiving fluoride alone and of those 
rocoiving fluoride plus alum began at api ro:-J.;rx;toly tlio tim 
when tlie Incisors of the fluoride fed rats approachcd naxirauni 
distortion. Since such gross cimnges in tooth structure were 
entirely avoided by alum foedlrv; It seens nosciole •J'lat tic 
inferior growth of the fluoride group mtiy have be«n due in 
part to impaired prehension of food. 
ConpGrioon of Toxicltj^ of Aluininun 
I'luorido v/lth Otlier Inorganic Fluorides. 
l\irpo3e of Invostij-.ation* 
Kxperlmonts to compare the flucscido tor.icity of a 
number of inorganic fluoride compounds Ix&d boon :)lanned end 
Bovoral foeding oxperimoiita to indicate feeding levels had 
been started xiion Smith and Levorton (102) and Do Kds and 
Thomas (32) published tlieir papers dealing with the compara­
tive toxicities of a nuidoer of inorganic compounds. 
In these preliminary experiments AlgPg# 
Z\iP2 were fed at a level equivalent to 0.10 per cent fluorine. 
It wac veiry coon apparent thut the toxicities of tlioce four 
compounds were of three different orders. Tlioir influences 
upon growth are shown in table 10. 
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Table 10. Growth Rocoi'ds of Aiiimls on i^-olja.iiiiary 
Feeuin^i Trials v/ith Al^g, Ca^lFg, 
: 
Time . AI2F6* CaSiFg^ ZnFg* CUF2« 
Start 45 45 45 46 
1st wk. 76 54 60 58 
2nd wk. 99 79 77 77 
ord wk* 107 92 94 85 
4th wk. 147 94 99 - -
6th wk* 170 Dead at Dead at — 
Z4: days 51 days 
8th wk* 207 114 
10 th T;k» 214 129 
l*]th wk* 222 153 
•at 0*10;& F 
Observetions of the teeth of the anii;z.l£ in those pro-
llriinary oxporlijionla revoalod tl-iit calcium fluoolllcate, 
zinc riuoi'ldc and cuiU'lc lluoriuc bxxu^lil ubout tj-i lci.l 
fluoride bleachlnt; of tlio inciaore. ..ith Cabil'^g the teeth 
were niarkodly dan.aged in LfJ days* With ^nl-'g the bleachint; 
waa vory severe in 26 day a. GuFg caused bleachli-vt, in I'l 
days with ciiipplnt; becomlnc noticeable by tlie end of the 
sixth week* Somewhat surprisint;ly the anii.alB i^eceivinb 
aliuainum fluoride shov/ed no apparent effects* liecau&e thoue 
preliiainary feeding experiinento indicated that aluminum fluoride 
was of an extremely low order of toxicity more concluaive ox-
perinenta were planned in which growth, effect upon inclaors, 
and storage of fluorine were to be compared. 
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Procedtire. 
Tliree lots of 36 rats 28 days of age were placed on 
experiment. Lot 1 received croxrlnQ ration alone and served 
as a control. Lot 2 received 0.10 per cent fluorine as 
Al2Fg while Lot 3 was eiiven 0.075 per cent fluorine as CuFQ. 
The animals were vfeighed regularly and examined for incisor 
defects. At the close of the experiment bones of representa­
tive animals of the fluoride fed croups wore analysed for 
fluorine. 
Results* 
Growth. The growth of the control animals and of the 
fluorine fed aninals is shorn in figure 5. The growtli of 
the control rats, shown by the solid line, was quite good, 
reaching an average body weight of 200 grams in 4 1/2 months. 
The growth of the aluminum fluoride animals, shown by the 
broken lino, was somewhat better tlian tliat of the control 
animals since tliey attained an average body weight of approx­
imately 215 grams in the same lengtli of time. Although the 
CuP2 rats made rather steady growth, as shown by the dotted 
line, tliis growth vms inferior to that of both of the other 
groups. At the close of the experiment these CuF2 animals 
averaged 30 grams less than the nom^ls and 45 grams less than 
the aluminum fluoride group. 
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Tooth. ohanf:es« The incisors of the CuPg animals showed 
severe bleaching and lenethening of the teeth whereas the 
incisors of the control rats and of the aluBiinvim fluoride 
animals showed no changes* 
Storage of fluorine» The fluoride content of the tibiae 
of six animals from the GuPg and Al2Fg groups are sho-wn in 
table 11, In this table are shown the weights of the extracted, 
dried bones, the weights of ash in tl\e bones, the quantities 
of fluorine in the bones in micrograms, the per cents of 
fluorine in the ash and the per cents of fluorine in the 
bones. The storage of fluorine in the CuFg tibiae averaged 
2,640 micro(;rams whereas the storage of fluorine in the 
AI2P6 tibiae averaged only 147 micrograms. 
Tiie difference in tlie per cents of fluorine in the two 
sots of tibiae were oven more marked. The percentages of 
fluorine in bon^s of tlie CuPg and AlgPg animals averaged 0.C38 
and 0.033, respectively. Tlie comparison of the percentages 
of fluorine in the ash show that tlie ash of the CuPo tibiae 
contained 1.14 per cent fluorine whereas the ash of the AlgFg 
tibiae contained only 0.045 per cent fluorine. 
Weight of bones. The tibiae of the CuPg animals v.ere 
quite consistently lighter in welgjit than those of the AIq^q 
group. The weights of all but one of the AloFg tibiae ex­
ceeded the weight of the heaviest CuPg tibia. 
Weights and peroentaKes of ash. The differences in 
Table 11. Comparison of Storage of Fluorine from C-uPg 
as Coznpared witli AI2F6 
CUF2 (0>075j;gF) j AlgPe (O.IO^F) 
Yi't. Of 
Bone 
Krams 
Wt. of 
Ash. 
f^rama 
Wt. of 
F in 
Ash (UP:) 
Jferoent 
F in 
Ash 
Percent 
P in 
Bone 
Wt. of 
Bone 
r.rans 
v;t. of 
Ash 
Krans 
Wt. of 
P in 
Ash (UK) 
Percent 
P in 
Ash 
Percent 
F in 
Bone 
0.2852 0.1822 2,000 1.09 0.52 0.4574 0.2768 152.0 0.055 0.033 
0.3479 0.2202 2,510 1.13 0.69 0.4773 0.2843 171.7 0.06 0.035 
0.3695 0,2391 2,736 1.13 0.76 0.4234 0.2708 142.0 0,052 0.033 
0.4037 0.2621 2,249 1.24 0.80 0.4965 0.2543 134.0 0.052 0.025 
0.3761 0.2358 2,660 1.12 0.70 0.3847 0.2243 135.0 0.06 0.035 
0.3531 0.2239 2,572 1.15 0.72 0,4270 0.2750 150.0 0.055 0.035 
Mean 
0.3376 0.2272 2,621 1.14 0.698 
L!ean 
0.4443 0.2642 147.4 0.056 0.033 
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quantity of ash did not e:cactly parallel tho difforonoos in 
the uoioiita of tho bones# There was a tendency for the per 
cent of ash In tlie CuPg bones to exceed that of the AI2P6 
bones, as shown in table 12. 
Table 12« Porcenteges of Ash in tlie Tibiae 
of Rata Receiving CuPg and Al2Fg. 
CuPp Ct AlgPo 
63.09 60.51 
65.29 59.56 
66.78 66.32 
6D.17 51.24 
62.69 50.30 
63.40 64.40 
I'can 64.20 60.05 
Effects upon hemor.lobin« Vihon the expcrinient v/as dis­
continued the hemoglobin values for all of the animals wore 
detersnined. Table 13 shows the average hemoglobin values for 
all of the animals at the close of the feeding expcrliient. 
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Table 13» Average llomoglobin Values of Normal 
Rats and of AI2F6 and CuFg Fed Rats. 
Normal (0.10^ F) ! CUF2 (0.075J^ F) 
Males Females Males Females :Males Females 
16. IC 15.18 15.57 14.68 14.13 14.01 
(12 (17 (15 (15 (14 (10 
Rats) Rats) Rats) Rats) Rats) Rats) 
Thooo values did not reveal any differences in hemoglobin 
levels after a fovir end ono-half rr.onths fooding period. 
Tlie Effect of Alum upon Toxicity of HaP in 
Injection Experiraenta 
Procedure. 
Healthy yovinc rats between 31 and 33 days of age wore 
employed in all of those experinents. The animals were irairked 
for identification and injected in series, the time of injec­
tion being recorded to the nearest half minute. After injec­
tion the animals were kept under constant observation for six 
hours. Those animals which appeared in tjood condition by the 
end of six houro wore returned to cages for later observation. 
The approach of death co\xld quite easily bo roco^nizod in the 
anirials receiving sodlxun fluoride alono at tho level of 100 mgo. 
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^er IcilocrREi of body vrel£;ht, eince death was p.lTTRys preceded 
by definite spasms in the linbs# T!;e ti.'.e of denth V.QS taken 
c-c the tine v.lien the beat of the heart ceased to be detcctlble 
by palpation. 
When the alum and fluoride were t^iven separately the 
alvm V7GS ndmlnlntored from a second syringe, by roplacinc the 
empty fluoride syringe rith the alum ayrinije without reciovine 
the needle from the body of tlie rat. 
Results. 
Twelve youn^:; rats, 31 days of age, equally divided as to 
sex, were injected loith a sodlvun fluoride solution equivalent 
to 100 rag. of NaF per kilogram of body weicht and the time re­
quired to cause death recorded. The results were as follows: 
Table 14. Results of Injectine Fluoride Alone 
at 100 nc. per Kilo. Intraperitoneally. 
Aee Wt. llaP Time 
Sex in in per required Observationa 
days Krams kilo to kill 
m 31 52 100 mg. 14 min. Deatli occurred quite 
m It 52 II 14 II abruptly, i'aralysis 
m 50 n 16 II of the hind le(;8 was 
m ti 38 It 15 It noted soon after in­
in II 52 II 17 u jection. Clonic 
m II 44 II 15 It spasma occurred all 
f II 46 II 14 II over body Just before 
f If 50 n 15 It death. 
f It 49 II 15 11 
f ti 55 It 17 II 
f II 53 H 16 It 
f II 43 II 15 11 
Mean lapsed time from injection to time of death - 15 min. 
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In tho noxt scries of exporimonts alvua alone WRO in­
jected into young noinnal animals 31 daya of age at tlie 
levels of 1«598 and 0.709 craiis per kilogram of body weight. 
The results of these ejcporlments are s'lown In l.able 15. 
Tlie hii;.her level of altun, when Injected alone, brought 
about death, but only after a nean lapsed time of 132 minutes, 
whereas the lower level of aliua caused little apparent damage 
to the animals. They appeared norml 48 hours after Injection. 
In order to observe the effect of alum upon tlie toxicity 
of injected fluoride, experlirfints vfore performed by following 
the fluoride injection immediately by alum, by mixing the 
alum with flvioride and injecting, end by mixing, neutralizing 
to lltmuo vrith sodiiua bicarbonzite, and thon Injecting. A 
nxinber of injections wore performed in v/hich alvuninum fluoride 
suspension wuo injoetod at a level equivalent to 200 mgs. of 
sodium fluoride. Table 16 contains the results obtained from 
tlM first aeries of injections using both alxmi and fluoride. 
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Tc^ole 15. Results of Injoctin^ Alum Alono. 
Aco kV u • Alum Time 
Sox in in per required Obsorvntions 
days p;rari8 1:110 to kill (vTiinJ 
m 31 48 1.598 gm. 196 nln« The times of doath 
m rt 40 n 133 tt are correct to 15 
m rt 48 »» 139 If iainutes. Death oc­
f »» 40 II 144 tt curred in a differ­
f If 43 It 146 rt ent fashion tlian 
f tt 4ij II 158 tl when due to KaF. 
Indications of 
paralysis were ab­
Moan lapaocl time from injection sent. Anlnsals showed 
to doath: 152 tl evidence of local 
pnln in the abdomen 
and noticeable bloat­
ing was observed. 
m 35 49 0.709 cm* did not kill Animals apparently 
Ul tf 40 II 11 II If noriial after 40 
m It 46 « tf tt tl hours. 
f tt DO ti It II II 
f tt 49 II 11 11 tt 
f 35 11 tl 11 It 
When liaP wao Intraporitonoally at a lovol of 100 
ings. por kilotjraift of body weight youn^^ rata wore killed v/ithln 
un averat^e tlnio of IG ralnutas# Upon r.dnlnlatratlon of the aame 
amount of aodlum fluoride with ulum at a lovol of 1.599 crania 
per kilo tlio tiiae required to kill waa incroaaod 13 fold. A 9 
fold increaae In the klllln^i time was obaerved when Li:e alum 
was t;lven at a level one l^ilf as large aa tlie above. When the 
higher levels of alum were injected with the fluoride the 
clonic spasms did not appear before death. The lower level of 
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Table 16« Results of Injecting Sodium Fluoride 
Followed by Alum. 
Age Wt* NaF Aliim Time 
Sox in in per per required Observations 
days prrans kilo kilo to kill 
m 31 49 100 mg* 1*598 gm* 108 min* The killing time 
m It 49 II tr 145 It was increased 
m It 45 If It 309 II 13*6 times by 
f It 47 It It IGG II this level of 
f II 52 II It 311 n alum as compared 
r> 
X 
i» 40 It ft 129 11 Viith the some 
amoxint of 
2.Ioan: 20B tl fluoride alone* 
m oo 56 100 mn* 0.709 era. 150 min* Time to kill was 
rv It 56 II tf 140 It increased 9*6 
m II 45 11 n 145 It tines. 
f tl 63 II It 120 It 
f fl 55 II If IGO It 
f 11 44 n n 150 tt 
Mean: 147 If 
alum did not cause death when administered alone* V/hen this 
level of alum was administered with fluoride, death was not 
prevented* The lapse of time between injection and death, 
however, was 9 times as Qveat as with codium fluoride alone* 
This Indicated that alum was in some way decreasing the 
toxicity of the fluoride* 
It seemed possible that mixing the aliun and sodium fluoride 
before injection mi^ht alter the killing time still further. 
An experiment in which the aolutiona were mixed Just before 
injection the followini; results: 
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Table 17. Rooalts of Mixing Fluoride end Aliua 
Iinraediatoly Before Injection. 
Age t • l i rP  Aluui Tim© 
Sox in in for per reqixired Gbaorvations 
days r:raras kilo icilo to kill 
X 52 62 100 mg. 0.799 gin. 125 min* Death occurred. 
f It 60 ft It 107 " preceded by 
f II 60 n It 153 " paralysis of 
f II 57 It tl 120 " extrenitios. IIo 
f II 42 It It loa " clonic spasms 
f II 48 II It 16G " apparent. 
Mean: 129 
Two series of exporimenta were conducted to learn tlie 
effect v/hen the alun-fluorlde solution wno neutralized to 
litnus before injoction. In one aorics of trials the aluni 
aiul fluoride oolutionn were nixed nnd allov.od to stand 12 hours 
nftor v/hicli tluo mixture was neutralized to litr.nis v/lth aodiun 
bicarbonate. 
Tixe mixture after atniidint; for 12 hours v/as neutralized 
before injection and ravo the following results: 
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Table 18. Results of Injecting Fluoride and Alum 
Twelve Hovira After Mixing. 
Age Wt. IlaF Alvun Time 
Sex in in per per required Observations 
days Krams kilo kilo to kill 
f 32 54 100 mg. 0.799 gm. 109 min. The animals were 
f " 52 n tt 118 11 stuporous within 
f " 62 M ti 86 H a few minutes 
f " 55 n It 93 If after the injec­
f " 58 n If 115 It tion and renxined 
f " 55 n If 84 II so till death. 
Death occurred 
with convulsions 
v/ith two of tlie 
animals. 
Moan lapsed tine between injection 
and death: 101 ciin» 
Vihen the alum-fluoride mixture was neutralised 5 minutes 
after mixing and then injected the following results were 
obtained: 
Table 19« Reaulta of Injecting Fluoride and Alum 
Five Minutes After Mixing. 
Age Wt. HaP Alum liimo 
Sex in in per per required Observations 
days grama kilo kilo to kill 
f 32 54 100 mg. 0.799 gm. 120 min. The animals be­
f •1 52 II It 118 " came stuporous 
f II 62 II n 115 " soon after the 
f II 55 It n 109 " injection.Some 
f II 58 11 ff 110 " showed convulsions 
f II 55 11 tt 105 " just before death. 
Kean lapsed time between injection 
and death: 113 min. 
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Expericicnta were next conducted to compare the toxicity 
of AlgFg with that of NaF« Aluminura fluoride, very finely 
divided, was injected in the form of a solution-suspension 
in amounts which, on the basis of the fluorine content, was 
equivalent to two times the amount of sodium fluoride which 
caused death in 15 minutes. 
Table 20. Results of Injecting AlgFg at a Level 
Equivalent to 200 mgs. HaF. 
A^e Wtl AlgFg Time 
Sex in in HaF per required Observetions 
days p.rtiEia kilo to kill 
f 3o 03 200 mg» 
tl 
Did not kill Bellavlor of animals 
f H 4B It II It apparently normal. 
f It 67 II It II II 
f tl 59 II It It 11 
f tl 60 It It It II 
f II 65 tl It II tl 
Y/lion administered at a luvel equivalent to 200 mgs« NaF 
per kiloj^ram of body weight the animals suffered no apparent 
ill-effects# 
Interpre tation of results. 
The results are summarized in table 21. 
The hiii:hor level of alum was sufficient to ceuso doath in 
a moan tirao of 152 minutes which was ten times as long as the 
time required for 100 mg. of sodium fluoride to kill. The 
Table 21» Summarized Data on Alum-Fluoride Injectlone 
Series 
Ho. 
Rats 
Age 
in 
Days 
Vit. 
in 
Grans 
llaP 
per 
ia.lo (m,-) 
Alum 
por 
Kilo (rx-.) 
li!ean 
Death 
Time (nin.} Kotes 
1 12 31 48.8 100 none 15.25±T..5 
2 6 SI 48.0 none 1.098 152^31.5 
3 6 33 46.5 none 0.799 did not kill 
4 6 31 48.3 100 1.59& 208tgi Altm and fluoride in­
jected separately 
5 6 33 53 100 0.799 147130 If 
6 6 32 54.8 100 0.799 1291-29.5 Mixed before injected 
7 6 32 66 100 0.799 101±17 Mixed, neutralized after 
12 iiours, injected 
e 6 32 56 100 0.799 113t7.5 Mixed, neutralized after 
5 minutes, injected 
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lower level of alum did not kill when Injected alone. When 
the larger ar:o\mt of alim was ^iven with the sodium fluoride 
tlie time required to kill was not greatly different from that 
required by the aluai alone. The lower level of alum appeared 
to reduce the toxicity to a marked deoroe. 
A comparison of the results from scries G, 7, and 8 in­
dicates that the time of death was not different vrhether or 
not the alum-fluoride was injected immediately after mixing, 
5 minutes after mixing and neutralizing or 12 hours after 
mixing and neutralizing. These results indicated that the 
alum reduced the toxicity of the fluoride to a decided degree. 
If the decrease in toxicity was, as it seemed, due to adsorption 
of tlie fluoride or to its chemical combination with alum, it 
appeared timt tiiis combination took place rapidly. 
The difference in the toxicity of aluminum fluoride as 
compared to soditun fluoride when injected, and to cupric 
fluoride and otlier fluorides wlien fed, indicated tlxat the 
alleviation of the toxic effects of fluorine by altim feeding 
might Imve boon the result of a chemical combination betv/een 
the aluriiniim ion and the fluoride ion. T:\is observation is 
in accord with the opinion of Evans and Phillips (57) tliat the 
toxicity of cryolite (ira^AlFg) is due to the llaP moiety, and 
not to the AlFg. This observation is also in agreement with 
the findings of Do Eds and Thomas (32) who found mottling of 
the rat incisor took place at a level of 12 parts per million 
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of fluorine as sodium fluoride but not at 6 parts per million, 
whereas with Na3AlFe tl:o mottling effect could be noticed at a 
level of 24.3 parts per million of fluorine but not at 12 parts 
per nillion in the ration# 
The Relationship Dotvfoen Rocalcification 
of Uacliitic Tibiae and tho Incorporation of Pluorine 
into Those Bonos. 
Object of otudy» 
It seemed desirable to investigate tho effect of fluoride 
upon tho ash content of bones and upon their fluoride content 
under the supor-iinposea condition of healini^ idckote. Al­
though data on the effects of feedin^; sodium fluoride in a 
rachltogenic diet had been reported by Kauck, Steenboclc, and 
Parsons (46) and by Schulz (91), no data liad been observed 
which dealt with tho chan^jos encountered in the healintj process 
when Tiodiuxa fluoride is adininistorod or v;lth tho chances in tho 
quantities of fluorine incorporated in bone duriiit: tho procoss 
of healini:;. Ao this v/ork was noarini: coupletion and tho 
analyses for fluoride were about finished, tlie work of 
Kort^areidce (69) appeared, dealing; with the problem of tho 
effect of fluorine upon the healintj process. Korj^aroidtje (69) 
studied the effect of sodium fluoride upon the appearance of 
healing bones under x-ray examination and upon the ash content 
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of the bones. Llort^areidgo did not use tiie line test ond did 
not analyse the bones for fluorine. 
Experimental procedure. 
Because all of the anicials had to bo killed and the bones 
taken for analysis on the soiic day, the expariinent was rxin 
twice unini: IG rata eacti tiro. 
Rats of weaning wero plr.cel on the Steenbock and 
Black (105) rachit0j;;0nic diet until they were distinctly 
rachitic at the close of a 21 day depletion period. Tliey wore 
tlien divided at randoa into four lots, and tlieir body v/ci^hts 
were recorded. Tnc four lots T.ere -iven the following; rations 
Lot 1* Rachito^onlc diet plus O.IQ pei* cent sodium 
fluoride plus a daily supplement of cod-liver 
oil as a source of vitorain D sufficient to 
t^lve approximately 2 healing. 
Lot 2. Rachitogenic diet alone. 
Lot 3. Rachitogenic diet plus the same vitamin D 
supplement as Lot 1. 
Lot 4. naohitogenic diet plus 0.1 per cent sodium 
fluoride. 
Tlie feed and fluorine free distilled v/ater were kept be­
fore the aniumls at all times. In the first experiment the 
animals Y/ei*e sacrificed at the close of the ninth day of Uie 
healing period while in the second experiment they v/ere 
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Gacrificcd at tlic cejiraiirij of the eleventh cln-/, ILody v.-cl^-ts 
v/cro dctor:".lncd just ccforo tl-O aniroila v;ere aacrlllcod. 
Tibiae for analysis wore obtained after l:illln{j the anii.ials 
with chlorofonn. 
Results and interpretations > 
Exa^'iinatlon of the bCoimiino and cloalrit, body wcitjhts 
shows tliat the level of fluoride ad;.iinistercd was insufficient 
to cauoo a laariced loss in woight durin^ tlie relatively siiort 
hoalini; period# Growth retardation due to fluorine did appear 
ana this rolai-dation ap^;earod -not to be alle/iated by the 
quantity of vltauin D cup filled. 
The mean v/oiohta of the tibiae v;oro nearly the aa:ue in 
the firot Uoroe lota of aai:.ials. A diffoi'oaco of only 0.3 
oxiatod boUvoen tho nuan valuua for lots 1 and v;hilo 
between lots 2 and 3 a difforunoe of only 1«4 \7aa fouid* 
OliGiitly xiioro tlian a ton por coat increase in the mean 
weight of uah and a oori'ospondin^ increase in por cent ash 
were observed when soditun fluoride was added at a 0*10 per 
oent level to tlio basal ration supplemented with vitamin D. 
This increase in ash was not noted when the Influence of 
sodim fluoride alone (lot 4) was compared with tliat of 
vitamin D alone (lot 3)* 
Tlie addition of sodiiun fluoride alone to the rachito-
genio ration (lot 4) increased the fluoride content nearly 
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Table 22. Itie Influence of Rocalclfication of 
v;t. of •.7t. Of Flue 
Lot Supplement Body Wts. Line tibia ash Per cent titi 
Stnrt Knd Test r.r£Lr.3 /•;r&nis ash 
la 0.1^ NaP 60 62 2 0.09VI 0.0449 46.26 11, 
C .XiaO. 55 54 2 0.1007 0.0456 45.40 11. 
7 days 50 SO 2 0.0956 0.0421 45.10 11, 
SO 53 2 0.0951 0.0416 43.70 11, 
lb n 70 70 3 0.1107 0.0459 41.46 15, 
64 64 3 0.1127 0.044G 39.63 16, 
70 74 4 0.1321 0.0607 45.95 18, 
54 47 3 0.0976 0.0400 40.98 12, 
kean 5Q.1 50 2.63 0.1049 0.0456 43.56 - •  
2a None 60 62 0 0.0976 0.0391 40.10 1.1 
65 66 0 0.1065 0.0459 43.0 2.: 
46 42 1 0.0350 0.0304 40.44 3.( 
75 82 0 0.0843 0.0330 39.2 l.{ 
2b It 65 78 0 0.1280 0.0420 33.43 l.( 
56 74 0 0.1230 0.0506 41.44 1.^ 
52 58 0.5 0.1114 0.0370 33.21 4.: 
60 70 0 0.1026 0.0355 34.6 2.' 
liioan 59*9 66*5 0.19 0.1060 0.0403 SS.17 
3a C.L.O. 44 45 1 0.0986 0.0436 44.3 2.1 
50 58 1.5 0.0990 0.0391 39.1 1.1 
57 57 1 0.0082 0.0305 34.6 
52 56 1 0.0996 0.0390 39.2 o * C* • i 
3b n 78 82 3 0.1290 0.0552 42.79 2.1 
62 67 2 0.1013 0.0383 37.79 l.i 
55 58 3 
78 90 2 O.llM 0.0375 32.49 2.1 
Moan 60.5 64.1 1.8 0.1046 0.0404 30.61 
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of Rocalciricatlon of Rachitic Tibiae upon tho Storage of Fluorine. 
For cent 
fit. of Fluorine Dlanlc on Fluorine Per cent fluorine 
ash For cent titrated rca£-cnts in til ia fluorine in tibia 
fireijis ash u U L .^ in tibia ash 
0.0449 46.26 11.25 1.026 102.2 0.105 J. 227 
0.0456 45.40 11.97 1.121 108.5 0.108 0.23 
0.0421 45.10 11.096 1.14 99.56 0.105 0.23 
0.041G 43.70 11.40 1.14 102.6 0.100 0.247 
0.0450 41.46 15.77 1.14 146.3 0.132 0.32 
0.044G 59.63 16.00 1.14 148.6 0.131 0.33 
0.0607 45.95 18.81 1.14 176.7 0.133 0.29 
0.0400 40.98 12.90 1.14 117.6 0.120 0.29 
0.0456 43.56 15S.5 O.llci 0.276 
0.0391 40,10 1.256 1.026 2.40 0.003 0.007 
0.0459 43.0 2.206 1.33 8.76 0.008 0.019 
0.0384 40.44 3.059 1.14 19.19 0.022 0.05 
0.0330 39.2 1.957 1.14 8.17 0.010 0.025 
0.0428 33.43 1.026 1.026 0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.0506 41.44 1.425 1.14 2.85 0.002 0.006 
0.0370 33.21 4.237 1.20 30.37 0.027 0.082 
0.0355 34.6 2.483 1.14 13.43 0.013 0.037 
0.0403 fta.li/ - - - 0.010 0.028 
0.0436 44.3 2.60 1.14 14.6 0.015 0.033 
0.0391 39.1 1.82 1.14 6.8 0.007 0.017 
0.0305 34.6 _ — —  ... 
0.0390 39.2 2.28 1.14 11.4 0.011 0.029 
0.0552 42,79 2.20 1.14 11.4 0.009 0.021 
0.0383 37.79 1.61 1.14 4.7 0.005 0.012 
0.0375 32.49 2.09 1.14 9.5 0.000 0.025 
0.0404 38.61 
— — 
3.75 0.009 0.022 
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Per cent 
f Fluorine Blank on Fluorine Per Cent fluorine 
Per cent titrated reagents In tibia fluorine in tibia 
ash n Km. U KM. IL Km. in tibia ash 
4 42.0 
1 39.2 0.039 1.14 62.7 0.062 0.16 
5 34.6 0.0475 1.14 78.85 0.089 0.26 
0 39.2 0.0594 1.14 101.5 0.10 0.28 
i2 39.54 0.064 1.14 110.2 0.096 0.24 
\2 36.55 0.0627 1.14 107.73 0.098 0.27 
14 54.98 0.0467 1.14 77.33 0.089 0.25 
12 43.58 0.063 1.14 108.30 0.10 0.23 
& —— 92.36 0.09 6.S4 
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9 fold without appearing to increase the ash content of the 
tibiae* Tlie adiriinistration of vitamin D with 0.10 per cent 
sodium fluoride augmented tiie fluoride In proportion with the 
augmented aah. 
The Effect of Sodium Fluoride upon Blood Sugar. 
iMrposo oX Invcatlj^ntlon. 
Blood sugar deter.ainations upon does which Imd rocoived 
oodium fluoride in their food had shovm no marked differences. 
vr.:en tlxo work uj.on the blood suf^ar chnn^-os in rats was later 
being considered it seemed desirablo to study the Influence 
of largo doses of fluoride tiiven by way of stomach tube. It 
wos tliought tliat administration of the fluoride to fasted and 
unfasted rats, both witlx and without j^lucose, might cause 
clanfcfeo in blood sugar that would suggest possible changes 
to bo sought in chronic fluoride poisoning. 
Procedure» 
Normal rats of the male sex, ranging In oge between 150 
and 175 days and varying in weight between 279 nnd 370 grams, 
wore used for the blood sugar invostlgationa. In the first 
experiments the usual glucose tolerance curves v/ore obtained. 
The rats were fasted 24 hours after which blood samples were 
taken. Tliey v/ere then very lightly anesthetized v/ith chlorofomi 
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so tliat the stomach tube could be quickly Inserted. ITlie 
calculated volvune of glucoso solution was ^Iven tiirougii the 
tube from an accurately t^raduated 5 ml. syringe. Follovring 
ti]e administration of tiio glucose, samples of blood In dupli­
cate Y/ere obtained at the 15, 30, JO, and 120 minute periods 
follotflng the administration. 
The blood suger curves wore then deterndnod for tlio 
nninials reooivliio £:;lucosc plus fluoride and for those recoivlng 
fluoride rlone, \xtLni, tV.e sauie tecijiique as f-sit used for the 
f.ninT.lc rcce^virij i_,lucose ^lonc. V.>.9n £:lucotc v.as adrir-ltterod 
v.ith Eodlijxi fluoride the t*.'/o aubstanccc v/erc dissolved together 
in the calculated iiuraititlos in one j3olution. 
After the results f.ere cltt.lnei u::on fpct.'.r;j rt'ts, deter-
rainatlonE v.crc iwide in ^v!ilch r.lucoso, codluit; flvioridc c.nd sodi\im 
fluoride plus clucoao wore ud^iinlatorcd to unfasted rata. Son® 
of the fas tod and unfasted rt.tc on fluoride cl;owcd o;,7ripton:8 of 
polaoniin^. Afttr hypor^lycordc tondoi-.cics in the fluoride 
poisoned, non fasted i-ata becane apparent, blood su^-ar deter­
minations were made on other rata rocolvln<; fluoride and faated 
fop 36 hours. One third of tl^Qso were norziial rata on tVie 
grov.'ln^ ration, one third v/ere z'ats v;hich liad been recoivlng 
0.U5 per cent todluri fluoride, vhilc tljc rei;:r.lnlti^ Lhlid ;,ad 
uocn receiving 0.10 cent sodivua fluoride. T!ic fluoride 
was fed as a part of the growinis ration. 
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Reaulta and Intorpretationa» 
Tlio reaulta obtained on faated rata are shown in table 
23. Tho roaulta obtained from unfaated rata are ahown in 
table 24. Llean curves made by plotting the average values 
fro blood axigar are shown in figure 6. Sugar concentrations 
are exproaaed aa mga. per cent# Curve one sr.owa the nornal 
glucoae tolerance curve. Tho shape of tJila c\irvo ia quite 
aa it ahould be, attainiiv; a maxiiniun at tho thirty-minute 
period and then falling steadily to a normal valuo at Iho 
end of two houro. Tliia curve indicated that accoptablo 
toclmiquo had boon used fox* liandlln^ tho rata in these and 
auccoGding nma on blood augar cjiaiigo. 
Curve 2 in figure 6 la tho conposite curve obtained for 
the anlraalo that received glucose and fluoride at tho rate 
of 68 mg. of fluorine per kilogram of body weight. Ciirve 5 
ahov/a tho blood augar changes that followed tho adirdnistration 
of tho same amount of fluoride alone. Tlie r.iaxiina in theae 
curves appeared at tlie one-hour period. This was 30 minutes 
later than the time of tlie maximum in tho normal curve. Tlie 
maximum blood sugar level of tlie aodiiun fluoride series and 
the fluoride-glucose series was greater than the maximum for 
glucose alone. 
Tlxe second series of curves, shown in figure 7, wore ob­
tained from experiments planned to study the blood sugar 
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Table 23» Blood Svigar Changes In Fasted Rats Following the Feeding of Qlucoso 
Wt« of Age of Fasting" Dosage per kilo MP:» % "53 
R\m rat rat Sex time by start 15 30 C 
Ko» (^333*) (days) (hours) stomach tube min> inin« r 
1 279 155 m 24 1«25 gm. Glucose 129 164 166 
2 290 153 m 24 n n 130 166 173 
3 232 153 m 24 II It 125 144 170 
4 279 160 m 24 n Olvxcoae & 
GO ng, F 
37 124 154 
n 377 150 n 24 n Glucose & 
60 rag. F 
117 147 105 
c 334 1G5 m 24 n Glucose & 
68 mg« P. 
103 125 149 
7 353 155 n 24 ti Glucose & 
60 ing. P 
105 135 133 
8 311 165 24 n Glucose & 
68 ng. F 
112 103 129 
9 231 163 m 26 60 jng« F 100 117 124 
10 375 163 m 24 It 109 133 139 N 
11 304 165 m 24 It 94 103 -
«Glucoso, glucose plus fluoride and fluoride alone xiere adxainistered by stomach 
Glucose administered at 1.25 gma* per kilo of body wei^it. 
K.D* - No Determination 
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Feeding of Glucose Only, Sodium Fluoride plus Glucose, and Sodium Fluoride Only. 
% Glucose in Blood Observations 
t 15 
min* 
30 
min. 
GO 
 nin. 
90 
nin. 
120 
min. 
at 
death 
and 
Notes 
164 166 142 132 107 
166 173 149 135 139 
144 170 170 142 143 
124 154 140 131 :i.D. li.D. (Died in 2 hrs. 21 uin. Uoart 
(sanple not taken. 
147 105 151 li.D. i;.D. li.D. (Died in 1 hr. 26 min. Heart 
(sample not taken. 
125 149 193 II.D. K.D. K.D. (Died in 1 hr. 44 lain. 
135 133 160 150 116 li.D. (Rat stiU alive after 43 hrs. 
103 129 168 11.D. N.D. 139 (Died in 2 hrs. 33 min. Last 
(sample from heart. 
1 117 124 153 N.D. N.D. 110 (Last sample from heart to 2 hrs. 
(33 win. 
1 133 139 N.D. 135 N.D. N.D. 
I 103 126 (Last sample from heart at 70 min 
ilatered by stomach tube. Reoulta are plotted In figure 6. 
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Te.bl© 24. Blood Suj^ar Ciianges in Unfastod Ixats Following Feedinj^ 
ox Fas Liiitj Doauge lOi' kilo 
start Ife 
• /J Ki«, 
3b ( Rvji rat rat Sox time by 
No. (i:nia.) (days) (houra) stomach tube min. min. I 
1 294 165 m 0 60 lOtiS. F 125 142 191 I 
O 337 168 n 0 n 115 120 145 : 
5 205 16G m 0 II 135 147 158 I 
4 311 170 m 0 n 127 139 157 
5 320 170 m 0 II 121 133 173 
6 339 173 m 0 It 123 146 135 
7 3G3 173 £l 0 n 131 136 162 
8 289 160 m 0 1*25 gm.Glucose 129 167 191 
9 
o
 
o
 160 m 0 n 130 171 190 
10 H 
O
 160 m 0 Water nlone 120 129 129 
11 313 160 m 0 1*25 tpn.Glucose 2e 128 174 249 
60 F 
12 363 161 n 0 " Glucose *« 146 203 198 
60 mg. F 
13 343 150 m 0 '• Glucose cc 123 133 170 
68 rag. F 
14 369 150 m 0 '• Glucose & 128 141 
68 mg* F 
15 399 160 m 0 " Glucose & 105 159 186 
34 mg. F 
IG 340 160 m 0 " Glucose & 111 162 207 
34 mg* F 
17 307 160 m 0 " Glucose & 127 169 169 
22.7 gm. F 
18 378 160 m 0 " Glucose & 121 149 165 
22.7 gm. F 
«Gluco8e, ijlucoce and fluoride, fluoride alone, and t^ater were admlnlst erod 
administered at 1*25 gms* per kilo. 
N.O. - No Determination 
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llowlng Feodlnfj of Fluoride, and Glucose and Fluoride.-ft-
•» aluco&o In I:Xood. 0 u a r v< 1.1 ions 
15 3(5 GO 90 120 at and 
Din. min. nln. min. niin. death Notes 
142 
120 
147 
139 
133 
146 
136 
167 
171 
129 
174 
203 
133 
1G9 
162 
169 
149 
191 
145 
158 
157 
173 
185 
162 
191 
190 
129 
249 
198 
170 
141 
108 
207 
1G9 
165 
O* t/ 
K5 
ir.D. 
196 
212 
247 
190 
150 
148 
119 
267 
233 
236 
176 
185 
175 
167 
153 
COO CIO II.D. 
170 1G5 II.D. 
106 II.D. N.B. 
CC3 110 N.D. 
179 Died noxt 
2G4 
148 
142 
155 
134 
306 
214 
273 
101 
105 
2C2 
102 
IGO 
day 
K.D. N.D 
ICC IGC 
138 K.D 
155 
121 i:.D 
323 ir.D 
300 11. D 
cm N.D 
CS7 lUD 
205 li.D 
N.D. H.D 
N.D. N.D 
157 N.D 
Doad 14 hours later 
Died 
Died nt 120 minutes 
0.25 units oivon prior to 90 riin. 
acinplc. 
0.16 \mits insulin ^iven Just be­
fore 60 min. snmplo. 
Last aatiple from heart. 
0.16 units insulin after 40 min# 
This jnm snade to detemine influ­
ence of manipulative procedure 
Animal did not die. 
Animal did not die* 
Found dead 8 hrs. lator 
Pound dead 8 lirs. after last oainple 
1 wk. Itttor alive & apparently 
normal. 
1 wk. letor animal alivo and normal 
1 wk. later animal alive and normal 
1 wk. later animal alive and normal 
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Figure 6* Blood-sugar changes in fasted rats when fed 
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stomach tube. 
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c>ianj:Gs taklnr; place in imfpsted rata when varying amounts 
of fluoride wore administered with a constant level of 
Glucose. Wlien 68 mgs. of fluorine per kilo were administered 
vlth gluooso the blood sugar concentration was found to rise 
continuously durln^j the two hour period, reaching a level at 
two hours of 267 mgs. per cent. Vihen the level of fluorine 
was reduced to 34 ra^js. of fluorine per kilograra the blood 
sugar rose somewhat more rapidly during the first 30 minutes 
then fell te.nporarlly to 179 mgs. per cent after which it rose 
n^^aln to 200 ings. It v;as still above 200 at the end of two 
hours# V.'lvon the fluoride dosage was reduced to 22.7 ni£8. of 
fluorine per kilogram tlie blood sugar level rose less abruptly, 
reaching 157 ngs. per cent at 30 rainutes and remaining between 
140 and 160 wgs. per cent during the reriaindor of the two hour 
period. With the water control the blood sugar values were 
reasonably low with a low value of 113 and a high value of 
127 mgs. per cent. Tlie curve for the glucose control showed 
the expected rise and fell again nearly to the starting level. 
A comparison of these curves indicates tliat fluoride in 
quantities as low as 22.7 mgs. of fluorine per kilo, when 
administered in one dose, caused a prolonged hyperglycemia. 
Tills quantity of fluorine is nearly as large as the 30 mg. 
quantity of fluorine believed by Phillips, Lamb, Hart, and 
Bohstedt (78) to be capable of causing anorexia and inanition 
when administered daily in the ration in the form of NaP. 
cr ceni: 
cr 
a 
a 
Blood stigar (Ganges in unfasted animals folloiring administration 
of glucose and sodium fluoride at different levels* 
Figure 7 
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Somc oxpcr:.r;ents Y;erc porforned to study tlie nature of 
the Influences that might bo cauoinG the hyperglycemia in the 
unfasted rats. The results are shown in figure 8. A series 
of determinations was made using unfasted male rats. One 
group of animals received 68 mgs. of fluorine and 1.25 
of glucose per kilogram of body weight. A second group re­
ceived KaP alone at the level of 68 mgs. of fluorine per 
kilogram of body weight. When it became apparent that NoF 
alone was causing marked liyperglycemia, tliree more animals, 
treated with MaP at the same level, were injected subcutaneously 
with insulin after the rise in blood sugar had begun. At the 
time or injoction of insulin the evidence of aystonic fluorine 
poisoning was present with occasional light tremors occurring 
In the musculature of the back end limbs of the animals. The 
insulin was Injected in order to learn whether or not this 
hormone would oppose the hyporglyce.'iiia caused by HaP. Tliat 
the hyperglycomia was counteracted by insulin was shown by 
tlie distinct decreases in blood sugar concentration follov/lng 
Its injoction. 
A moderate but persistent hyperglycemia was observed in 
trials with doses of fluorine as low as 22.7 mgs. per kilo of 
body weight when administered in a single dose. (Quantities 
of fluorine only slightly less than 22.7 mgs. per kilogram 
are often ingested daily by rats receiving 0.10 per cent 
sodium fluoride in their diet# It seemed possible, therefore, 
that the inanition so commonly observed at that level of 
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Figure 8« The response of fluoride poisoned rats 
to insulin* 
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feedlng nljht be due to Impaired ability on the part of the 
aninals to maintain nornial stores of carbohydrate. It also 
appeared that impaired stora£;e night be indicated by a com­
parison of the blood su^ar levels of nornial j^-nd fluoride fed 
anir.iala after a rather lon^:; period of fastln^;. 
/ci experiment to coripnre tlie fastlnf^ levels of blood 
cuo'cr in nori::al end fluoride fed rats was therefore ninds. 
Rats five nontho old, tliat had for foui' montaa been on t2;e 
atock ration contalnlni; 0.05 and 0.10 per cent added sodiun 
fluoride v/ore conpared with noxnaal animals of the SOEIQ ago 
on tl2e stock ration without added fluorldo. All aniioals vforo 
kept well supplied with their usual ration and water for 48 
hours, after which all access to food was prevented for a 
period of 36 hours. At the close of this fasting period 
the blood su^ar levels were detemlned in the usual manner. 
Txie results obtained were us follows: 
Table 25. Olood Sugar Levels in Normal and 
Fluoride-Fed Rata Following a 36 Hour Fast. 
i-'asi niBgTBIoc xTTutiEr""™™ ^toan 
Group Supplement Levels in £v;a* For Cent Values 
1 none 99 97 97 89 95 
2 0.05^2 KaP 101 06 86 57 82 
5 0.10^ MaP 71 72 60 56 65 
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Tlie anlniala that had been on crowlns ration alone had 
fasting blood-sugar levels v/hlch nay be considered to be 
within the normal ran^e. The levels found in tiio 0.05 per 
cent sodium fluoride group v/ere quite uneven. One value was 
nonrjil (101), two rather low (06 and 07), v/hile tlie fourth was 
57 n^s. per cent. The values obtained by the anirx.ls on 0,10 
per cent sodiuw fluoride v/cro unifomly low, ran^ln<.; between 
56 and 72 n^a, per cent. 
TIio above results appeared to su^r-cst that i'csistance 
to decreased blood cutjar values follov/inj a ZG Iioui* faatijig 
period is decidedly loac in anii.iala receiving 0.10 por cent 
Godivu;! fluoride as co;.;:;r.rcd v.itii, ani^-.ii.lE i^ocoivinj, uio ^jrowlnfi 
ration clone. That this decreased faatiJit;^ level rii^^lit con­
ceivably be duo to an effect of fluoride upon carboliydrate 
otoraiso is indicated by the studies of blood au^av ciianjea 
followinis tlie adi.JLnlstration of sodliiin fluoride by otonjACh 
tube. 
It is ImouTi Uiat tiie food conauinption is decroaBed at 
levels of 0.05 per cent KaP or hi(;lier. An indication tliat 
this decreaaed food conaiunption is the result of InpalrEient 
of netabollaia and appetite was provided by Sollman, Schettler 
and Wotzel (lO'l) and by SiiOith and Leverton (102). ^L'he former 
v/orkera found tiiat ruts did not dlstincuish between poisoned 
and impoisoned food until a level of 0.23 per cent sodiun 
fluoride was reached, while the latter workers found that the 
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decror.socl grcnvtli rate of rets recolviiii^ 0.05 per coat or r.iore 
or codiun riuoridc in lh.c ration did not roo^lt oatiroiy xYom 
docroased consionption of food but roaulted from a docroased 
efficiency In the utilization of tlio feed concunod. Decreased 
capacity or ability to store carbohyJrate, and, c.a a result, 
to iaobilizc cai'boliydrate from body stores during; fast, would 
appear to be a posaible cause for tiie observations of the 
above workers# 
Some Effects of Oi't!,anic Fluorides upon the Rat. 
Tlie studios on organic fluorides to be described vrere 
for tlio pux'jioso of investli-atin,f; the possibility tiint orccnlc 
fluorino compounds, with fl'^orido substituted for hydrocon on 
the bonze:io ring, might, upon ga-lnin^j acceon to the body, bring 
aboxit fluorosis aiitiilnr to that induccd by inorcanic fluorides. 
rt'ocedure. 
The solid orcanic concounds were finely pulverised ty 
grinding and rvixed in this state with the regular growing 
ration. The compounds In the liquid state v/ere added by 
means of a plpotte to a weighed quantity of the ration and 
the moistened portions thoroughly mixed with the unmolstened 
portion of the feed* The rations containing the solid com­
pounds were mixed in qiuxntitios of one kilo, v/hereas those 
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containing the more volatilo liquids were mixed in quantities 
that would be sufficient for a two day period. 
Of the various liquid fluorine compounds used, fluoro-
benzene was tho most volatile; but feed containing a sufficient 
quantity to provide 0.10 per cent flvuarine at tho tine of 
nixing still possessed a distinct odor of tho compound after 
standing four days in tho feed cup. Tlicre was a detectible 
decrease in tiio intensity of the odor In three days. With the 
other liquid substances, o<-fluoronaphthalone, g-fluorobrorao-
benzene, and jj-fluoroiodobenzene, no noticeable decrease in 
odor occurred within two days after nixing. 
Tl\e animals used in these experiments were young rats of 
weaning age, taken from the stock colony and weighing between 
45 and 55 grams when placed on experiment. 
Effocts upon growth. 
Tlio growth records are shown in figtires 9 and 10. In 
the first exporinients g, £»-dlfluorodiphonyl, a-fluoronaph-
thalene, g-fluorobonzoic acid, and fluorobenzene were fed at 
a level sufficient to provide 0.10 per cent fluorine in the 
ration at the time of mixing. Tlio growth of the animals on 
fluorobonzene, p-fluorobonzolc acid, and p, 2.'-difIviorodlphenyl 
are shown in figure 9. The fluorobenzene caused no noticeable 
effect upon growth. Growth on fluorobenzoic acid was sub­
normal in rate and irregular. The dl-phenyl derivative caused 
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such severe depression of growth tiiiat the feeding level was 
decreased to 0.05 i5er cent fluorine to prevent death* Growth 
on the latter level was still not good, lowing narked irregu­
larity over a period of six months. The growth of the animals 
fed «-fluoronaphthalene is shown in figure 10 by the sets of 
curves numbered 5 and 6* The set numbered 5 was obtained on 
0.05 per cent fluorine as o<-fluoronaphtluilone« The set of 
curves numbered 6 was obtained on 0,10 per cent fluorine as 
c<-fluoronaphtJmlene xmtil the rata apix>arod to be near death, 
whereupon the level of this compound was decreased to 0»05 
per cent fluorine. Growth was tlien resumed, but at a sub­
normal rate. Growth curves Ibr naphthalene, fed at a level 
equivolent to the -fluoronaphthalene required to furnish 
0.05 per cent fluorine, are shown as set 2 in figure 10. 
These curves indicate that naphthalene slowed up growth 
only slightly for about three months, after which it caused 
loss of weight; it appeared that tlB effect of the fluorine 
derivative upon growth miglit have been in part the result of 
the naphthalene moiety. 
Experiments on p-fluoroiodobenaene and p-fluorobromo-
benzene t^ave grov/ths represented in curves 4 and 5 in figure 
12. 
Effects upon the incisors. 
The effects of the organic fluorides upon the incisors 
Z50 
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Figure 9. Growth of rats fed fluorobenzene, fluorobenzolc and 
p, p'-difluorodlphenyl. 
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Figure 10. Growth of nonnal rats and of rats receiving naphthalene, 
ot-fluoronapihthalene, ^-fluoriodobenzene, and p-fluoro-
bromobenzene* "" 
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ore shov/n in table 26» Both the normal and fluoride animals 
v/ere examined regularly for incisor changes* The pi^entation 
of the fluoride fed animals was compared with tliat of the 
normla, atriations boinc aouglit by laocns of an ordinary liand 
lens* Alterations in the shapes of the incisors were also 
noted. 
Of the organic fluorides fed in these exporiEients, only 
three showed definitely the tendency to cause bleacliing and 
striation. Those were the naphtlialene derivative, jg-fluoro-
iodobenzene and p-fluorobroinobenzene. 
iTiotographs of tho incisors of tliose animals are shown 
in Plates 1 and 2. In Plate 1 are sliown photo{p?aph8 of tlie 
normal incisors and tl£i striated incisors of an anixnal that 
had received tlie «<-fluoronaphthaleno for 49 days. In Plato 2 
are sliown the incisors of a rat that had boon fed the o<-fluoro-
naphthalene ration for seven weeks and then was returned to 
the growing ration for three weeks. Typical lengthenins of 
the incisors had taken place by Ihis time. In this same 
plate are the photographs of the incisors of two other rats, 
one of which had received £-fluorolodobenzone, whereas the 
other had received p-fluorobromobenzene. Tlie rats on jQ-fluoro-
iodobonzene showed typical fluoride effects upon the incisors. 
Hie influence of the p-fluorobromobenzene was much less marked 
than that of either the £-fluoroiodobenzene or the o<-fluoro-
naphthalene. V/hen the rats that had been on the last two 
Table 26* Incisor Effects Due to Different Organic Fluorides* 
Compound fed Per cent fluorine 
in diet at mixing 
Appearance of incisors 
-fluoro-
naphthalene 
0,01 « Died at 20 days without visible changes. 
R 0,05 Bleaching unmistakable in lower incisors in 3 
weeks. At 25 days the upper incisors were be­
ginning to lengthen. 
tf 0.01 for 14 days 
then 0.05 
Loss of pigment in 10 days. After this time 
striatlons and bleaching became more notice­
able. Gross changes in [^ape developed. 
(See photograph) 
Naphthalene equivalent to 
fluoronaphtba-
lene at 0.05^ 
fluorine 
No deviations from the normal were noted. 
p-fluorobenzolc 
acid 
0.10 Condition of the incisors appeared questionable 
by the 36th day. Ko definite abnormalities were 
visible throughout the res:ainder of the feeding 
period. 
p-jg' -dif luoro-
diphenyl 
0.10 for 17 days 
0.05 thereafter 
No definite abnormalities were observed during 
the feeding period of 5 months and 9 days. 
fluorobenzene 0.10 « The teeth appeared normal throughout the feeding 
period of 6 months and 9 days. 
p-fluorolodo-
benzene 
0.10 « Three out of four animals showed faint strla-
tlons in 10 days. Tlie strlations became quite 
noticeable In all animals In 47 days when they 
vere placed on growing ration. The condition 
became more marked for a period of several 
weeks, then ImDroveraent took nlaca. 

0,05 
0.01 for 14 days 
then 0*05 
Naphthalene equivalent to 
fluoronaphtha-
lene at 0.05^ 
fluorine 
£-fluoroben20ic 
acid 
0,10 
I -jg'-difluoro-Iphenyl 0.10 for 17 days 0.05 thereafter 
fluorobenzene 0.10 « 
p-fluoroiodo- 0.10 « 
Donsene 
£-fluorobromo- 0.10 
benzene 
• The volatility of these conpounds 
feed cup snist have been considerable 
this loss. 
Bleaching unmistakable in lower incisors in 3 
weeks. At 25 days the upper incisors were be­
ginning to lengthen. 
Loss of pigment in 10 days. After this timo 
striations and bleaching became more notice­
able. Gross changes in shape developed. 
(See photograph) 
No deviations fz'om the normal were noted. 
Condition of the incisors appeared questionable 
by the 36th day. No definite abnormalities were 
visible throut^hout the reuiainder of the feeding 
period. 
Ko definite abnormalities were observed during 
the feeding period of 5 months and 9 days. 
The teeth appeared normal throughout the feeding 
period of 6 months and 9 days. 
Three out of four animals showed faint stria­
tions in 10 days. The striations became quite 
noticeable in all animals in 47 days when they 
were placed on growing ration. The condition 
became more marked for a period of several 
weeks, then Improvement took place. 
Lose of pigtamit occurred in upper and lower in­
cisors in 10 days. Striations were noted in 4 
weeks when the rats were changed to growing 
ration at 7 weeks the condition began promptly 
to improve. 
being quite lilgh the loss by evaporation from the 
The feed was mixed every other day to minimize 
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riate 1. 
The Appearance of the Inclsoj-a of a Nortnal Rot 
and of the Incisors of a Rat Fed 0»05 per cent Fluorine 
-Fluorontiphtlialcnc in tlic Dasal Ration. 
Above: The control animal recoivint; 
the huoal ration. (49 days on exper­
iment •} 
Uelov/: Animal receiving 0.05 per cent 
fluorine as «-fluoronaphtualene. (4D 
days on exporirisnt.) 
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Plato 2. 
The Effect of Organic Fluorides upon Teeth. 
Loft: Trie appoarance of the 
incisors after 7 v.eoka feed­
ing of « -f lxioronaphtiiEl«me 
at n level of C.OE por ccnt 
fluorine in tho ration, fol­
lowed by Z woeko on jrov.ing 
ration. 
Right: T>\e appearance of 
tho incisors after 7 weeks 
feedinG of y-fluoroiodo-
benzone followed by Z vroeks 
on grov/ing ration. 
Left: T}io a^jponranco of tho 
inclaora nftor 7 v.ceks on 
fluorobrv-..ol.cA-cno at 0,10 
per cent riuorino in ration, 
follow ed Ij 3 v:eekB on £^row-
lllji i'UtlOXi* 
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compoxmds for seven weeks were placed upon growing ration 
alone for three weeks, their incisors continued to get worse, 
whereas, under tlxj saine conditions, tlie incisors of the 
p-fluorobromobenzene rats showed definite improvement# Tliis 
improvement is shown by the photofiraph in Plate 2 in tiiiich 
the upper Irnlf of the lower incisor shows mottling, wlille 
the lower Iialf of tlie incisor shows little evidence of the 
effect of fluoride. 
Diacuaalon of results. 
Vflion it became evident that <<-fluoronapht}mlone, p-fluoro-
iodobensene and p-fluorobromobenzene were causing; changes in 
the incisors typical of inorganic fluorides it appeared that 
the effect of those compounds might possibly Imve been due to 
traces of water soluble inorganic fluorine compounds as im­
purities. However, when tiie compounds were extracted with 
water the titratable fluorine in the water extracts v; c s very 
low. In making the extraction one ml. of the organic fluoride 
was placed in a small erlenmeyer flask of 25 ml. capacity along 
with 5 mis. of water. The flasks were then stoppered and 
shaken vigorously at frequent Intervals for a period of 12 
hours. One ml. allquoto of the water layer were measured out 
and titrated according to tlie micro-procedure. The calculated 
per conts of water extractible fluoride added to the ration in 
the organic fluorides were exceedingly small, amounting to 
5.4 10"® fctt' tixe riuorona^jhthiileiie, G x 10"*^ for £-fl\ioro-
brouooenzenc, and none for the £-riuorolodobenaeue« 
The lov/Gst porceiitaj^o of flaorido capable of producing 
vloiblo ci;xaioOO in the incisors under mai^nificatlon h&a been 
ostinated by differcr.t investigators to be between 0.0014 and 
0.002.") per cent fluorine as sodivun fluoride. 
A level of 0.0045 per cent fluorine as sodium fluoride 
Ima been found necessary to cause the least ciian^eo visible 
to the naked eye. Tliis latter figure is 050 tines as i^:roat 
as that accounted for by tlie fluorine obtained by water ex­
traction of c<-fiuoronaphthalenc. Ginco the influence of 
these cor.pounda upon the teeth wore easily visible to tlie 
nalced eye, it appeared tliat tlic effects v/ere definitely not 
duo to rratcv soluble iapxiritics in the or^^anic compound. 
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iir/KSTiGATio'; CF FLTJoniDr ?".::c\rAL 
FnoTi DRrrxnra wautir 
Plnn of Investigation 
Tho plan of this part of tho study on fluorine included: 
first, to invostii^ato the use of alvun in reaovinrj fluoride 
from the hi^h fluoride T;ater from tho xriunicipdl ^ator supply 
of the city of Anlceny, Iowa, by means of email scale laboratory 
experiments; and second, if removal wco ticconpllGlicd In the 
preliminary experiments, to investi£:ate tiie applicability of 
the treatment to a continuous process, using a pilot plant 
attached to the water main. 
Materials and Methods 
Chcnicnls* 
Hho commercial altaa used in those experiments v?as 
coiiTOorcial alvmiinura sxilfate ordinarily used in water treat­
ment* Tho potassium alum used in an early exporimont was tlie 
C. ?• product of Baker and Adamson. The aluminum sulfate and 
aluminvua cliloride used in some of the continuous treatment 
studies v/ere the C. ?• products of Baker and Adamson. Tlie 
Bentonite used in one sot of experiments was obtained from Utah. 
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The thorium nitrate used in the deteriaination of fluorine 
was that of Bpker and Adamson and was their reagent quality# 
Tlie sxilfuric acid used in the earlier distillations of fluorine 
and the perchloric acid used in later distillations were tested 
for fluorine by blank distillations and titrations. Tl\e 
sodiiiui hydroxide and liydrochloric acid solutions were pre­
pared fron C. P. products and fluoride free distilled v/ater. 
The sodium alizarin sulfonate, from whicli the indicator 
solution was laade, v/as a product of K. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany. 
The freedom from all but the most minute traces of fluorine in 
all reagents used in the determination of fluorine was ascer­
tained by running blank distillations end titrations. 
Apparatus. 
A stvident type potentiometer ond a quinliydrone electrode 
wore used in determining pH. The apparatus was checked fre­
quently with a standard buffer solution to insure proper 
working order. 
In the small scale excerircnts in the laboratory a five-
liter baloon flask v/as used as a container for the water being 
treated. It was equipped with a mechanical stirrer of glass, 
powered by an electric motor. 
Tiie glass percolators into which the mixed treated water 
was transferred for settling were 46 cm. in depth and had an 
Inside diameter of 10 cm. at the top. 
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An analytical balance was used in wei^lilntj the materials 
used in the water treatment. 
Pilot plant* The pilot plant used in the continuous 
treatment experiments was designed by I'rofessor W. E« Oalligan 
of tlic Departn;ent of Engineerin^ at lotra State College and was 
obtained end installed through tixe courtesy of i^rofessor W. E. 
Oalligaji and the Department of Engineering. 
The construction of tlio pilot plant is shovm schoniatically 
in figure 11. It consisted of an aeration tank, tliree mixing 
tanlcs of a capacity of ten gallons each, a flat bottomed 
settling tanl: v/ith a capacity of sixty gallons, and a sand and 
gravel filter constructed in two equal parts so tliat oitlior 
one or both parts miglit bo used as desired. Tlie stirrers in 
the mixing tajiks were of all-metal construction and wore 
powered v/itli bolts from an electric motor. 
Ti\o dosing appai-atus was placed on a platform over the 
first and second mixing tanks. Tlie container used to hold 
the alum solution was a battery jar of ten liters capacity. 
A siphon of glass tubing, floating on cork, v/as used to deliver 
tiie aliun solution to the first mixing bank. Vihen added separately 
from the alum solution, other solutions were introduced by 
moans of an additional siphon from other containers. 
Tlie alum dosing solutions v/ere prepared by dissolving 
the required amovmt of solid in 40 liters of water in a carboy 
and stirring by rotation of the carboy until solution and 
lO 
JL Aer'aiCO7t ^ank. Z. Pit's £ lan^. 3. JS^ econd ffrxin^ '^ rank. 
4-. Thirzi Iizz.in^ ^ Tank, 5.SciiiiTi^ ^Qtik' G. 'IrougA fo SGliling 
Tart^ .  7 .  Sar2c/-grixere7 iar .  6 ,  J5preodivg 7rozL^h-3.  9 .  Ozci lc t  
ValvG 70. PitZZi^ifS Jfor- /^ixin<j Tank 
jSfiT rerzs 
Pigtire 11» ThB design of the continuous treatment pilot plant shown 
diagrasnna t ically • 
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thoroxi^h Eilxin^; was accomplishod. The quantity of alum needed 
in the doaine solution was dopondont upon the rate of flow of 
the siphon. Tho float which was attached to the siphon was 
for this reason fixed so that it could ho raised or lov/ered 
to oive the desired volvuae of dosing solution per ninute. 
Tlie rate of dosage was checked frequently in all determina­
tions* The rate of flow of the v/ater entering; the plant was 
carefully measured by use of a water meter and an ordinary 
watch* After tlie rate of flow of water was controlled, and 
the dosing siphon was ready and clicked for rate of flow, the 
outlet valve to mixing tank number one was closed* At a rate 
of flow of approximately one gallon per minute, cllGhtly less 
tlian two hours v;oro required to fill the tliree mixing tanks, 
tho settling tanlc and the filter* As the level of the water 
rose to tho top of tho filter a valve controlled by a float 
permitted water to flow through tho filter* 
Water. 
Tlie vmter used in these removal studios was Anlcony City 
water which contained approximately 0 parts per million of 
fluorine* The fluorine content of tliis water is somewhat 
higher than most of the other fluoride waters in the state 
of Iowa* It compared quite well in a number of respects with 
fluoride waters obtained in other parts of the United States* 
The composition of the Ankony City water in the spring 
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of the years 1953, 1934 ond 1935 are siiowi in table 27. In 
table 20 are shown the anioxmts of some of the constituents 
reported in other fluoride containinj;^ waters of I'orth Ar.:orica. 
Tlie high fluoride appears to be accompanied quite often 
by considerable quantities of sulfates and total solids. 
Table 27# The Composition of Aniceny City V/ater. 
Constituent 1933 1934 1935 
p«p»m« p. p.m. p.p.m. 
Total solids 1G02.6 1067.2 1056.0 
Volatile matter 170.0 163.0 
SiOg 19.0 0.33 10.0 
44.5 4.0 7.0 
Ca 26.3 26.3 24.0 
iig 4.5 11.5 13.0 
Na 550.0 766.0 546.0 
SO4 750.0 000.0 032.0 
CI 40.0 46.3 42.0 
Total Alkalinity 420.0 333.0 309.0 
Pe 1.0 0.43 0.04 
Total hardness 04.0 105.0 113.0 
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Table 2B« Tlio Fluorine Contents end the 
Total Solid, Sulfate and Clxloride Contents of Sone 
Fluorine-Containing; Waters. 
Observer Location Fluorine Solids Sulfates Chlorides 
p.p.n. p.p.m. p.p.m. p*p.n« 
auitii & 
Smith (97) Arizona 3.5 1988 550 670 
ti It 7.5 2016 500 riG 
n It 0.6 3056 700 860 
It n 7.3 1520 595 314 
n II 7.2 1304 500 278 
It It G.O 696 200 170 
It II 12.0 036 200 200 
It II 5.5 312 75 64 
It 11 5.0 4284 000 1540 ti II 5.6 — 550 1200 
v/allcor, Finlay 
& Harris 
(109) Alberta 4.4 1120 342 65 
Author Ankeny, 8.0 1856 832 42 
Iowa 
Determination of fluoride in T/ator. 
For thoso determinations of fluorine the method was essen­
tially that of VVillard and Winter as adapted to water analysis 
by Boruff and Abbott. A 200 nl« quantity of water was luoasured 
into a 250 ml» distilling flask, made alkaline v;ith KaOH and 
concentrated by evaporation to 50 ml. Glass beads were em­
ployed to prevent bumping; during: the concentration. Following 
this, 50 ml. of 1:1 sulfuric acid wore added and tiie distillation 
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waa carried out—keeping the boilln^ point during the distil­
lation at 135 5° C. during the entire distillation by adding 
fluorine free distilled water continually through a dropping 
funnel attached to a tube which reached below the surface of 
the boilinc mixture. After collecting 200 ml. of distillate 
it was concentrated by evaporation to a volume of 20 ml. The 
sodium alisarin sulfonate v/r.s then added and 0.1 11 ilGl vras 
added until the solution was nearly neutral to the alizarin. 
An equal voliune of 95 per cent ethyl alcohol was then added 
after which 0.01 N HCl was used cautiously to discharge tlie 
pink color of tlie indicator. Two drops of the dilute acid 
were then added in excess. The solution was tiien titrated 
with 0.02 N thorium nitrate to the appearance of a pink color 
in the solution. 
Procedure and Results 
Experiments with fluoride removal usinp; potassium alxun and 
aluminum sulfate in the laboratory. 
The first experiments were carried out in order to determine 
whether or not potassitim alum, I^Al2(S04)4.24H20, would remove 
appreciable amounts of fluorine v/ithout first adjusting the pH 
of the water to be treated. A five liter quantity of water 
was treated with three grams of potassium alum. The mixture 
vias stirred for thirty minutes, after which a percolator was 
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filled froni the contents of the mixing vessel. Analyses 
of tlie Y/ater for flxioricle content v/ere tiado c.rter the floe 
iuad settled. The fluoride content of the v/titer wna found to 
be 2.4 parts i>or laillion. wlien the troat.v.ent was reijeated 
v/lth one aiid ono-lialf and v/ith six ^^rrar. quantities of the 
almi, the fluoride contents of tho treated waters v/ore found 
to bo 5.98 and 1»S parts per i:illlion, respoctively. 
xhe potassium alum was thus fouiivi to i-omor'e fluoride froni 
tiio water, out, under Uic conditions of the exporincntc, tho 
rerioval of tlie element was not proportional directly to the 
size of the alum dosage. It appeared possible that the varia­
tions in efficiency were tho result of changes in pll brouj^ht 
about by the acid liberated in the hydrolysis of the alum. 
Because of the lower coat of ooi:iinorclal aliua it seemed 
advisable to employ it in experiments to learn v/hether or 
not the efficiency of removal would differ when the initial 
pH Mvas rendered more acid. 
Exporlinents were perforr.ied to compare the extent of removal 
of fluorine employing two different pH values of tho v/ater to 
be treated. The oxporimonts v/ero performed in tY/o series. In 
one series tho initial pH v/as 7.00. In the other series tho 
water v/as first adjusted to a pH of G.95 with UCl. In each 
of these series three different dosages of alvim were employed. 
The results are summarized in table 29. 
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Table 29. Fluoride Removal from Ankeny City 
V/ater at Two pU Values, Using Aluminvun Sulfate. 
Dosa^^e in 
grains/gal 
of 
Alp(S0^),.18 II 
Original 
fluorine 
p.p.m. 
Fluorine of 
treated water 
after 2.5 lirs. 
p.p.m. 
Fluorine 
removed 
p.p.m. 
pn-7.88 pH-6.95 PH-7.88 PU-6.95 
38.7 8.5 0.2 1.19 0.45 7.31 0.05 
19.35 8.5 0.2 3.75 3.25 4.75 5.25 
11.47 8.5 0.2 6.50 5.85 2.00 2.65 
Table 30. Change of Fluoride Content of V/ator with 
Length of Tiino Standing in Contact with the Settling Floe 
from 38.7 gr./gal. Alum 
ttiiae ^rom 
beginning 
treatment 
(hrs.) 
Fluorine 
in water 
(p.p.m.) 
pH ot 
water 
Fluorine 
removed 
(p.p.m.) 
^'luorine 
removed 
(per cent) 
0 7.5 7.15 
2 1.25 6.25 83.3 
6 0.85 6.65 88.7 
12 0.65 6.85 91.3 
24 0.40 6.78 7.10 94.7 
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Fluoride removal was better in the experiments in which 
the water was adjusted to a pH of G.95 oefore adding the alxua# 
The total anounts of fluoride removed varied markedly with 
tho size of the dosage of alum, but at neither pH was there a 
linear relationship between tho amounts of fluoride removed 
and the size of tlie alxim dosage. Tlio ratio of alum used to 
fluoride reaoved increased in both series as tiie dosage of 
alum was increased* 
Tlio influence of tho length of standing after treatment wos 
studied. A four liter quantity of water which had on original 
pll of 8.4 was placed in a baloon flask and tho pU adjusted to 
7.15 with IlCl. Sufficient alum to give a dosage of 30.7 grains 
per gallon was added. After a SO minute stirring period the 
treated water was transferred to the percolator where settling 
of the floe began promptly. Samples of water for fluorine 
determinations were siphoned off, filtered tlirough paper and 
analysed as before. Analyses were rxide at 2, 6, 12 and 24 
hours after the addition of the alum. Tiae results of these 
oxporimonts are summarized in table 30. 
At first there was a rapid decrease in the fluoride con­
tent of tho treated water; but, after the 2 hour period, 
further decroaae in the fluoride content of tho v/ator took 
place EKjre and more slowly. Eighty per cent of the fluorine 
had been removed by the end of the 2 hour period but an 
additional 22 hours were required to remove an additional 11 
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per cent of the fluoride orlGlnally 2)roacnt* After t".io sixth 
hoixr the concentration of fluorine in tho vrator v/nn a l0£;a-
ritliriic function of tho length of ti;m in contact v:Ith U\o 
Jiliun floe. The loGnritlrilc porio:! bo^:an at approximately 
the time v/licn tho heavy floe hail settled oxit. 
Gontinuoufl trentr.enta ualn,-; the pilot plant. 
In order to ctxidy tho problen of I'G;r.oval of flv.or.lnc 
frora water on a larger scale a pilot plant \ii\s attached to 
tho inaina in one of tho ac'noolo in tho city of Anj<on/, lov;a» 
Tho plant conaioted of tloree irdzin^j tanka, a oettlinj basin 
and a sand end gravel filter ouch aa is uaually uaed in 
filterint; viator oupplloa. llio flovf of vrater into tl^ plant 
wftB controlled by an adjustable valve and a re^jular water 
rioter. Tlie alum v;aa added to the mixln<^ tank in aolution by 
meana of a floating eiphon delivering; at a constant rate. 
Motor driven atlrrors wore uaed in each of tlio riixint; tanka. 
Tho velocity of atirring waa decroaaod frora tank one to 
tank three. Tlie rate of atirrint: la recorded in terria of tho 
velocity in feet per aocond of a point two-tlilrda out on tho 
radlua. The initial appoaranco of the sauiplea of treated 
v/ater aa well aa tlieir api;earance after 12 houra vms recorded. 
Tho data from tho firat five experiments are ahown in table 31. 
The reaults from these experiments showed that tliere was 
decided reiaoval of fluorine by the continuous treatment with 
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Table 31» The Effect of Addition of A 
Dosage of 
Rate of A12(S0A)3 
Date Sample flow in in grains pll pH 
gal.per per gal. before after 
riin. of water 
8/27/35 2 hr» 1 20 6 6.20 
3 If 1 20 8 6.07 
4 It 1 20 8 6.17 
5 H 1 20 8 6.32 
9/14/35 3 n 0.5 20 0 6.20 
4 n 0,5 20 8 6.27 
5 It 0.5 20 0 6.31 
6 If 0.5 20 0 G.36 
10/12/55 6 n 0.25 20 8 7.32 
7 n 0.25 20 G 7.25 
7 " 30 niin. 0.25 20 8 7.35 
7 " 35 " 0.25 20 8 7.25 
8 II 0.25 20 8 7.30 
10/26/35 3 N 13 " 1 20 8 7.40 
4 II 15 .1 1 20 8 7.35 
5 " 13 " 1 20 0 7.35 
6 " 30 " 1 20 fi 7.40 
6 n 13 II 1 20 G 7.40 
3 H 13 .1 1 20 C 7.40 
11/30/35 O w " 24 " 1 £0 8 7.20 
3 " 11 " 1 20 8 7.30 
3 " 14 " 1 20 8 7.35 
3 " 16 " 1 20 8 7.35 
ti 
n 
tl 
n 
II 
ft 
II 
n 
II 
If 
II 
II 
ti 
If 
untreated) 
Ankeny ) 
City water) Normal pH 8 
(1) Sediment shaken - analysis on suspension 
(2) Sediment not shaken - analysis on supernatant liquid 
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Additioxx of Aliun to ili'.kcny City Wator 
pH Rate of stirring 
after In foet per aocond 
2/3 out on radius 
Fluorine in p.y.ia. 
Appearanco of trentcd 
water 
initial r-ftcr 12 hours 
6.20 
6.07 
6.17 
6.32 
6.20 
6.27 
6.31 
6.36 
7.32 
7.25 
7.35 
7.25 
7.30 
7.40 
7.35 
7.35 
7.40 
7.40 
7.40 
7.20 
7.30 
7.35 
7.35 
2*4 1.2 0.6 
tt It It 
It •t ti 
tt It tt 
It It tt 
tt tt tt 
It It It 
It tt It 
It ft ft 
It It tt 
tt ft ft 
tt ft It 
H tt It 
ft It ft 
It It It 
tt ft It 
n It ft 
It ft tt 
tt It It 
.85 
ft 
0.425 
ft 
0. 
It 
tt It It 
tt tt tt 
2.06 (sliaken)(l) 
2.73 " 
2.73 " 
2.94 " 
2.26 
2.57 
2.68 
2.38 
2.02 
2.05 
2.25 
2.47 
2.19 
It 
It 
It 
It 
ti 
It 
II 
rf 
If 
1.88 (not 8liaken)(2} 
1.88 " " 
1.84 " " 
1.99 
1.03 
3.68 (shaken)(1) 
ft 
It 
1.65 (not shaken)(2) 
1.50 " " 
1.50 " " 
1.60 •• " 
cloudy 
It 
tt 
clear If 
ft 
tt 
It 
It 
It 
It 
It 
cloudy It 
ft 
It 
ft 
n 
ti 
tt 
II 
n 
sli^lit sediment 
noticeable " 
slight It 
If 
II 
ft 
It 
n 
!• 
•t 
much ft 
It 
ft 
It 
tt 
n 
It 
It 
ft 
ft 
ft 
u 
It 
If 
ft 
tt 
It 
It 
t 
It 
tt 
It 
ft 
n 
It 
tt 
It 
It 
tt 
tt 
pH 8 7 to 10 p.p.m. 
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aluEi. Values as low as 2.02 and 2«05 p«p.ir.» of fluorine were 
obtainod for tiao clear appoarintj effluents while sore of tlie 
clou-lv cffluonts javc, aftor 12 AOUVZ ncttllnj, valuer uc lov/ 
as 1.5 n.of fluorine, v.'l.on tlio scdli.icrit t;CO resuanendcd 
before analysis t;:e fluorine contcnt v/r.n found bo r.Dro tr.an 
t.wlco as 'lijiu It apcxjared that rc;r.oval to less t'lan one ^icrt 
per r.illion ~i£;lit be acconplinhcd if a sedinont free effluent 
could bo obtolned. sVith tl;i3 In r.ind, bontonite, a naturally 
occiirrliij, clay-like material, v:cn luied in a aoriea of c^:,\)ri-
nonts. Bciitonite, \i\on aclclod to v.*atcr in tliC pulvorlr.o.1 ctato, 
forno a V.oavy floe w'llch cottlcs rc; ldly. It appeared .^cnnlblo 
tliat a bcntonito floe in co:';:lnation vil': t'.;o alun flee :'.I,;lit 
' ' . e l p  t o  j i v c  a  v ; a t c : ;  : . ; ; i r o  n e a r l y  f r a c  f r v - ; ; - i  t r a e c a  ox  V\n  
fl '.nrlno. 'Mvo c;c,-ni'l.-cnts vrorc coii'uctnd on l.'io la!:o-'r.tary 
cc'il(5 Lo tcr.t out this i-'Oacltillty. r.\(i v;.^t .r -.u'lcd i.r. t'.cae 
c::pc.ri;.;or.La v.ac v.howii Ij aiuily;;Ia tj 7 jni'tr. pOi^ 
^dlllon or ri ioride. In t'i j fir:;t o::. i-i. .out a four liter 
cpaantity of v/ator .vac treated in a G liter buloon flaa.; with 
2.G4G or oci.? i^ralns per jailon of co:rir.aorci.".l alma ;uid 
the aai..o v/eijlit of pulverized bontonite without aujuntint: the 
pll. Stirrinc: v/aa continued for thirty raimtos after which the 
treated water vms transferred to a percolator# Two hours after 
the bosinning of tiie trcat-T.cnt a amnple waa taken for analysis. 
In tlio aeconti oxporiment with the bentonlte, tiio alum was added 
aikl stirred for twenty-five luinutes at which tii^io the bontonite 
was added ...n^i the stirrin^ continued for five iiiinutes before 
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tranaforrinc to the percolator to settle. Other details were 
as In. the previous experiment. In the third experiment only 
bentonite was added# In the fourth, bentonite was added and 
stirred for thirty minutes, after which alum was added and the 
stirring continued Ibr two minutes. The fifth experiment 
differed from the first one only in that the water was first 
adjusted to a pH of 7 before startini^ tte flocculation. 
Table 32 shows the results obtained in this series of experi­
ments. The renoval of fluoride in these experiments in the 
laboratory were so poor that no attempt was made to use bentonite 
in continuous treatment experiments. The bentonite ap:ieared 
decidedly to inhibit the re:noval of fluoride by altua. 
Since the levels of fluoride in the effluents obtained 
in tho first five exporicaonts wore encouragingly near the 
accepted level for safety to the teeth, it was tlioucht ad­
visable to ixarform additional continuous treatment exporimento 
employing; C. P. aluminum sulfate md aluminum chloride in 
addition to commercial alum. It was planned to study the 
cli&ngeB in the efficiency of removal when different conditions 
of pH wore caused by adding varying quantities of acid and 
base in the process of thie treatment. The results obtained 
from these runs are shown in table 33. 
In table 33 the experiments are classified under the 
three kinds of aluminum salts used. The various experiments 
classified under the different aluminum salts are shown in the 
order of the increasing pH values of the soniples of effluent 
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Tablo 32 • Tlie Influence of Bentonite upon the 
Renoval of Fluorides hy Alum Treatment. 
Treatment 
Fluoride Content 
of water 
p.p.m. 
Appearance 
of water 
ITono 7.0 clear 
1. 30.7 grains/gallon of 
klvm and of Bontonite, 
simultaneously. 
4.9 cloudy, some 
sediment on 
standing 
2. 3B.7 grains/tjallon of 
Aliu.i, 25 mln. stirring. 
30.7 grains/gallon 
Bontonlto, G min. stir­
ring. 
5.6 cloudy 
3. 38.7 grains/gallon of 
Bontonlto, 30 mln. 
stirring 
G.3 cloudy 
4. 38.7 grains/gallon of 
Bentonite, 30 min. 
stirring. 38.7 grains 
por cttllon Alum, 2 min. 
stirring. 
G.9 cloudy 
5. Same as 1 but with 
initial pll adjusted 
to 7. 
6.6 clear 
taken during the courso of each experiment. The chemical or 
chemicals used to modify pH are indicated in a separate column. 
Under the column allowing fluoride content, the values numbered 
1 represent the total fluoride content of the effluent {sediment 
resuspended by slmking) whereas the values under 2 represent the 
fluoride content of the effluent after settling had taken place. 
Table 53. Relation of pH of Effluent to Floe Porxnation, 
Filtration, and Fluorine Content of the Effluent. 
Alum 
Compoxmd pH of Grains Acid or F Appearance of Sample Appearance 
Used in 
Treatment 
Effluent 
Water 
per 
Gallon 
Base 
Added 
Content 
p.p.m. 
as 
collected 
12 hours 
settling; 
of 
Floe 
Commer­
cial 
Alum 
6,05 
+0.05 
-0.03 
20 
grains 
0.0213gm 
KaOH per 
gallon 
1. 
2. 
4.27 
1.01 
moderate 
cloudy 
moderate 
sediment 
Fine, slow 
settling 
II 6.13 
+0.19 
-0.06 
n 0.08ml 
conc. 
HCL 
1. 
2. 
2.61 It II 11 
n 6.29 
+0.06 
-0.06 
II n 1. 
2. 
2.47 nearly 
clear 
slight 
sediment 
moderately 
fine, slow 
settling 
n 6.35 
+ 0.15 
-0.10 
n It 1. 
2. 
1.80 
1.47 
quite 
cloudy 
much 
sediment 
moderately fine, 
moderate set­
tling rate 
n G.64 
+ 0.00 
-0.06 
II II 1. 
2. 
2.07 
1.73 
quite 
cloudy 
much 
sediment 
It 
If 6.95 
+ 0.08 
-0.06 
H ti 1. 
2. 
1.74 
0.92 
slightly 
cloudy 
slight 
sediment 
quite heavy, 
rapid settling 
n 7.00 
+0.20 
-0.14 
10 
grains 
n 1. 
2. 
4.03 
5.00 
nearly 
clear 
moderate 
sediment 
quite coarse, 
rapid settling 
It 7.29 
+0.06 
-0.04 
20 
grains 
II 1. 
2. 
2.19 quite 
clear 
little 
sediment 
quite heavy, 
coarse, rapid 
settling 
« 7.30 
+-0.05 
-0.10 
n II 1. 
2. 
1.56 quite 
cloudy 
consider­
able 
• AH lTnAn + 
quite heavy 
coarse 

-0.06 
o W A A U 
6.95 
+ 0.08 
-0,06 
1. 1.74 slij^tly sll£;ht 
2. 0.92 cloudy sediment 
quite heavy, 
rapid settling 
7.00 
+0.20 
-0.14 
10 
grains 
1. 4.03 nearly 
2. 5.00 clear 
moderate 
sediraent 
quite coarse, 
rapid settling 
7.29 
+0.06 
-0.04 
7.30 
-K).05 
-0.10 
20 
grains 
1. 2.19 quite 
2 . clear 
1. 1.56 quite 
2. —- cloudy 
little 
sediment 
consider­
able 
sediment 
quite heavy, 
coarse, rapid 
settling 
quite heavy 
coarse 
7.37 
+ 0.08 
-0.13 
7.56 
+0.10 
-0.10 
15 0.46ga 1. O.Cl trace of 
grains KaOH per 2. cloudi-
gallon ness 
10 Acid fol- 1. 1.00 
grains lowed by 2. — 
base 
no de-
tectible 
cloudi­
ness 
trace of 
sediment 
trace of 
sediment 
quite heavy 
quite coarse 
and heavy 
C, 
Alum 
7.58 
+0.20 
-0.18 
0.11 
+ 0.06 
-0.16 
4.57 
+ 0.13 
-0.12 
20 
grains 
0.92gm 
KaOH per 
gallon 
40 
grains 
none 
1. 1.13 trace of 
2. 0.95 cloudi­
ness 
1. 4.95 
2. 3.85 
clear 
1. 7.8 vex^-
2. 0.97 cloudy 
trace of 
sediment 
slight 
sediment 
much 
sediment 
moderately 
coarse 
moderately 
fine 
failed to form 
I H 
0 1 
5.87 
+ 0.13 
-0.11 
5.97 
+ 0.06 
-0.07 
20 
grains 
30 
grains 
0.08ml 
conc. 
ilCL per 
gallon 
0.065gm 
KaOH per 
gallon 
1. 1.87 moderate- moderate 
2. 1.C7 ly cloiidy sediment 
1. 2.20 
2. 1.62 
quite 
cloudy 
much 
sediment 
fine, but 
abundant 
fine, not 
abundant 
6.16 0.042 1. 4.69 veirr verv veirv flna 

+0.06 
-0.16 
C. P. 4.5V 
AliiXfl +0.13 
-0.12 
" 5.87 
+ 0.13 
-0.11 
5.97 
+ 0.06 
-0.07 
6.16 
+0.37 
-0.30 
7.34 
+0.15 
-0.21 
Alxunlnvun 6.73 
Chloride +0.42 
-0.25 
6.09 
+ 0.13 
-0.13 
6.13 
+0.04 
-0.07 
40 
grains 
20 
grains 
30 
grains 
NaOH per 
gallon 
20 
grains 
equiv­
alent 
to A1 
in 
A3^S<y3 
at ^Ogrs 
none 
0.08ml 
conc. 
ilCL per 
gallon 
0.065gia 
KaOH per 
gallon 
0.042 
0.08ml 
conc. 
HCL per 
gallon 
0.92gm 
per 
gallon 
equiv­
alent 
to A1 
in 
at 18 grs 
0.12gm 
per 
^allon 
equiv­
alent 
to 20 
srs. 
0.92 
HaOE 
per 
gallon 
2. 3.85 
1. 7.S 
2. 0.97 
•very 
cloudy 
sediment 
much 
sediment 
1. 1.87 moderate- moderate 
2. 1.C7 ly cloudy sediment 
1. 
2.  
2.20 
1.62 
quit® 
Cloudy 
1. 4.69 very 
2. 1.08 cloudy 
1. 1.50 nearly 
2. 1.20 clear 
1. 1.70 nearly 
2. 1.20 clear 
1. 0.00 very 
cloudy 
much 
sediment 
very 
heavy 
slight 
sediment 
slight 
sediment 
very 
heavy 
sediment 
1. 4.49 moderate- moderate 
2. 4.43 ly cloudy sediment 
fine 
failed to form 
fine, but 
abundant 
fine, not 
abundant 
very fine 
texture, slow 
settling 
quite good, i.e. 
definite, rapidly 
settling 
very heavy 
very poor 
poor 
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Tiio results obtained in tiie series of expcriiiionts using 
a constant dosage of cojiinercial alum arc diown graphically 
in figvire 12» Tho solid lino connects points on the graph 
which show tiio fluoride contents of tiio saciplos Tsien the 
sediment was resuspended by shaking# The fluoride content 
is shown on the ordinate and the pll values aro shown on the 
abscissa. Tlie broken line is drawn to connect points repre­
senting the fluoride contents and pH values for tlic effluents 
from tlic seijarate exporiinents when tho fluoride was detomined 
In the settled effluent. 
Effluents corresponding to pll values less than 6 almost 
without exception were markedly cloudy aa collected and con­
tained much sediment upon standing. The cause of tho cloudi­
ness appeared to bo tho result of pin-point floe formation and 
to a failxire of the sand filter completely to remove such a 
floe* After these runs were completed a siiarply decreased 
quantity of floe was noticed in tlie settling tanlc. 
The effluent from the experiment at a pH of B.ll was 
quite clear throiaghout the course of tho exparinont and gave 
very little sediment upon standing. The effluents corresponding 
to pU values between 6 and 8 pass through a minimum in total 
fluoride content. Tlie effluents within the region of 2 parts 
per million of total fluoride content were noticeably less 
cloudy as received and gavo much less sediment upon standing 
than did tho more acid offluent*. 
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0 7 8 9 
pH of Efjtluenl 
Q—0 J A-riaiys&s oji SftaUert Sa mpUs 
t2j-"t3 J Anoljf^GS oJ! Seii?eJ Scmjrlts 
Figure 12« The variation of the 
fluoride contents of alum efflu­
ents with pH* 
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Tlio values for fluoride contents of the settled sariples 
were uaiially measurably lower tlxan those of the sane sainples 
when shaken# Tlxis indicated that fluoride was quite generally 
present in any floe ttiat settled out of tlie effluent. The 
quantity of fluoride in the floe was, however, usually well 
under one part per luillion when the pll of tlie effluent rma 
greater tJian 6.3. 
Fiijuro 13 shows the res\.U.ts obtained with C. P, aluminum 
chloride and C. P. aluminvun sulfate with the data plotted as 
in tho precedinc figure. The results shown appeared qualita­
tively to follow tho sane trenda as the results with coranercial 
alum. Attain a measurable amount of fluoride appeared in the 
sediments, with nearly all of tho fluoride present in the 
original v/ater accounted fbr in the aodlment vdien C. P. 
aluminiua sxilfate was used at tlie lowest pH value. 
Figure 14 sliows a pH-fluoride content curve for the 
sediment that settled out of samples collected from tho sand 
filter in some of ttao experiments previously described. The 
values for tlio fluoride content of tto sediment are obtained 
by difference between the fluoride content vdion shaken and 
after settling, and are expressed in parts per million. A 
rapid rise in the curve as the pU values fall below 6.4 co­
incides with the rise in the pH-fluoride content cxirve for 
shaken samples, slaown as the solid line. A remarkably high 
content of fluoride in the sediment is obtained as the pH 
approaches 4.5 
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4 
pH oji EJ^J^luent 
W ) C. R A2 um xisecL 
0 5 chloride usecl. 
Solid Line - shaken sq.rnp2e.si Bfoyen 
L i n e -  s e l i l e d  s a m p l e s .  
Figure 13. The variation of the fluoride con­
tent of effluents vdth the pH of the effluent, 
using C»P» aluminum sulfate and aluminum chloride* 
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Figure 14# The relation of pH of the effluent to the 
fluoride content of the sediment In tiie effluents 
possessing different pH valiies* 
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Tho fact that all of these v/atera having a pll of 6 or 
above tended to show aarked cloudiness as received lot to 
tixe belief that much fluoride niay irnve combined with the alxua 
and that filtration with sand and gravel was not capablc of 
removing the finely divided aliun precipitate, thus riving 
effluents witli hi-^h fluoride. 
The acid pH valxies apparently v/ere quite favorable to 
the combination or adsorption of fluoride to the alur;; there­
fore it aoe.v.ea advisable to experiment with a run conducted 
in such a v/ay tlmt a pll in the region of G.O cr less could 
be obtained in tiu3 early sta(:;es of mixing at which the fluoride 
nicht combine more readily 'ivith the alum floe, and, in the 
later stages of inixint: to increase the pH with sodium hydroxide 
to a value of approximately 7.5 in order to favor the produc­
tion of a clear effluent. 
Throe experiments were made accordin^j to this plan. One 
run was made with 20 £;raina, one with 15 grains, and one with 
10 grains per gallon of aluminum sulfate. With the 20 grain 
dose of altun no additional acid was found nooes3ai»y to attain 
the desired acid pU, and sufficient sodium hydroxide was added 
to the second mixing tank to raise the pU back to 7.5. The 
fluoride content in the effluent from this run was found 
slightly greater than 1 part per million. When 15 grains per 
gallon of al\un was used a reduction of fluoride to 0.65 parts 
per million v/as obtained. With 10 grains per gallon of altun. 
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additional acid was added in the dosing solution. Hydrochloric 
acid was added in a quantity equivalent to 0.09 nl. of concen­
trated acid per gallon. Tlie effluent obtained from this run 
contained a total fluoride content of 1.0 part per million. 
The efficiency of the alum as n removal agent v/as increased 
by insuring a distinctly acid pH during the first stage in 
the treatment and then insuring a pH of approximately 7.5 in 
the effluent for favorable floe formation by adding sodivua 
hydroxide in the second nixin^: tank. 
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SUIffilARy 
Study of Pliysiolocical Responses to Fluorides 
The cffects of a nuKibor of fluorides upon rats have 
been oti^diod. Tho availability of co:.n:3r nnd iron fluorides 
for hono^lobin ro^jencration have been investi£;ated« Young 
rats vrore rendered severely anemic on a milk diet after t/}iich 
some of the rats v.-ero i^iven a cupric and ferric fluoride 
oupplenent, some were jiven cupric sulfate and ferric 
chloride, wliilo otiiors were continued on rillk alone. The 
rate of tho recovery of rats on tlio fluorides v.-aa conuiared 
with tho rate of recovery of the aniniala on cupric sulfate 
and ferric cliloride. 
Tlie influence upon hemoi^lobln of souiura fluoride in the 
ration of tho rat v;ao studied l/y comparing; Uui !tomotilobin 
values of nor:nal rats Jurint; growth, reproduction and lacta­
tion *;ith the values for rats I'ocoiviui; a supplement of 0,05 
per cent sodiuni fluoride in the ration. 
Tho effect of feedinc alum in the fluoride rations was 
studied. Rata were fed codlum fluoride at concentrations of 
0.025 and 0.050 per cent in tlie growinij ration, v^hereaa others 
Vfere fed the two different levels of fluorides in rations to 
which aluBiinmn sulfate had been added. Growth, reproduction. 
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lactation, Iticlsov chnn^os of tlxc rats fed fluoride alone 
were compared vfith tluo uano G:u'.ni.;ec in tho anlrjilc rocciving 
the sodluri fluoride and aluinlmci sulfate. 
A conpnrlson of tho toxicity of alujninun Tluorido rith 
tl\ut of souo of'ior Inor^-ar.ic fluorides waa isado. Rata v/cro 
fod ::luc fluoride, cupric fluoride, calcivua fluosilicr.te, 
and alu:.iinxu!i fluoride at t!\e levol of 0.10 per csnt fluorine 
at' fluoride in tlx ration. Their cffecto upon growth and upon 
t}io incisor 3 wore conpi\red. Tlie a to rage of fluoride in tho 
tibiae of rats fod cupric fluoride waa compared with tho 
storage In the a cue bonoa of rata Uiat had received aluminuns 
fluoride. 
Tho toxicity of aofllum fluoride v/hen injoctod alone vrao 
compared with tho toxicity of the aaria compound when injoctod 
'.vlth alura. Tlio effect of injecting aluminum fluoride intra-
peritor.eally vrns invostl;i;ated aloo. 
Tho rolatioucliip between recalcificatlon of rachitic 
tibiae and tI:o incorporation of fluoride into the tibiae v.'aB 
atudiocl. Youni:: rats v/ero rendered rachitic on a standard 
rachlto^jenic diet. The rata v/ero thon divided into different 
groupa for feeding siipplements. One group was given a vitarnln 
D Bupploment. A second group was given vitamin D plus aodlvun 
fluoride at a level of 0.10 per cent In tlie ration. A third 
group was fod a supplement of sodium fluoride alone at a level 
of 0.10 per cent in the ration. The fourth groups was kept on 
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the rachitocenic ration for a control. At the close of the 
feeding period the animals wore sacrificed and tibiae taken 
for line tests and for ash and fluoride deterrilnations. 
Tlie effect of sodium fluoride upon blood sugar levels 
in the rat was studied by following the changes in blood 
sugar concentrations in the rat after the administration of 
sodium fluoride alone, sodium fluoride and glucose, and glucose 
alone to fasted and unfasted rats by means of the otonach tube. 
Tlie influence of insulin upon the sodium fluoride poisoned rats 
was also invostigated. 
Y/lion it v/as found tliat sodium fluoride caused hypergly­
cemia when ad::ilnistered by stomach tube to unfasted and fasted 
normal rats, fasting blood sugar levels were detor;;;inod on 
normal and fluoride fed rats that had been fasted for 26 houra. 
Some effects of organic fluorides upon the rat were 
studied by incorporating a number of organic fluorides in the 
ration of the rat and observing tlie appearance of tJo incisors 
and the effects upon growth. 
Study of. Fluoride Removal from Water 
The removal of fluoride from Ankony City water was tried 
using potasslm alum at different levels. Tlie removal at two 
initial pH values was studied for three levels of aluminum 
sulfate dosage. The ciiange in fluoride content of treated 
water was deteminod at different Intervals of time of standing 
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in contact with the floe from aluroinuni sulfate. 
Removal Tiith alum was studied by using a continuous 
treatnent pilot plant consisting of three riixing tanlcs, a 
settling tanlc and a filter of sand and gravel. Tiu; variation 
of tiie fluoride content of tho treated water v/ith tho pK of 
tho effluent v;aa studied. Tha pll of the water during treat­
ment was modified by adding hydrochloric acid v/lth the alum 
solution in the first mixing tank and by adding sodium 
hydroxide to the second mixing tank, or by adding both tlie 
hydrochloric acid and the sodivim Ixydi'oxide. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Hiyoioloijical Reaponsoo to Fluorldos 
1. Both cuprlc and forric fluorides were used readily 
for henoglobln reseneratlon in the rat. 
2« Sodiun fluoride at a level of 0.05 per cent did not 
affect the iBnoclobin levels of the rats durln^j £;rowth, re­
production or lactation. 
3. Tlie inclusion of oodiuin fluoride at a level of 
0.0226 per cent fluorine as fluoride did not impair repro­
duction from the standpoint of the avercuQO nvunber of younc 
per litter but the sane levol impaired reprodxiction from the 
standpoint of average birth weights. 
4. Sodium fluoride at a level of 0.0226 per cent 
fluoride impaired lactation so that no young were reared to 
weanin^j age out of a total of 38 young bom. 
5. Tlie feeding; of alum with 0.0226 per cent fluorine 
as fluoride in the ration overcaine tlie effect of the fluoride 
upon birth ?/eight and restored lactation to a remarkable 
extent. 
6. Doth 0.0113 and 0.0226 per cent fluoride caused 
typical strlation, bleachlnjj and lengthening of the incisors 
of the rats. 
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7. The feedlnc of alum along with the sodlvun fluoride 
prevented to a remarkable extent tlie usual cliani^es in teeth 
due to fluoride feeding, 
0« Alvuninum fluoride, if toxic at all, possesses an 
extremely low order of toxicity when fed to rats. Tills con­
clusion is supported by growth data, tlio lack of ability of 
this compound to damage the incisors and by the fact that t.:ie 
fcoding of aluminum fluoride at a lovol of 0.10 per cont 
fluorlno in tlio ration of the rat did not causo a r.arked in­
crease of bono fluorine wlioroas feeding of cupric fluoride 
caused a very marked storage of timt element. Alumintm 
fluoride, when injected Intraperltoneally, was non-toxic. 
Sodium fluoride was found less toxic wiien injected with alum 
than when injected alone. 
9. Tlie administration of sodium fluoride along with 
vitamin D accelerated recalciflcation as measured by ash 
determinations and by line tests. 
10. The storage of fluorine in tho bones of tlie rat 
was Increased by tlie administration of vitamin D. 
11. Large quantities of sodium fluoride, v/Iion administered 
by stomach tube, caused marked hyperglycemia wliotlior or not 
glucose v/as admlnlatored slmultanoouoly. 
12. The fluoride-induced hyperglycemia was found to be 
comteracted in three separate experiments by insulin in­
jections, even thoxigh typical fluoride tremors were evident 
at the time of tho insulin Injection. 
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13• The feeding of sodium fluoride Bt 0»10 per cent 
in the ration of the rat caxised markedly lowered blood suj^ar 
levels after 36 hours fast. 
14. The Inanition of fluoride fed rats nay be due in 
part to impairment of carbohydrate storage. 
15* Poodini_; of somo orijanic fluorine compounds causcd 
typical mottllntt of the incisors of the rat whereas the 
fcedinj of other organic compounds failed to cause visible 
ciian^^ea in the Incisors. 
16. Alphariuoronaphthalene, ^-fluorobromobenzene, r.nd 
£-fluoroiodobenzene caused mottling at levels of 0.10 per 
cent fluorine in the ration. 
17. Mottlinj; was not caused by £«fluorobonzoic acid, 
£» £'-difluorodiphenyl or fluorobenzene. 
Removal Studies 
1. Tlie ranoval of fluoride from water by the use of 
coiiunoroial alum has been demonstrated with Ankeny City water 
which resembles a nuraber of waters whose compositions have 
boon reported by otl)6r inveatitiatoro. 
2. Tlio rui.ioval of fluoride i'rom natural water Ims boon 
accomplished by the use of C.P. alum and C.P. alximinum cliloride. 
3. The fluoride content of treated water has been found 
to vary in a definite manner with the pll of the treated water. 
4. Tlilc variation of riuoridc content of treated water 
v/ltli pll is foimd to occur v.ltl: alvu:i, both coinniorcial and C. P., 
and v;ith C. P. aluninvun chloride. 
5. The optimum pH of tho effluent which resvilted in 
maxiraum combination of fluoride with the floe did not coincide 
v/ith tho optimun pH for rapid fooulation and fonnation of 
clear filtrates* 
6. Tlie optimum pH of the effluent for tlio formation of 
clear filtrates which later gave very little sediment was 
found to be near 7«6j whereas, samples of effluents which 
cave low fl\ioride contents if floes wore allowed to settle 
were obtained at pH valiies ran^jing from 4.5 to 7.5. 
7» Tlie efficiency of fluoride removal by alvun in the 
continuous treatmont exTcrinonts was increased markedly by 
inoxirinc an acid reaction of the water in tho first mixing 
tank to a pH of C followed by an alkaline reaction in the 
second mixing tank corresrondini: to a pII of 7.5. 
8. Removal of fluoride to the levels of 0.65 and 1.00 
parts per million was accomplished by tho use of 15 and 10 
grains per ballon of AlgCSO^)^, rospoctlvely. Tiie pU in the 
first mixing tank was 6 and in the second mixin^i tank was 7.5. 
9. Tho use of bentonlto in laboratory experimento, either 
alone or with aliim, proved of no value; on the contrary, it 
inhibited the removal action of the alum. 
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